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Abstract

In this thesis I present some results from my research into eukaryotic chro-
matin structure and dynamics. Chromosome organisation is studied through a
simulation approach and at different stages of the cell cycle. Throughout all the
thesis, simulations are carried out by using “beads-on-a-string” polymer models
whose details are given in Chapter 2. Depending on the aim of simulations,
different details of chromatin fibres and of the cell environment are included in
the model, in order to reproduce basic characteristics of chromosomes in that
particular phase of the cell cycle.

Chapter 3 focuses on the study of chromatin dynamics during interphase when
different chromosomes are not experimentally distinguishable, and chromatin
is organised in topologically associating domains (TADs) and active and inac-
tive compartments (respectively referred to as A and B compartments in the
literature). Within this scenario, I depict the Pax6 gene locus by employing
the HiP-HoP polymer model which has already been applied to reproduce
interactions of Pax6 in mouse cell lines and of SOX2 in human cell lines. DNA
accessibility data (ATAC-seq), ChIP-seq data for CTCFs and cohesins, and
ChIP-seq data for H3K27ac marks are included to model the fibre’s structure
and to account for proper interactions with transcription factors. After validat-
ing the model by comparing simulation results with experimental FISH and
CaptureC data, I show the significant correlation between gene expression and
chromosome mobility inside the nucleus.

Within interphase, a particular important step is the S phase during which
DNA synthesis happens. At this stage DNA polymerases bind DNA filaments
forming large structures called replication factories which synthesise a new
DNA molecule. Fluorescence microscopy experiments have shown an inter-
esting dynamics of replication factories which, during S phase, increase their
size and decrease in number. To understand such a singular dynamics, in
Chapter 4 I develop a polymer physics model to study the dynamics of DNA
(more precisely chromatin) replication. I will show that this model naturally
leads to the self-organisation of chromatin into clusters, or replication factories,
whose dynamics may entail different regimes according to the microscopic rules
underlying the model. Important factors determining the emerging behaviour
of the system are the interactions between proteins and chromatin, and the
interplay between the directed motion of DNA polymerases along chromatin in
1D and their diffusion in 3D.
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Finally, I study chromosome organisation during mitosis. At this stage TADs
and A and B compartments disappear, while chromosomes condensate into
cylindrical structures becoming distinguishable through microscopy techniques.
Experiments suggest that late prophase chromosomes are organised as arrays
of consecutive loops which might be originated by a loop extrusion process
performed by condensins II acting as molecular motors. In Chapter 5 I show a
simple attractive interaction between bottle brush chromosomes and protein
complexes (for example condensins I) can lead to the shorter and thicker mitotic
cylinders observed during prometaphase without requiring the mediation of
additional molecular motors.



Lay Summary

In each cell of our body, 2 metres of DNA are stored in a nucleus whose
diameter is just 10 micrometres. In order to compact such a long filament into
such a small space, DNA wraps around particular proteins, called histones, to
build chromatin which further compacts to form chromosomes. Recent experi-
mental techniques, for example Hi-C methods, have allowed us to investigate
how chromatin organises in 3D. For example, it is now known that active
chromatin regions, namely those segments responsible for the production of
new proteins, are more opened, while inactive regions appear as crumpled
areas. However, the study of the chromatin structure remains one of the most
challenging topics in current biology as a complete comprehension of mecha-
nisms regulating interactions among chromatin sites is still missing. On top of
that, little is known about the dynamics of chromatin: what affects chromatin
movements inside the nucleus? Which is the connection between chromatin
structure and dynamics?

In this thesis I will use computer simulations to investigate the questions
mentioned above. I will depict chromatin as a polymer composed by a sequence
of beads and I will then use polymer physics to analyse its property. In
particular, I will be interested in simulating chromosomes at different time points
of the cell cycle. I will apply my simulations to understand the link between
chromatin structure and dynamics during interphase, namely that phase when
protein synthesis happens, DNA is replicated and the cell grows. Moreover,
polymer physics will be a useful tool also to investigate the DNA replication
during S-phase and to shed light on the internal structure of chromosomes
during mitosis, when the cell divides into two new cells.
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Chapter 1

A short introduction to DNA
and chromatin

1.1 DNA, nucleosomes and chromatin

Any information needed to make our body work is stored in DNA, a long
molecule contained in every cell nucleus. While DNA was first observed more
than a century ago [1], the first accurate model is quite recent and was proposed
by Watson and Crick in 1953 [2]. This model, supported by many experiments
and observations [3], depicts DNA as a molecule composed by two strands
twisting around each other to form a right-handed helix. Each strand is
formed by repeated units called nucleotides and each of them is composed by a
nucleobase (guanine, adenine, cytosine and thymine), a sugar (deoxyribose) and
a phosphate group [4, 5]. While phosphate groups and sugars form an external
backbone, nucleobases are localised in the internal part of a DNA molecule (see
Fig. 1.1(a)). A nucleobase in one of the two strands forms hydrogen bonds with
the corresponding nucleobase in the other strand: in particular, adenine pairs
with thymine and guanine pairs with cytosine. Moreover, phosphate groups
belonging to the same strand form phosphodiester bonds between the third
and the fifth carbon atoms of two adjacent sugar molecules. Usually, every
strand forming a DNA molecule has a 5′ end, where the 5′ carbon of a ribose is
attached to a phosphate group, and a 3′ end, where the 3′ carbon of a ribose
binds a hydroxyl group (see Fig. 1.1(b)) Therefore, the position of the 5′ and
3′ ends along the strand backbone (sugars plus phosphate groups) provides a
directionality to the strand and, in double-stranded DNA, the two filaments
forming the helix are oriented in opposite directions.
One of the most interesting features of DNA is its dimension. While its typical
thickness is just 2nm, its length is far larger. For instance, in a human cell
about 2m of DNA are compacted to fit within a nucleus whose diameter is just
10µm[6]. In order to fit this long molecule in such a tiny space, several levels
of compaction are required.
In eukaryotic cells DNA is associated to histone proteins [9]. A segment

of about 147 DNA base pairs wraps around a octamer of proteins formed
by two copies of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (see Fig. 1.2-top panel).

1



2CHAPTER 1. A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO DNA AND CHROMATIN

Figure 1.1: The double helix structure. (a) The most common DNA structure
corresponds to a right-handed double helix. Each strand contains consecutive nucleotides,
each one composed by a sugar, a phosphate group and a nucleobase (that can be thymine,
cytosine, adenine or guanine). The sugars and phosphate groups form an external backbone,
while the nucleobases are inside the helical structure. The helix is stabilised by hydrogen
bonds between two nucleobases belonging to the two different strands. In particular, thymine
pairs only with adenine and cytosine pairs only with guanine. Figure adapted from Ref. [7].
(b) Each strand of a double-stranded DNA molecule is characterised by a 3′ end attached
to a hydroxyl group and a 5′ end attached to a phosphate group. The two strands have
opposite directionality as the 5′ end of one strand bonds the 3′ end of the other strand and
vice versa. Figure adapted from Ref. [8].

This DNA fragment together with the histone octamer forms the nucleosome
which is the first level of DNA compaction and was discovered in 1974 through
electron microscopy [10]. Adjacent nucleosomes are connected by a linker DNA
segment and the final structure is known as beads-on-a-string structure [9] (see
Fig. 1.2-central panel). A further compaction leads to the formation of a 30nm
chromatin filament. In fact, the presence of the additional histone protein H1
helps consecutive nucleosomes to get closer and to form a 30nm wide filament1

(see Fig. 1.2-bottom panel). Usually this thicker filament is what is called
chromatin and its organisation and dynamics will be the topic of this thesis.
Importantly, the genetic material of an organism can be divided into many
chromosomes, namely chromatin segments that become clearly distinguishable
from each other during mitosis when a cell is preparing to divide into two
daughter cells [5]. The number of chromosomes depends on the considered
organism: for instance, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster contains only 4
chromosomes, while human cells count 23 chromosomes [13] which include a sex

1Recently, the existence of the 30nm chromatin fibre has been questioned as some new
biophysical techniques did not detect it. For instance, cryogenic electron microscopy reported
the presence of disordered fibres 5− 24nm in diameter [11].
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Figure 1.2: From nucleosome to chromatin. A nucleosome is formed by a histone
octamer (containing 8 core histone proteins) plus ∼ 147bp of DNA wrapped around it. Linker
DNA connects consecutive histones creating the beads-on-a-string structure which is further
compacted into a 30nm chromatin fibre. Figure from Ref. [12].
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Figure 1.3: Supercoiled DNA. On the left: relaxed circular double-stranded DNA. On
the right: twist has been added and DNA adopts a supercoiled configuration where the
centreline of the molecule overlaps itself. Figure adapted from Ref. [5].

chromosome X or Y plus other 22 chromosomes. The majority of eukaryotic
cells are diploid, meaning that the nucleus contains two complete sets of
chromosomes, one from each parent. Therefore, a typical human cell contains
a total of 46 chromosomes: two sex chromosomes forming the pair (X,X) or
(X, Y ) and two copies of each of the remaining 22 chromosomes [5].
Interestingly, prokaryotic DNA organisation is quite different. Prokaryotes
genome2 size ranges from 600 kbp to 9.5Mbp compared to the ∼ 3000Mbp
contained in human genome [14]. Also, prokaryotic DNA is often organised in a
single circular chromosome and does not wrap around histone proteins [15, 16].
The DNA double helix structure and the constraint imposed by the circular
shape facilitate the partial compaction through supercoiling mechanisms [17].
In relaxed conditions, forming a DNA molecule twist around the helical axis
approximately every 1.5 base pairs [5]. However, prokaryotes use some enzymes
(i.e. gyrase) to add or subtract additional twist into a circular DNA: in such
DNA takes on different shape and the molecule folds as the extremities of the
two strands are not free to move and to release the stress [17] (see Fig. 1.3). A
DNA molecule with such a configuration is known as supercoiled DNA [18].
Supercoiling arises naturally also from cell activities like transcription and
DNA replication (see Sec. 1.2) both in prokaryotes and eukaryotes [19]. As
the presence of excessive torsion can obstruct the progress of the cell cycle,
particular enzymes called topoisomerases are used to introduce cuts into one
or two strands of a double-stranded DNA in order to release the torsional
stress [5].

Generally, DNA and chromatin organisation depends on the phase of the cell
cycle. As in this thesis we will be interested in studying eukaryotes chromatin
structure and dynamics, we now explain in more details the different stages a
cell goes through during its life.

2The term genome indicates the totality of the genetic information, i.e. the quantity of
DNA contained in a single set of chromosomes defining a cell. In the case of human cells,
the genome is the quantity of DNA within the 23 chromosomes [5].
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1.2 Chromatin structure and cell cycle
In normal conditions, a cell passes through a cycle composed by several

events which lead to its replication [5]. The time required by a cell to produce
two daughter cells depends on the organism we consider: while the generation
time3 of the bacterium E. Coli is as low as 20min [20], typical eukaryotic cells
require 10− 20 hours to complete a cycle [5].
Eukaryotes cell cycle is commonly divided into four stages [5] (see Fig. 1.4):

• the S-phase (synthesis) when DNA is replicated;

• the M-phase (mitosis) during which replicated chromosomes separate and
two daughter cells are generated;

• two gap phases G1 and G2 dividing the S-phase from the M-phase. During
G1 and G2 the cell grows and RNA and proteins are synthesised.

The S-phase, together with the G1 and G2 gaps, forms what is called interphase
which represents the 95% of the total duration of the eukaryotic cell cycle [21].

Figure 1.4: Phases of the cell cycle. The eukaryotic cell cycle is usually divided into
four phases: two gap phases G1 and G2 during which RNA and proteins are synthesised,
S phase when DNA replication occurs and M (mitosis ) phase which terminates with cell
division. In some conditions, such as starvation, a cell can enter in a resting (G0) phase.
Usually cells in the G0 phase renter the normal cell cycle when conditions change. Figure
from Ref. [5].

3The term generation time indicates the time needed to double the amount of cells.
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In the prokaryotic case we do not talk about G1, S, G2 and M phase. The
prokaryotic cell cycle is divided into 3 phases which resemble the eukaryotic
cycle: the B phase when the cell grows, the C stage during which DNA is
replicated and the D phase corresponding to the cell division moment [22].
As we will be interested in investigating eukaryotes chromatin, we will now
give more details only about the phases of the eukaryotic cell cycle.

1.2.1 Cell activities during interphase
As said above, interphase is the longest stage of the cell cycle and it includes

several events fundamental for the survival of the organism. One of these events
is transcription, namely the synthesis of a RNA molecule starting from a DNA
segment [5]. RNA is a polynucleotide (mainly single-stranded) whose structure
is very similar to DNA, except for the backbone sugar (ribose in RNA and
deoxyribose in DNA) and for the DNA nucleobase thymine which is substituted
by uracil in RNA. DNA segments used as templates to produce RNA are called
genes which are typical 5000 to 100, 000 nucleotides long. The large majority of
genes are protein-coding genes, meaning that they are transcribed into mRNA
which is later used as a template to assemble proteins. However, a few genes
do not code for protein synthesis, but instead they are used to synthesise other
types of RNA which can be used in several cell activities (for instance in the
regulation of gene expression, namely the transcription of a gene) [23]. The
synthesis of new proteins is then divided into the following steps [5]:

• transcription (see Fig. 1.5(a-transcription)): the enzyme RNA polymerase
binds DNA in specific sites called promoters and creates a transcription
bubble where the two DNA strands are divided by breaking the hydrogen
bonds between them. During elongation polymerase moves one base at
time from the 3′ to the 5′ end of the DNA template strand. While it
proceeds, an RNA filament (pre-mRNA) is created by adding nucleotides
complementary to the template DNA sequence. At the same time, the
two transcribed DNA strands behind the RNA polymerase re-associate
into a double helix. The transcription terminates when the polymerase
meets specific termination regions;

• splicing: the non-protein-coding sequences (introns) are removed from a
newly synthesised pre-mRNA molecule and the remaining coding regions
(exons) are joined together to create a mature mRNA molecule which is
later transported to the cytoplasm out of the nucleus ;

• translation (see Fig. 1.5(a-translation)): a ribosome, a big molecular
machine, assembles and, while it reads the mRNA molecule, it links
together amino-acids in the order provided by the mRNA molecule. In
particular, at each step, the ribosome reads a triplet of mRNA nucleosomes
called codon which corresponds to a specific amino-acid. With the
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Figure 1.5: Interphase events. (a)-Transcription. Inside the nucleus RNA polymerase
synthesises pre-mRNA by creating a RNA filament complementary to the DNA template
strand. Through a splicing mechanism, exons are removed from pre-mRNA and a mature
mRNA molecule is created and transported to the cytoplasm out of the nucleus. (a)-
Translation. In the cytoplasm a ribosome reads triplets of mRNA nucleosomes (codons)
and, with the help of tRNA, it assembles a chain of amino-acids. At the end of translation,
the new amino-acid chain folds in 3D to create a protein. Figure adapted from Ref. [24]. (b)
DNA replication: new DNA strands are synthesised by DNA polymerases which create new
filaments complementary to the template filaments. Polymerases move from the 3′ to the 5′
extremity of the template DNA strand. Figure from Ref. [25].
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help of tRNA, the ribosome creates a new amino-acid chain by reading
consecutive codons. This amino-acid chain will later fold in 3D to create
a new functional protein.

Protein synthesis happens during G1 and G2 phases which are separated by
the S-phase during which DNA is replicated. DNA replication is carried on by
replisomes, complex molecular machines which assemble on a double-stranded
DNA molecule and contain several enzymes such as DNA polymerase and
helicase [26]. While helicase opens the double helix by breaking the hydrogen
bonds between the two strands, DNA polymerase creates a new DNA strand
by adding new nucleotides complementary to the ones in the template strand
(see Fig. 1.5(b)).
Through the use of electron microscopy experiments, it was observed that
interphase chromatin appears as a filament loosely distributed in the cell nu-
cleus [27]. However, the use of fluorescence microscopy revealed that interphase
chromosomes are not mixed, but they occupy well defined regions within the
nucleus called chromosome territories [28]. Moreover, recent experimental
techniques such as Hi-C methods (see Appendix A) have shown that interphase
chromatin forms long-range loops which have the function of regulating DNA
transcription and replication [11, 29]. The structure and the dynamics of
chromosomes during interphase will be deeply explained and investigated in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

1.2.2 Mitosis: the duplication of the cell
Beside interphase, the other phase of the cell cycle is mitosis, when the cell

division happens and two daughter cells are created. Although mitosis will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, here we briefly summarise cell events
during this stage.
During mitosis chromatin drastically changes its structure and transcription is
believed to be globally arrested [30]. That said, however, new research suggest
that a transcriptional program is maintained even during this stage of the cell
cycle [31].
At the end of interphase, the nucleus contains chromosomes replicated during
the S-phase and the two copies of each chromosome (named sister chromatids)
are still linked by the centromere [5]. Just at the beginning of mitosis, chromatin
starts condensing and each replicated chromosome assumes the well known
X-shape (see Fig. 1.6, top panel). Mitosis ends when the sister chromatids
divide and two new cells, each one containing a full set of chromosomes, are
generated (see Fig. 1.6).
The internal organisation of mitotic chromosomes and how chromatin changes
its 3D structure from interphase to mitosis represent biological topics still
deeply debated. A large discussion about mitotic chromosome compaction will
be presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.6: The double helix structure. At the beginning of mitosis each chromosome is
replicated and the two sister chromatids are linked by the centromere. During mitosis the two
chromatids condense forming the characteristic X-shape (top panel) and they later separate.
Finally, two daughter cells are created, each one containing a full set of chromosomes (bottom
panel). Figure adapted from Ref. [5].
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Chapter 2

Using molecular dynamics to
model chromatin

2.1 A short introduction to molecular dynam-
ics

Almost 45 years ago molecular dynamics (MD) was used for the first time to
study the structure of the protein BPTI [32]. Since then the sudden development
of computer hardware has given the possibility of improving and speeding up
MD techniques which nowadays can reproduce and investigate more intricate
systems. The first simulation was just 10 ps long, while current simulations
are usually longer than 10ns and the time they take to run is short enough to
allow users to study far larger systems [33].
Besides simulating the dynamics of many body systems, MD is used also for
getting time-averaged molecular properties to compare with the experimental
ones, and to investigate the configuration space thermally accessible by a
macromolecule [34]. These last two properties could be also studied by Monte
Carlo simulations, while the dynamics is an aspect that can be investigated
just by MD techniques [33].
If on one hand MD simulations reliability needs to be confirmed by experimental
data, on the other hand, they provide a useful tool to alter some of the physical
characteristics of the system under investigation and to predict the results one
expects to see after such alterations [35].
Nowadays MD is used, for instance, to simulate the dynamic properties and
the conformational changes in protein complexes as both these aspects could
help with the developing of new structure-based drugs [36]. In the study
of chromatin structure and dynamics, MD simulations have been strongly
employed to test theoretical models [37] and to make predictions to be confirmed
by experiments [38]. The vast majority of results we will see in this thesis has
been obtained by using MD techniques that will be presented in this Chapter.

11
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2.2 Solving the Newton’s equation through the
Verlet method

In their simplest form, MD simulations aim to solve the Newton’s equation
for an interacting many-particle system [39]

mi
∂2ri
∂t2

= Fi (2.1)

where mi is the mass of the i− th particle of the system, ri is its position
and Fi is the force applied on the particle. From classical dynamics it is known
that Fi = −∂U(r1,r2,...,rN )

∂ri
with U(r1, r2, ..., rN ) being the total potential energy

of the system. As we will clarify later (see Section 2.4), the potential energy U
is composed by two parts: the energy given by non-bonded interactions and
the one given by bonded interactions.
In MD techniques the Netwon’s equation is solved by using iterative schemes
as follows:

1. input data are read. This includes positions ri(t) and velocities vi(t);

2. the potential energy U and the forces Fi are computed;

3. the Newton’s equation 2.1 is integrated numerically by using an integration
time step δt and the new positions ri(t+ δt) and velocities vi(t+ δt) are
computed;

4. new energies and coordinates are saved in a trajectory file.

The scheme above is usually repeated for millions of steps until the desired
simulated time interval is reached.
Another aspect to point out is the presence of a simulation box and the
use of periodic boundary conditions [39, 40]. Indeed, in MD simulations the
system is inside a simulation box whose dimensions depend on the aim of
the simulation. For example, if we want to reproduce experimental Hi-C
maps [41, 42], the chromatin density inside the box has to approximate the
real chromatin density inside the cell nucleus and therefore we have to pay
attention to the dimensions of the simulation box. Instead, if we want to study
the energetic and topology of biological events such as HIV integration [43, 44],
we just need a box large enough to let the chromatin filament to behave as an
ideal chain polymer. Moreover, to avoid surface constraint effects due to the
presence of the simulation box, in biophysics simulations periodic boundary
conditions are normally used and have to be taken into account during the
trajectory analysis.
As explained above, in MD Netwon’s equation has to be numerically integrated.
This can be done by different computational techniques, but the most used one
is the Verlet method [40]. To extract the two integration steps describing this
method, we start expanding ri(t) forward and backward in time:
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ri(t+ δt) = ri(t) + ∂ri(t)
∂t

δt+ 1
2
∂2ri(t)
∂t2

(δt)2 + 1
6bi(t)(δt)

3 +O((δt)4) (2.2)

ri(t− δt) = ri(t)−
∂ri(t)
∂t

δt+ 1
2
∂2ri(t)
∂t2

(δt)2 − 1
6bi(t)(δt)

3 +O((δt)4) (2.3)

which can also be written as

ri(t+ δt) = ri(t) + vi(t)δt+ 1
2ai(t)(δt)

2 + 1
6bi(t)(δt)

3 +O((δt)4) (2.4)

ri(t− δt) = ri(t)− vi(t)δt+ 1
2ai(t)(δt)

2 − 1
6bi(t)(δt)

3 +O((δt)4) (2.5)

where vi(t) = ∂ri(t)
∂t

is the velocity of the i− th particle at time t, ai = ∂2ri(t)
∂t2

is its acceleration and bi(t) is the vector appearing in the third order of the
Taylor’s expansion. In the case where the dynamics is described by Newton’s
equation 2.1, the acceleration takes the form ai(t) = fi(t)

mi
.

If now we add and subtract Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.5 we get

ri(t+ δt) = 2ri(t)− ri(t− δt) + 1
2ai(t)(δt)

2 +O((δt)4) (2.6)

vi(t) = 1
2(δt) [ri(t+ δt)− ri(t− δt)] +O((δt)3) (2.7)

The two equations2.6 and 2.7 represent the classical Verlet algorithm to integrate
motion equations. It is worth noticing that the equation to integrate the position
2.6 is always a step further the equation to integrate the velocity 2.7. This
means that the velocity at time t can be computed just once we know the
position at time t+ δt. To overcome this issue, the velocity-Verlet algorithm
has been developed. In this method we consider the usual Taylor’s expansion
for ri(t+ δt) and the time-reversed expansion for ri(t):

ri(t+ δt) = ri(t) + vi(t)δt+ 1
2ai(t)(δt)

2 (2.8)

ri(t) = ri(t+ δt)− vi(t+ δt)δt+ 1
2ai(t)(δt)

2 (2.9)

Finally, by adding the last two equations we get:

vi(t+ δt) = vi(t) + ai(t) + ai(t+ δt)
a

δt (2.10)

Equations 2.6 and 2.10 together define the velocity-Verlet algorithm which will
be used in MD simulations presented in the next Chapters to model chromatin
fibres.
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2.3 Langevin dynamics simulations
The theory explained in Sec. 2.2 provides just the fundamental ideas of MD

techniques. However, biological systems, such as chromatin or proteins, are
usually immersed into a solution and interact with its particles [45]. In this
case the Newtonian dynamics 2.1 is not enough to describe the motion of the
system and we need to use the Langevin equation given by

mi
∂2ri
∂t2

= ∇iU − γi
∂ri
∂t

+
√

2kBTγi ηi (2.11)

where U is the total potential energy of the system, γi is the friction on the
i − th particle due to the solvent, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is
the system temperature. The last term represents the thermal noise and the
components of ηi(t) are such that

〈ηiα(t)〉 = 0 and 〈ηiα(t) ηjβ(t′)〉 = δijδαβδ(t− t′)

where δij and δαβ are the Kronecker delta and δ(t− t′) is the Dirac delta.
When Eq. 2.11 is respected, molecular dynamics simulations are referred as
Langevin dynamics simulations.
It is important to notice that MD techniques using the Newton’s equation 2.1
work in the microcanonical ensamble (N, V,E) as Eq. 2.1 conserves the total
energy. Instead, Langevin dynamics allows to work at constant temperature
T by introducing friction forces. In such a way the system’s temperature is
basically controlled by an external bath reproducing the canonical ensamble
(N, V, T ) [40].
In the following Chapters, every simulation will be performed by using the molec-
ular dynamics software LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively
Dynamics Simulations) which integrates Eq. 2.11 by using the velocity-Verlet
algorithm given by Eqs. 2.6 and 2.10. The LAMMPS software was developed
in the mid 1990s by Steve Plimpton at Sandia [46] and it used the coding
languages FORTRAN 77 and 90 . The current version uses C++ and is freely
available for download under GPL license (see https://lammps.sandia.gov).

2.4 Interparticle potentials
In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 the motion equations depend on the potential en-

ergy of the system U which is composed by two main terms: the non-bonded
potentials and the bonded potentials.

2.4.1 Non-bonded potentials
In molecular dynamics simulations that will be presented in the following

Chapters, DNA and chromatin filaments are depicted as polymers composed
by a sequence of beads. Coarse grained models will be used, meaning that
simulations do not catch atomistic details and, instead, any bead represents
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a group of atoms [47]. In simulation units, each bead has a diameter σ and
mass m. If two polymer beads are non-connected, they usually interacts via a
Week-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) potential

VWCA(ri,j) = 4kBT
( σ

ri,j

)12

−
(
σ

ri,j

)6

+ 1
4

Θ(21/6σ − ri,j), (2.12)

where ri,j = |ri − rj| is the separation between the bead i − th and j − th
whose positions are ri and rj, T is the temperature of the system, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and Θ(x) is the Heaviside function [Θ(x) = 1 if x > 0, or
Θ(x) = 0 otherwise].
The WCA potential describes a purely repulsive interaction which is switched on
just when the distance between two beads is smaller than 21/6σ and it prevents
them from overlapping because of excluded volume effects (see Appendix B).
However, to study the structure and the dynamics of chromatin, we need to
introduce also interactions between the chromatin filament and proteins, such
as transcription factors (see Chapter 3). For convenience, proteins, or protein
complexes like condensins (see Chapter 5), are depicted as additional diffusing
beads interacting with each other by a WCA potential as in Eq.2.12. Depending
on the aim of the simulation, proteins can bind the chromatin filament in specific
sites through an attractive interaction described by a truncated and shifted
Lennard-Jones potential

VLJ/cut(ri,j) = [VLJ(ri,j)− VLJ(rc)] Θ(rc − ri,j), (2.13)
with

VLJ(r) = 4ε
[(
σ

r

)12
−
(
σ

r

)6
]
, (2.14)

where rc is a cutoff distance determining the potential range and ε is an energy
which sets the potential strength, namely, the bigger ε, the larger the attraction
between a protein and a chromatin bead. When ε = kBT and rc = 21/6σ, the
potential 2.13 corresponds to the potential 2.12. A sketch of the WCA potential
2.12 and of the Lennard-Jones potential 2.13 for representative values of ε and
rc is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Usually Eq. 2.14 describes the interaction just between proteins and specific
chromatin sites, while the interaction with unspecific chromatin sites is simply
given by Eq. 2.12. It is worth noticing that the use of the Lennard-Jones
potential 2.14 or its variations like in Eq. 2.12 and Eq. 2.13 is common in
biological physics. Indeed, interaction among molecules are usually modelled by
Eq. 2.14 which includes both an attractive and a repulsive part. The repulsive
terms (∝ σ

r
12) counts for the Pauli repulsion at short distances due to the

overlap of electron orbitals. Instead the attractive term (∝ σ
r

6) describes the
London forces at intermediate distances originated by instantaneous dipole-
induced dipole mechanisms [48, 49].
A last purely repulsive potential that can be used is the soft potential

VSOFT (ri,j) = A
[
1 + cos

(
πri, j

rc

)]
, (2.15)
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Figure 2.1: Non-bonded potentials. The four curves are representative of non-bonded
potentials. The violet and the cyan curves are referred to the Lennard-Jones potential 2.14
with ε = kBT and ε = 8 kBT respectively. The green line represents the WCA potential 2.12,
while the dark yellow one is a shift and cut Lennard-Jones potential 2.13 with ε = 8 kBT
and rc = 1.8σ. The two axis are rescaled by σ (x-axis) and kBT (y-axis).

where A determines the repulsion strength and rc is the usual cutoff distance.
If A = 1 kBT , the repulsion is comparable to the energy due to thermal
fluctuations and then two non-bonded beads can overlap. Usually this potential
is used to equilibrate a polymer after it has been generated from a random
walk1.

1A common approach to generate a polymer corresponds to the generation of a random
walk. This means that a first bead is located in a random position inside the simulation
box and the second bead is randomly located on the surface of a sphere with radius 1σ
and centred on the first bead. The third bead is placed in the same way, but this time it
is located on the the surface of a sphere centred on the second bead. The desired polymer
is then constructed by iterating the previous step and by making sure to place every bead
inside the box. As this procedure might partially overlap two or more beads, a relaxation
run is needed in order to move apart overlapping beads.
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2.4.2 Bonded potentials
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Figure 2.2: Bonded potentials. Sketch of the harmonic potential 2.16 with KHARM =
200 ε/σ2 and RHARM = 1.1σ (violet line), and of the FENE potential with classical values
KFENE = 30 kBT/σ2 and R0 = 1.5σ (green line). The two axis are rescaled by σ (x-axis)
and kBT (y-axis).

As already said, DNA or chromatin filaments are depicted as a sequence
of joint beads. Therefore, it is necessary introducing additional potentials to
model the connection between two adjacent beads. The easiest way to create a
bond between two beads is by introducing a harmonic potential

VHARM = KHARM(r −RHARM)2, (2.16)
with KHARM being the spring constant and RHARM the equilibrium bond
distance (see Fig. 2.2). As we will see, this potential can also be used when we
want to crumple the chromatin fibre to depict more dense regions or even to
describe the action of molecular motors such as cohesins (both these aspects
will be largely explained in Chapter 3). However, while Eq. 2.16 provides a
simple interaction to model bonds, it allows one to get an indefinite bond
stretching which is not realistic. Usually, the most used bonded potential is the
finitely-extensible non-linear elastic (FENE) potential that takes into account
also the molecular nature of the system

VFENE(ri,i+1) = −KFENE

2 R2
0 ln

[
1−

(
ri,i+1

R0

)2
]

+ VWCA(ri,i+1), (2.17)

where KFENE is the bond strength and R0 is the maximum bond length
(see Fig. 2.2). Typical values are used to avoid polymer crossing: KFENE =
30 kBT/σ2 and R0 = 1.5σ [50].
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Finally we have to introduce a further bonded potential to model the stiffness
of the polymer. It is known that DNA and chromatin can be modelled as
worm-like chain (see Appendix B) whose persistence length is intermediate
between a rigid rod and a flexible coil [51]. Even if the stiffness depends on
the solution these polymers are immersed into, we know that at intermediate
ionic strength (10− 100mM NaCl or 0.1− 10µM Mg2+) the DNA persistence
length is Lp = 45− 50nm. Instead, chromatin persistence length is less well
defined as a chromatin fibre can display several levels of compaction which
influence its own rigidity [52]. It is now accepted that chromatin persistence
length ranges between Lp = 50nm and Lp = 250nm [53, 51], and, for the sake
of simplicity, I will use Lp ∼ 100nm in the following Chapters. To introduce
the polymer stiffness into MD simulations, we use the potential

VBEND(φi) = KBEND (1 + cosφi) , (2.18)

where φi is the angle between beads i− 1, i and i+ 1, while KBEND defines the
rigidity of the polymer. From polymer physics we know that the Kratky-Porod
energy between two consecutive bonds forming an angle equal to φi is given by
VKP = KBTLP

l
cosφi being Lp the persistence length and l the bond length (see

Eq. B.14 in Appendix B). By shifting VKP (i.e. by adding 1 to cosφi) in order
to get a minimum value equal to 0 and by comparing this new expression to
Eq. 2.18, we find that Eq.2.18 corresponds to a Kratky-Porod potential where
the persistence length in simulation units is given by Lp = KBEND σ

kBT
where we

set l = σ. Therefore, the value of KBEND will depend on what is simulated
(either DNA or chromatin) and on the mapping between σ and real units (see
Sec. 2.5).

2.5 Mapping simulation units to real units
In MD simulations we will work with Lennard-Jones units which use σ,

kBT , m and τLJ as simulation units for distance, energy, mass and time. Once
three of them are fixed, the last one is automatically set.
As said above, σ is the bead diameter and its mapping to real units depends
on what we are simulating. For example, if we are modelling a double-stranded
DNA chain in intermediate ionic conditions, we would set σ = 2nm correspond-
ing to DNA diameter [6]. If instead we are simulating chromatin, we could say
that a bead corresponds to 1 kbp whose diameter in normal ionic conditions is
∼ 10− 20nm [41].
In every simulation presented in the next Chapters, the system is supposed
to be immersed into a solution at room temperature T = 300K, then the
simulation energy unit kBT is mapped to kBT ' 4× 10−21 J .
We then need to set either m or τLJ . The Lennard-Jones time is defined as
τLJ = σ

√
m/kBT with m being the mass of a bead. Therefore if we fix m,

we directly fix τLJ too and vice-versa. In MD simulations there are two other
typical times: the velocity decorrelation time τdec = m/γi where γi is the
friction applied to the ith bead, and the Brownian time τB = σ2/Di which is
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the time it takes for a bead to diffuse across its own diameter σ. In the last
expression, Di is the diffusion constant of the i − th bead and it is related
to the friction through the Einstein relation D = kBT/γi. From the Stoke-
Einstein equation for spherical beads with diameter σ it is also known that
γi = 3πσηsol where ηsol is the viscosity of the solution the system is immersed
in, and so the Brownian time can also be written as τB = 3πσ3ηsol

kBT
. By using

real quantities, it can be noticed that τdec << τLJ << τB. Indeed, consider
for example σ = 20nm corresponding to 2 kbp, namely around 15 nucleosomes.
The mass of a nucleosome is roughly 105Da ≈ 1.6 × 10−22kg [54], then the
mass of a bead is m ∼ 2.4 × 10−21kg. If we take the typical viscosity of
the nucleoplasm ηsol ≈ 150 cP [55], we get the friction γi ≈ 3 × 10−8 kg/s.
From these parameters we can calculate the three times: τdec ≈ 8 × 10−14 s,
τLJ ≈ 2× 10−8 s and τB ≈ 3× 10−3 s. However, in the following simulations
we are interested in studying systems for times longer than τB, as we want to
study dynamical properties of the system which require beads to diffuse across
a length bigger than their own diameter. The usual simulation time-step is set
to ∆t = 10−2 − 10−3 τLJ , meaning that, if we want to simulate a system for
a time much larger than τB, we need to integrate the Langevin equation for
billions of steps which requires a too long computational running time.
This problem is solved if for every bead we set γi = 1, m = 1 and σ = 1
which provide τdec = τLJ = τB = 1 in simulation units. Therefore, we can use
τB = 3πσ3ηsol

kBT
to map time units and, in order to simulate a few thousands of

τB (as required in most of our simulations), we need to integrate the Langevin
equation only for a few millions of time steps. Of course this approach has its
own limitations. Indeed, a reasonable value of τB for a chromatin filament with
resolution σ ≈ 20nm is 0.5ms [41]. By using this value we can then calculate
the mass m = τLJkBT

σ2 = τBkBT
σ2 ≈ 2 × 10−12 kg which is much larger than the

real mass of a chromatin bead of that size (m ≈ 2.4 × 10−21 kg). Therefore,
by fixing the time unit, we are simulating systems with an unrealistic mass.
However, we are not interested in properties of the system related to its mass,
therefore this side effect will not influence MD simulations performed in the
next Chapters.
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Chapter 3

Chromatin structure and
dynamics at the PAX6 locus

3.1 Introduction to chromatin folding and dy-
namics

3.1.1 From microscopy to Hi-C methods
From Chapter 1 we know that microscopy experiments enable one to study

genome organisation at the small (nucleosome-level) and large (nuclear-level)
scales revealing the presence of chromatin fibres and chromosome territories (see
Fig.3.1(a)(i)). However, chromosome organisation at intermediate scales has
been explored only in the last decade through the development of chromosome
conformation capture (3C) methods and in particular of its genome-wide variant
Hi-C (see Appendix A ) [56, 57]. Hi-C experiments generate contact maps
showing the intrachromosomal contact frequency, hence giving information
about which gene locations, usually called loci, are spatially close in 3D (see
Fig.3.1(b)) [58]. First results indicated that chromatin folds hierarchically into
tens of 1− 10Mbp domains called compartments that are usually of two kinds
(see Fig. 3.1(a,b)(ii)): A compartments, located close to the nucleus centre,
formed by transcriptionally active regions and B compartments, at the nucleus
periphery, which instead are composed by inactive loci [59, 60]. More interac-
tions occur within each compartment than across different compartments and,
also, loci in B compartments display a larger contact frequency than pairs of loci
in A compartments, suggesting that B compartments are more densely packed.
Previous electron microscopy experiments had already revealed the spatial
segregation of two chromatin phases: dense chromatin called heterochromatin
which is located in the center of the cell and near the nuclear envelope, and less
compact regions named euchromatin placed in between [61, 62]. Comparison
between microscopy experiments and Hi-C results show an overlap between
euchromatin and A compartments and between heterochromatin and B com-
partments [63, 57].
However, a few years after the discovery of compartments, higher resolution
Hi-C experiments revealed the presence of smaller domains now known as

21
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Figure 3.1: Levels of chromatin folding. (a) Cartoons of chromatin organisation at
different scales. Chromosomes, depicted through different colours, are spatially separated
in territories (panel (i)) and each chromosome self-organises into compartments (blue and
red regions in panel (ii)). Within each compartment, chromatin organises in domains called
TADs (panel (iii)), that, in turn, contain chromatin loops (panel (iv)). Loops can be inside a
TAD (like the ones in the light gray rectangle in panel (iii)) or can also be formed between
the two roots (or corners) of a TAD (corresponding to the red dots in panel (iii)). (b)
Representative contact maps corresponding to structures in panel (a). The grey scale shows
the contact frequency. Hi-C methods can detect compartments and TADs whose corners are
formed by loops. On the top of panels (ii), (iii) and (iv) an indicative size of the structure is
provided (i.e. 50Mbp, 5Mbp and 500 kbp. Figure adapted from Ref. [68].

topologically-associating domains (TADs) (see Fig.3.1(a,b)(iii)) [64]. Interac-
tions between two loci within a TAD are higher than average and reduced
interactions between different TADs are observed [57]. The number and the
size of TADs depend on the algorithm used to defined them, but generally in
human cells about 10, 000 TADS are found with an average size of ∼ 200 kb [56].
Interestingly, these domains are stable between cell types, namely their bound-
aries are largely invariant when comparing Hi-C maps from different cells [64].
Moreover, TADs are highly conserved across species as they were first discovered
in mammalian cells and later a similar genomic organisation was also found in
non-mammalian species such as Drosophila and yeast [65, 66, 67].
Finally, Hi-C methods allowed to detect higher contact frequencies visible
as dots far from the contact map diagonal (see Fig. 3.1(b)(iv)) which often
correspond to TAD corners (see Fig. 3.1(a,b)(iii)). The origin of this dots can
be explained by the presence of chromatin loops (see Fig. 3.1(a)(iv)) [56].

3.1.2 Loop extrusion and bridging mechanisms
We have seen that Hi-C techniques revealed the presence of chromatin loops:

but how are these loops generated?
Loops imply contacts between two genomically far loci, i.e. between two sites
which are separated by numerous nucleotides along the genome . As a first
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Figure 3.2: Loop extrusion. Chromatin loops could be formed by a loop extrusion
mechanism performed by cohesins. A cohesin (green ring) embraces the chromatin filament
(blue strand) and extrudes a loop until either it meets two CTCF proteins (grey circles)
bound to two convergent CTCF sites (red triangles) (panel (a)) or it meets another cohesin
(panel (b)).

assumption, we could think that Hi-C out-of-diagonal dots are due to the
presence of random collisions between far chromatin regions. However, the
duration of these random contacts would be short and would not produce the
clear dots visible in Hi-C maps [56]. Moreover, it has been noticed that TADs
boundaries strongly correlate with converging sites of the CCCTC-binding
factor (CTCF) [69]. CTCF is a protein playing a fundamental role in fold-
ing of mammalian chromosomes by mediating the formation of chromatin
loops [70]. CTCF binding sequences are non-palindromic, hence they display
a directionality, and the great majority (∼ 90%) of CTCF-mediated loops
involve pairs of sites with converging directions [57, 69, 71]. CTCFs are usually
associated with the structural maintenance of chromosome (SMC) complex
cohesin [57], a ring-like protein complex that is thought to form chromatin
loops through a loop extrusion process [72, 73, 74]. In this model, a cohesin
embraces the chromatin filament and extrudes a loop until it meets either
two CTCF proteins bound to convergent CTCF binding sites (Fig. 3.2(a)) or
another cohesin (Fig. 3.2(b)) (see Sec. 3.3.2 for more details). This model is sup-
ported by molecular dynamics simulations capable of reproducing experimental
observations [73, 74] and by experiments showing that induced degradation of
cohesins completely eliminates all TADs and loop domains measured through
Hi-C techniques [75, 76]. The origin of the force driving loop extrusion was not
clear when the model was proposed. A hypothesis was that cohesin behaves as
a molecular motor and uses ATP hydrolysis to extrude a DNA filament [77].
This idea has gained reliability in last years thanks to in-vitro experiments
showing that human cohesins are ATP-driven molecular machines performing
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loop extrusion [78, 77]. However, an alternative approach shows that loop
extrusion does not necessarily need a molecular motor and it can take place
just because of thermal motion within the nucleus [79].
Techniques with a higher resolution, such as MicroC and 4C (see Appendix A),
allowed to detect the presence of smaller loops connecting enhancers to pro-
moters1 [66, 83, 84]. It is now believed that CTCFs and cohesins work together
to promote some of these interactions and to prevent others. For example,
it has been shown that the disruption of a TAD domain in mice was enough
to lead to a development disregulation due to the formation of new contacts
between promoters and enhancers which where previously insulated by the
TAD [85, 56].
Therefore, even if TADs are mainly generated by loop extrusion performed by
CTCFs and cohesins, this is not the only mechanism used to create chromatin
loops. In living cells interactions between promoters and other regulatory ele-
ments (such as enhancers or silencers) are essential to synthesize RNA [86, 87].
These interactions are mediated by a category of proteins called transcription
factors (which include also cohesins) that continuously bind and unbind DNA
filaments [88] forming genomic bridges [89]. Also, RNA polymerases II usu-
ally self-assemble into transcription factories which create large loops between
transcriptionally active genes [86]. Therefore, cohesin-driven loop extrusion
combined with bridging led by other transcription factors are the main known
mechanisms to form long-range interactions in chromosomes.
In conclusion, it is now well known that chromatin structure, determined by
the presence of TADs and loops, is deeply connected to gene expression.

3.1.3 Epigenetic marks and chromatin structure
In the previous section we have discussed about two mechanisms influencing

chromatin folding (loop extrusion and transcription factor bridges) and we have
seen how the latter can modify RNA synthesis and the transcription of a gene.
However, chromatin structure is influenced also by other factors. For instance,
modifications of histone proteins change the way DNA wraps around them
leading to gene expression changes [90]. Histone modifications are studied in
that branch of biology called epigenetics which focuses on any heritable changes
in gene function that do not involve a change in DNA sequence [91]. Epigenetic
modifications (or marks) include, for instance, modifications of amino acids
composing histones and DNA methylation [92]. In DNA methylation, a methyl
group is covalently added to the DNA chain preventing DNA recognition and
binding by some transcription factors. Hence DNA methylation results in the

1A promoter is the DNA region where transcription starts, while enhancers are non-coding
DNA sequences that can promote the transcription of their target gene by interacting with
the promoter through proteins called transcription activators [80]. The distance between
an enhancer and its target promoter varies and it can be up to the order of Mbp [81]. The
antagonists of enhancers are silencers, i.e. DNA sequence which can bind promoters through
proteins known as repressors in order to prevent genes to be transcribed [80]. Promoters,
enhancers and silencers are three kinds of cis-regulatory elements, namely DNA segments
regulating transcription [82].
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suppression of the transcription of unwanted or excess genes. Interestingly,
some histone modifications happen, temporary or permanently, only after
translation [92, 93], namely after DNA has been transcribed in RNA and
ribosomes have synthesized proteins. This kind of events, known as post-
translational modifications, are needed in order to regulate chromatin folding,
and hence protein synthesis, at each cell cycle [94] and include phosphorylation,
acetylation and methylation of histone amino acids [92]. Post-translational
marks which will be useful for the following Chapters are [57]:

• H3K27ac: acetylation (i.e. introduction of an acetyl functional group) of
an amino acid lysine of the histone H3. This epigenetic mark is related
to active genes;

• H3K27me3 and H3K9me3: tri-methylation of a lysine of the histone
H3. This is related to transcription repression and heterochromatin.

Epigenetics marks, along with binding proteins and loop extrusion mechanism,
will later need to be included in models which mimic chromatin folding.

3.2 The Rouse model and chromatin dynamics
If on one hand the relationship between chromatin folding and gene expres-

sion is well established, on the other hand chromatin dynamics lack investigation
and it is not clear yet if and how chromosome structure influences chromatin
motion inside the cell nucleus.
Before discussing which chromatin dynamics experiments have been performed
so far, we now give a brief introduction about some basic models for polymer
dynamics which are useful to understand the topic at a qualitative level.

3.2.1 The Rouse model
Chromatin is a long polymer immersed in nucleoplasm, a highly viscous

liquid containing macromolecules. As chromosomes are characterised by a small
thickness, thermal fluctuations have evident effects and chromatin is subject
to Brownian motion due to random collisions with surrounding molecules [95].
When a particle suspended in a medium moves accordingly to Brownian motion,
its movement is random and led by thermal collisions with other particles of
the medium [96]. The particle mean squared displacement (MSD) < x2 > is
given by:

< x2 >=< (x(t)− x(0))2 >= 6Dt, (3.1)

where x(t) is the particle position at time t, D is known as the diffusion
coefficient and the average is computed over an ensemble of equivalent particles.
Eq. 3.1 also describes the motion of a particle that diffuses, hence Brownian
motion macroscopically manifests through diffusion [96].
A polymer, like chromatin, can be visualised as a sequence of connected beads
and its movement in a medium is more complicated to model, as we need
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to take into account bonds between consecutive beads (or monomers) [97].
The simplest model describing polymer diffusion is the Rouse model which
disregards hydrodynamics and excluded volume effects [97]. The polymer,
depicted as a chain of beads connected by harmonic springs (bead-spring chain)
only undergoes Brownian motion and its N beads follow the Langevin equations:

dRn

dt
= 1
γ

[−k(2Rn −Rn+1 −Rn−1) + fn] if n = 2, ..., N − 1 (3.2)

dR1

dt
= 1
γ

[−k(R1 −R2) + f1] if n = 1 (3.3)

dRN

dt
= 1
γ

[−k(RN −RN−1) + fN] if n = N (3.4)

where γ is the friction constant depending on the viscosity of the medium 2,
k is the spring constant given by k = 3kbT

b2 with b being the Kuhn length 3 and
fn is the random force due to collisions between the polymer and molecules
of the medium. The distribution of the random force is assumed to Gaussian
with moments 〈fni(t)〉 = 0 and 〈fni(t)fmj(t′)〉 = 2γkbTδnmδijδ(t − t′) with
i, j ∈ {x, y, z} (i.e. i, j are spatial coordinates).
By using the continuous limit and normal coordinates, Eq. 3.2,3.3 and 3.4
predict that the polymer center of mass RG ≡ 1

N

∫N
0 Rndn is characterized by a

mean square displacement equal to 〈(RG(t)−RG(0))2〉 = 6DGt with diffusion
coefficient DG = kbT

Nγ
. Therefore, the center of mass diffuses with a diffusion

constant DG inversely proportional to the polymer size, i.e. to the number of
beads N [97, 99].
The behaviour of a single monomer is more complicated. Indeed, the MSD of a
generic polymer bead n is given by

〈(Rn(t)−Rn(0))2〉 ∝ t0.5 if t� τr (3.5)
〈(Rn(t)−Rn(0))2〉 ∝ t if t� τr, (3.6)

where τr ∝ N2 is known as Rouse time and is the longest relaxation time of the
polymer dynamics [95, 99]. Therefore, a single polymer bead subdiffuses (i.e.
its MSD is such that MSD ∝ tα with α < 1) for small times because of the
bonds with the nearest neighbour beads, while it simply diffuses at larger times.
Typical values of τr for chromatin segments range between 0.1 s and 100 s.
Even if the Rouse model provides a simple mathematical approach to polymer
dynamics, it ignores important features such as self-interactions and hydrody-
namics effects. Once self-avoiding interactions are included, only approximate
analytical solutions can be found [100]. In particular, it results that, in the
limit N →∞, the middle monomer diffuses as

2For example for a spherical particle of radius a immersed in a solvent with viscosity η,
the friction is given by γ = 6πηa.

3The Kuhn length of a polymer is twice its persistence length, i.e. the length over which
the correlation between two bond vectors decays (see Appendix B [98].
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〈(RN/2(t)−RN/2(0))2〉 ∝ t2ν/(1+2ν) if t� τr (3.7)
〈(RN/2(t)−RN/2(0))2〉 ∝ t if t� τr, (3.8)

and τr ∝ N1+2ν where ν ≈ 0.588 is the Flory exponent in three dimensions
(see Appendix B.
Generally, the diffusion exponent α is also sensitive to the environment chro-
matin is immersed in. Hydrodynamics effects are described by the Zimm model,
an extension of the Rouse model, for which α = 2/3 in Θ solvents (i.e. a solvent
where a polymer behaves as an ideal chain) [95, 97]. Moreover, if we want to
include also the fact that chromatin filaments are long entangled polymers, we
should use the reptation model which predicts the presence of two different
exponents: the first one α = 0.5, at short times, due to bonds between adjacent
beads and the second one α = 0.25, at longer times, due to interactions between
filaments [95].

3.2.2 Hi-D experiments

Figure 3.3: Hi-D experiments reveal chromatin dynamics domains. Spatial maps
of the diffusion constant (on the left) and the diffusion exponent (or anomalous exponent
on the right) got through Hi-D experiments in living U2OS cells. It is possible to notice
that both subdiffusion (exponent smaller than 1) and superdiffusion (exponent larger than 1)
are observed. Moreover, both the maps show that chromatin dynamics spatially correlate
forming domains in the micrometer range. Figure adapted from Ref. [101]

As we have just seen, polymer dynamics theory might include or exclude
different features of the system, resulting in slightly different motions. But
how does chromatin actually diffuse inside the cell nucleus? By using DNA
trajectories recorded in living mammalian B cells, chromatin seems to subdiffuse
with an exponent α = 0.42± 0.25. Chromosome movements have been studied
also through a new technique known as high resolution diffusion mapping
(Hi-D) [101, 102]. By applying optical flow methods to a series of confocal
fluorescence microscopy, it is possible to extract 2D chromatin trajectories
within each pixel. For each pixel, Bayesian inference is used to find the diffusion
equation providing the best fit to the chromatin mean square displacement. In
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such a way it is possible to extract the diffusion constant and exponent at a
single pixel resolution. Interestingly, in living U2OS human cells, dynamics
domains were observed inside the nucleus, meaning that chromatin dynamics
are spatially correlated in the micrometer range (see Fig. 3.3) [101].The motion
turns out to be very heterogeneous with areas displaying subdiffusion (α < 1)
which indicates chromatin can be described by a Rouse-like model, and areas
displaying superdiffusion (α > 1) that might be justified by the action of a
molecular motor (see Fig. 3.3, right panel). Moreover, cells have also been
treated with serum in order to increase the transcriptional activity: this results
in smaller diffusion constants (Fig. 3.4(a)) and diffusion exponents (Fig. 3.4(b)).
Therefore, stimulating transcription (i.e. interactions between proteins and
DNA) leads to slow chromatin dynamics down.

Figure 3.4: Transcription slows chromatin dynamics down. In these spatial maps,
the values of the diffusion constant (panel (a)) and of the anomalous exponent (panel (b))
are divided in low (red dots), intermediate (orange dots) and high (yellow dots) values.
Serum-starved cells (on the left) show diffusion constants and anomalous exponents smaller
than serum-enriched cells (on the right). In both cells, the diffusion constant appears to
assume small values close to the nuclear periphery (panel (a)). Figure adapted from Ref. [101]

Another key result is related to the presence of euchromatin and heterochro-
matin, as dynamics do not seem to be influenced by chromatin compactness.
In particular, euchromatin and heterochromatin domains do not look to corre-
spond to dynamics domains, i.e. nuclear regions with similar diffusion constant
or diffusion exponent (see Fig. 3.5).
The ones discussed above are among the main experimental results we have so
far, but chromatin dynamics is still a debated research field where contradictory
observations emerge. While some methods, like Hi-D, show that the dynamics
tend to increase as activity is reduced [101, 103, 104], other experiments la-
belling promoters and enhancers reveal an increased DNA mobility correlated
with transcriptional activation [105].
In this Chapter we will use simulation methods to better investigate which
mechanisms influence chromatin dynamics and to make predictions for future
experiments. However, before describing the details of our model and the new
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results, we need to introduce models that have already been used to simulate
chromatin and that will be incorporated also in this new project.

Figure 3.5: Chromatin compaction does not influence the dynamics. (a) Spatial
distribution of euchromatin (green regions) and heterochromatin (violet regions) for serum-
starved (on the left) and serum-stimulated (on the right) cells. (b)-(c) Spatial distribution of
the diffusion constant and of the anomalous exponent for the two serum treatments. Yellow
dots indicate high values, orange dots refer to intermediate values, while red dots are used
for low values (like in Fig. 3.4). It is possible observing that there is not correlation between
euchromatin/heterochromatin regions and dynamics domains. Figure adapted from Ref. [101]
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3.3 Simulation models for 3D chromatin organ-
isation

In this Section we will briefly discuss two models that have been developed
to describe chromatin organisation. Their features will be later incorporated in
the HiP-HoP model that we will use to investigate genome dynamics.

3.3.1 The diffusing transcription factor model
In the diffusing transcription factor model, genome folding is driven by

attractive interactions between chromatin (depicted as a polymer composed
by several beads) and transcription factors (TFs) or other protein complexes
(represented as diffusing beads) [57] (see Fig. 3.6(a)). In particular, TFs are
multivalent, as they can simultaneously bind two or more chromatin sites
forming chromatin-protein-chromatin bridges4. In the easiest form, the model
includes TFs non-specifically interacting with DNA, in other words they can
bind any sites without preferences as in Fig. 3.6(b). If the strength of the inter-
action is large enough, this process leads to what is known as bridging induced
attraction [88, 106], a positive feedback mechanism due to non-specific bridges
formation. The mechanism can be explained as follow: when the first TFs bind
chromatin forming bridges, they also contribute to increase the chromatin local
density as a single TF can bind multiple chromatin sites at the same time.
A larger chromatin local density (i.e. a larger concentration of binding sites)
attracts even more TFs forming a cluster of TFs (see Fig. 3.6(b), right panel).
The system then undergoes a phase separation and proteins cluster even in
absence of an attractive interaction among them.
The diffusing transcription factor model can be improved by adding specific
interaction sites [107]. Indeed, while the majority of TFs non-specifically bind
chromatin, they can also bind specific chromatin sites (recognised through
defined sequences) with stronger affinity (Fig. 3.6(c)). In this case proteins still
form clusters through bridging induced attraction, but with a difference. When
only non-specific interactions are inserted, proteins form a single big cluster,
while, in the presence of strong-affinity binding sites, clusters will self-limit
their size (right panel of Fig. 3.6(c)). Cluster size is determined by the topology
of the chromatin filament. By binding chromatin, TFs create loops between
highly-sticky chromatin sites which are associated to an entropic cost stopping
cluster growth once it becomes larger then the enthalpic gain.
Finally, the diffusing transcription factor model can also include post-translational
modifications that change DNA-protein binding affinity (see Sec. 3.5.1). Instead
of changing the properties of the chromatin filament, an equivalent approach
is making TFs to switch back and forth between an ON and an OFF state at
rate ksw which is usually a variable parameter of the model [108]. When in
the ON state, proteins can bind the polymer forming bridges, while when in

4In this model a protein complex is represented as a single diffusing bead. As the complex
includes several proteins, it is reasonable to think that the diffusing bead can multivalently
bind the chromatin filament, i.e. it binds different chromatin sites at the same time.
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Figure 3.6: Diffusing transcription factor model. (a) Cartoon of the model. Chromatin
is depicted as a sequence of beads which can be either non-specific (grey beads) or having a
high affinity with TFs (pink beads). TFs are represented as diffusing beads (red beads). (b) If
chromatin is composed only by non-specific sites, TFs will form a single large cluster because
of the bridging induced attraction. The formation of TF clusters results also in the presence
of chromatin loops (see right panel). (c) If specific interaction sites are inserted, TFs will form
smaller and more numerous clusters because of a competition between the enthalpic gain and
the entropic cost associated with the formation of chromatin loops. (d) Post-translational
modifications are taken into account by making TFs to switch back and forth between a
binding (ON) and non-binding (OFF) state. Protein clusters are now dynamic, namely the
elements composing them continuously exchange with the other elements in the soluble pool
surrounding the polymer. Figure from Ref. [57].

the OFF state they just experience steric repulsive forces with the filament.
The bridging induced attraction still leads to cluster formation (Fig. 3.6(d)).
However, without the switching mechanism, clusters are static (i.e. the particles
forming a cluster do not change), while in the case with switching clusters are
dynamic as their elements continuously unbind and exchange with the other
elements in the soluble pool. This dynamics nature is in line with microscopic
experiments showing that clusters are not static structures [57]. It is important
to notice that the switching mechanism breaks the detail balanced equation5

driving the system out of equilibrium.
Through the diffusing transcription factor model, chromatin organises in loops,
rosettes (as the structure of the filament in Fig. 3.6(b), right panel) and topolog-
ical domains. In Ref. [108], the authors showed that, by using different species
of TFs, each one interacting with specific chromatin binding sites, it is possible

5For the detailed balance equation, a process (such as a chemical reaction) within an
equilibrated kinetic system is in equilibrium with its reverse process [109].
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to recreate structures reminiscent of TADs. To model a chromatin filament and
insert specific binding sites, one could use epigenetic marks from experiments
(see Sec. 3.1.3). For example, we could use H3K27me3 marks which provide
the binding site positions of specific TFs known as polycomb proteins that are
associated to inactive chromatin [57, 110]. Moreover, also DNA accessibility
data can be used to know the position of binding sites related to active chro-
matin. One of the techniques employed to investigate chromatin accessibility
is provided by ATAC-seq (Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin with
high-throughput sequencing) which probes DNA accessible regions by inserting
sequencing adapters into accessible regions [111]. As open chromatin is usually
associated with transcriptionally active elements [112], ATAC-peaks (i.e. signals
gathered during an ATAC-peak experiment) identify active TFs binding sites.

3.3.2 The loop extrusion model
As explained in Sec. 3.1.2, loop extrusion is one of the main mechanisms to

create TADs, therefore it should be included in a model in order to reproduce
chromatin folding. In Sec. 3.1.2 we have already given a general idea about
how the loop extrusion (LE) model works. A cohesin can be thought as a ring
which binds the chromatin filament and extrudes a loop [57]. An easier way
to represent cohesin is by using a spring which is loaded on two close polymer
beads and which extrudes a loop by moving its two extremities in opposite
directions during time [73] (see Fig. 3.7). An extremity halts either when it
meets an occupied CTCF site (i.e. a site bound to a CTCF protein) oriented
against the extrusion direction or when it meets another cohesin extremity.
Instead, the extremity keeps extruding if it meets an occupied CTCF site
oriented as the extrusion direction [73].
A few parameters need to be included in this model. First of all we need
to insert CTCF positions that can be obtained from experimental data, for
example from ChiP-seq data6 localising CTCF and cohesin subunits such
as Rad21 [57]. Moreover, cohesins need to bind and unbind the polymer
with given rates and during unbinding the correspondent spring is removed
from the polymer. If cohesins do not dissociate from chromatin, a disordered,
steady-state distribution of small loops is observed, instead with a bind-unbind
mechanism one can obtain stable and larger loops as the ones experimentally
found [72]. We refer to the binding and unbinding rate as kon and koff that,
together with the extrusion rate kex (i.e. number of base-pairs extruded per
unit of time), define the other parameters of the LE model. Even if condensins
were observed to extrude loops at on average ∼ 36 kbp/min [114], the value
of kex used in the model does not need to be realistic, and generally kex, kon
and koff can be set in such a way to improve the computational efficiency [41].
Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the only parameters determining the
majority of steady-state properties are the CTCF locations and LE processivity
(i.e. kex/koff ) which then have to match realistic values [115].

6ChiP-seq experiments combine chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChiP) methods (see
Section A.2) with parallel DNA sequencing [113].
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Figure 3.7: The loop extrusion model. An easy way to reproduce cohesins action is by
depicting cohesin as springs (green objects in the figure) which bind and unbind chromatin
with rate kon/off . Chromatin is modelled as a polymer formed by a sequence of beads
(blue beads). When a cohesin binds chromatin, it extrudes a loop at rate kex by moving its
extremities in opposite directions (see figure from top to bottom). Extrusion halts when
the two ends find two CTCF complexes (grey beads) bind to binding sites with convergent
direction (red arrows) or when it meets another cohesin.

3.4 The HiP-HoP model

As the diffusing transcription factor and the loop extrusion models produce
good predictions of the large-scale chromatin organisation (compartment scale),
the natural further step is combining them in a more complex model to study
genome structure at higher resolution. This approach has been adopted in
Ref. [41] where the authors studied the structure of the Pax6 gene, important
for a normal development of eyes and brain [116], in three different types of
mouse cells, or cell lines, where the gene is expressed at different levels. Even
if a simple combination of the two previous models gave Capture-C profiles 7

in agreement with the experimental ones, it was not able to provide good
results for single-cell FISH experiments8. The key element to achieve a good
agreement between simulations and FISH data was considering chromatin as

7Capture-C methods combine 3C methods (see Appendix A) with high throughput
sequencing analysis in order to generate contact profiles between specific genomic sites
(viewpoints) and the rest of the locus [117].

8Fluoresence in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques consist in binding a fluorescent probe
to a specific chromatin fragment and monitoring it through microscopy. In such a way it is
possible to monitor also the 3D between pairs of probes, i.e. between pairs of chromatin
regions [118].
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a fibre which can adopt a different structure depending on the presence of
H3K27ac marks, as it had been shown that more open chromatin regions
correlate with this kind of acetylation marks [119]. Therefore, to create an
heteromorphic fibre, the authors inserted additional springs in the regions
without H3K27ac marks. The result is a polymer whose effective diameter and
stiffness change along its contour length. The final model, merging together
switching transcription factors, loop extruders and variable fibre diameter,
is known as highly predictive heteromorphic polymer (HiP-HoP) model. For
the three mouse cell lines, it provided good predictions of both data from
experiments on cell populations (such as Capture-C data which are obtained
from averaging chromatin interactions over many cells) and from experiments
on single cells (such as FISH data). A sketch of this model is shown in Fig. 3.8.
All figures from this Section to Section 3.7 were made by Chris Brackley by
using my simulations and data analysis, except for Subsections 3.6.4 and 3.6.5
where Chris Brackley performed also the analysis.

Figure 3.8: The HiP-HoP model. In the HiP-HoP model chromatin is depicted as a
polymer whose beads correspond to 1 kbp. Diffusing TFs switch back and forth between a
binding and a non-binding state. In the binding state, they bind the polymer on specific
binding sites (red beads) corresponding to ATAC peak positions which are known to identify
regulatory regions such as promoters (see Sec. 3.3.1). Loop extrusion is performed by cohesins
(green rings) whose extremities move along the polymer extruding a chromatin loop. Finally,
more open chromatin regions are determined by the histone modification H3K27ac (yellow
beads), and the absence of these marks is modelled by inserting additional springs that
crumple the polymer (springs between grey beads).
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3.4.1 Simulation methods
In this section we will provide details about molecular dynamics simulations

used in this project. The values of the parameters employed here (such as the
parameters of the potentials used to describe chromatin, transcription factor
switching rate and the parameters for loop extrusion) are the same as the ones
used in Ref. [41] and they were chosen in order to maximise the agreement
between experiments (Capture-C and FISH) and simulations. It is important
to notice that the HiP-HoP model can be slightly modified depending on what
we want to simulate (see comments at the end of this section). However, here
we will talk just about the version of the model that has been used to get the
results of Sec. 3.5,3.6,3.7.

Polymer model and protein bridges

The chromatin fibre is depicted as a polymer formed by a sequence of beads
connected by springs. Each bead corresponds to 1 kbp. Non-adjacent beads
interact via a Week-Chandler-Anderson potential (WCA)

VWCA(ri,j) = 4kBT
( σ

ri,j

)12

−
(
σ

ri,j

)6

+ 1
4

Θ(21/6σ − ri,j). (3.9)

We assume to work at room temperature T = 300K and, in the simulations we
will present later, we get σ = 17.6nm (see Sec. 3.5.2 for details about mapping
of lengths).
Consecutive beads are connected through a FENE potential

VFENE(ri,i+1) = −KFENE

2 R2
0 ln

[
1−

(
ri,i+1

R0

)2
]

+ VWCA(ri,i+1) (3.10)

where the constants take the same values as in Eq. 2.17: KFENE = 30 kBT/σ2

and R0 = 1.6σ.
Finally, chromatin rigidity is simulated via a Kratky-Porod potential

VBEND(φi) = KBEND (1 + cosφi) (3.11)
with KBEND = 4 kBT which maps to a polymer persistence length Lp ∼ 70nm
compatible with that of chromatin (see Sec. 2.4.2).
One more potential has to be added to crumple the polymer and create regions
where the chromatin diameter is larger. To do that, harmonic springs are
used in order to keep two chromatin sites closer in 3D and providing a larger
effective diameter of the fibre. The potential describing these springs has the
following equation:

VHARM = KHARM(r −RHARM)2, (3.12)

with spring constant KHARM = 200 ε/σ2, equilibrium distance RHARM = 1.1σ
and r being the 3D distance between the two chromatin sites connected by the
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spring. This potential is applied between next nearest neighbours beads, i and
i+ 2, in the case the beads i, i+ 1 and i+ 2 do not present H3K27ac marks
which characterise opened chromatin.

Finally, we want to mimic interactions between protein complexes (such as
transcription factors and RNA polymerases) and chromatin. To describe this
we employ the diffusing transcription factors model. Protein complexes are
depicted as diffusive beads that sterically interact with each other through a
WCA potential 3.9. ATAC peak data are used to identify chromatin regions
highly interacting with TFs, namely to identify TFs binding sites. Therefore,
TFs experience a strong attractive potential with ATAC peak sites, a weak
attraction to H3K27ac sites and a steric (WCA) interaction with the rest of
chromatin beads. While steric interactions are described by Eq. 3.9, attractive
interactions are introduced through a shifted and truncated Lennard-Jones
potential

VLJ/cut(ri,j) = [VLJ(ri,j)− VLJ(rc)] Θ(rc − ri,j), (3.13)

with
VLJ(r) = 4ε

[(
σ

r

)12
−
(
σ

r

)6
]
, (3.14)

where the cutoff distance is rc = 1.8σ and the potential strength is ε = 8 kBT
between proteins and chromatin beads with ATAC marks, and ε = 2 kBT
between proteins and H3K27ac regions. As explained in Sec. 3.3.1, post-
translational modifications are included by making proteins to switch back
and forth between a ON and a OFF state at rate kswitch = 10−3τ−1

LJ where τLJ
is the simulation time unit (see Sec. 2.5). If a protein is in the ON state, it
interacts with chromatin through Eq. 3.13, instead if it is in the OFF state, it
experiences steric interactions with the rest of the system.

It is important to underline the fact that, in the version of the HiP-HoP
model that we will present, only epigenetic marks for transcriptionally active
chromatin are used (ATAC data and H3K27ac marks) and, therefore, we
include a single type of active TFs. These active chromatin marks were used
also in Ref. [41]. However, inactive marks (such as H3K27me3 and H3K9me3)
can be included too and in that case different types of TFs are simulated,
each one interacting with specific binding sites. This extended version of the
HiP-HoP model has been developed in our group.

Loop extrusion and Langevin dynamics

The HiP-HoP model includes also the loop extrusion model. As explained
in Sec. 3.3.2, extruders (i.e. cohesins) are depicted through the action of mobile
springs whose extremities move along the polymer extruding a loop. In line
with the loop extrusion model, an extremity halts whenever it meets a CTCF
site with direction opposite to the extrusion direction or when it meets another
cohesin extremity. The two extremities of a spring are loaded at random
positions i and i+ 3 and at rate kon = 2× 10−2 τ−1

LJ . The choice of loading the
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two extremities at position i and i+ 3 is due to our model set-up which does
not allow two polymer beads to be connected by more than one bond. This
implies that it is not possible loading the two extruder extremities in position
(i, i + 1) (as these beads are connected by a FENE potential) or in (i, i + 2)
(as these two beads could be connected by additional springs crumpling the
polymer as described in Sec.3.4.1). Springs depicting extruders are associated
to the potential

UEXTR(ri,j) = UWCA(ri,j) +KEXTR(ri,j − r0)2 (3.15)

where KEXTR = 40 kBT/σ2 and r0 = 1.5σ. Once loaded on the polymer,
cohesins extrude a loop at rate kex = 2 bp/τLJ and dissociate from the polymer
at rate koff = 2.5× 10−5τ−1

LJ .

The system dynamics is described by the Langevin equation 2.11 with a time
step dt = 0.01 τLJ and, for computational efficiency, we impose the friction of a
single bead to be γi = 2m/τLJ (in simulation units). In such a way τLJ = 2 τB
(see Sec. 2.5), therefore, even if we are increasing the inertial part in a unrealistic
manner, we are also making simulations more efficient as we simulate times far
longer than the Brownian time. The loop extrusion moves are updated by a
Python code which also includes the LAMMPS software as a library in order
to solve the molecular dynamics of the system.

3.4.2 Mapping simulation units to physical units
The mapping from simulation to real units is determined by setting the

length σ, the temperature T and the time τLJ . As we will explain later
(Sec. 3.5.2), the length unit σ can be gathered from comparison between FISH
simulations and experiments. What we observe is that the best agreement
between the simulated and experimental FISH data is given by σ = 17.6nm.
The energy unit kBT is set by considering that we are working at room
temperature T = 300K. Finally, we need to map τLJ (see Sec. 2.5) to real
units. To do that we compare our simulations to in vivo measurements of
chromatin dynamics. In particular, we measure the mean square displacement
as a function of time (MSD(t)) for each polymer bead and, once we get the
average, we compare it to the curves obtained in Ref [120] where the authors
performed particle tracking of probes at different chromatin regions in yeast9.
We obtain that τLJ ≈ 2.07× 10−3 s which maps the model rates ksw, kon, koff
and kex to ksw = 0.48s−1, kon ∼ 10 s−1, koff ∼ 10−2 s−1 and kex ∼ 1 kbp/s.
While extrusion is regulated only by the CTCF positions and the processivity
kex/koff ∼ 80 which matches realistic values (see Ref. [41]), the switching rate
ksw has not been compared to experimental results, but it has been chosen
in order to get the best agreement between simulated and experimental data
(such as FISH and Capture-C).

9We expect that these experiments give relevant timescales for euckaryotic chromatin
more in general: this is suitable for our purposes as we wish to map our simulation times to
typical and approximate, rather than exact, timescales.
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3.4.3 Input data
Any results we will present in the next Sections are obtained by including

four sets of data in the HiP-HoP model:

1. ATAC-seq data (see Sec. 3.3.1) are used to identify active TFs binding
sites as we assume all accessible regions correspond to binding sites;

2. ChIP-on-chip data (see Appendix A) for H3K27ac are used to model
open chromatin regions;

3. ChiP-on-chip data for CTCF and the cohesin sub-unit Rad21 are used
to identify extruder anchor sites.

Details about bioinformatic analysis go beyond the purpose of this thesis as
they are not necessary to understand the results. However, here we will give a
general idea about how this analysis works.
The previous data are obtained from the ENCODE project which maps the
distribution of epigenetic and structural features in several human and cell
lines [121].
We consider a 3Mbp region around the Pax6 locus (chr2 : 104, 000, 000 −
107, 000, 000 mm9 genome build10) and we map all features to a polymer using
a 1 kbp resolution (i.e. 1 bead corresponds to 1 kbp). ATAC-seq peaks, indicating
the presence of accessible chromatin regions, are obtained by using the tool
MACS version 2.1.1 [122] and the protein binding sites are identified by mapping
the centre of each ATAC-seq peak to the corresponding 1 kbp bead. Instead,
ChIP-on-chip peaks for H3K27ac, CTCF and Rad21 are analysed through the
Bioconductor tool "Ringo" [123] and then mapped to the corresponding polymer
bead. In particular, positions of loop anchors (sites where CTCF binds and
can stop loop extrusion) are identified by overlapping Chip-on-chip peaks for
CTCFs and Rad21. Once these sites are found, the underlying binding motif is
obtained from the JASPAR database [124]. It has to be noticed that a given
CTCF peak can contain multiple binding motifs, therefore the directionality
of a site is identified as the orientation of the motif with the highest score in
terms of its match to the consensus motif. In the case of several motifs with
similar score and different orientations, we assign both the orientations to the
relative site. Peaks which did not overlap a CTCF motif are not considered.
Finally, when we perform repeated simulations of the same locus, we include
only a subset of CTCF peaks that are stochastically chosen with a probability
depending on the peak height. In such a way we take into account the fact
that the occupancy of CTCF sites presents a cell-to-cell variability.
More details about bioinformatic analysis can be found in Ref. [41] and [125].

10mm9 genome is a reference mouse genome, namely a database collecting a representative
set of genes from one idealised individual organism (in this case a mouse). See Genome
Browser for mm9 and other reference genomes.

https://genome.ucsc.edu
https://genome.ucsc.edu
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3.4.4 The new set-up to study chromatin dynamics

Figure 3.9: The new set-up to study chromatin dynamics. (a) Map of the mouse
Pax6 locus obtained from the reference genomemm9. The black line on the bottom shows the
genomic region between the two sites at position 105Mbp and 105.9Mbp in the chromosome
2 where the Pax6 locus is located. Blue lines on the top show the positions of the Rcn1,
Pax6 and Elp4 genes and the blue square indicates the promoters of each gene. Green
asterisks, violet lines and red lines correspond to CaptureC probes and two sets of FISH
probes that will be used later to compare simulations with experiments. (b) Sketch of the
simulation set-up. A 40Mbp region is simulated. The polymer (composed of 40, 000 beads)
contains 10 copies of a 3Mbp region around the Pax6 locus. Two consecutive copies are
divided by a 900 kbp spacer region. (c) Snapshot of a typical whole simulation configuration
(on the left). The zoom-in in the top right shows one of the 3Mbp regions in orange. A
further zoom-in in the bottom right displays a 217 kbp region containing the Pax6 gene body
and close regulatory regions, i.e. enhancer regions (upstream and downstream regulatory
regions, URR and DRR).

In this new project involving the HiP-HoP model, we aim to study chromatin
dynamics. We hypothesise that chromatin density might play a crucial role in
the diffusion of a gene locus, therefore we need to develop a new set-up. Indeed,
in Ref. [41], the authors studied the folding of a short chromatin region (5Mbp)
for which chromatin density might not have been properly represented. For this
reason, here we decide to simulate a much larger chromatin fragment (40Mbp)
whose density matches the one observed in vivo. Being the resolution equal
to 1 kbp, the polymer is composed by 40, 000 beads and the size of the cubic
simulation box is 91σ. Moreover, periodic boundary conditions are used. As
said in the previous section, we consider a 3Mbp region around the Pax6 locus
and, for computational efficiency, we insert 10 copies of it in a single 40Mbp
long polymer (see Fig. 3.9). Two consecutive copies are divided by a 900 kbp
spacer region whose beads experience a steric interaction with non-bonded
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beads (both polymer beads and proteins). The 10 copies placed in a single
polymer are from 3 different mouse cell lines with different levels of expression
of the gene Pax6. We refer to these as HIGH, ON and OFF cell lines: in the
HIGH cell line Pax6 is highly expressed, in the ON cell line it is expressed and
in the OFF line it is not expressed at all. In a single simulation a mixture of
loci from the 3 cell lines is included and, in repeated simulations, the positions
of the loci from each cell line are randomised. For example, in a simulation,
the first three copies could be HIGH-OFF-ON and, in another simulation, they
are OFF-ON-HIGH. In such a way, we embed each gene copy in a similar
environment11. In total we run 6 simulations for 1.5× 106 τLJ , simulating 20
copies of the locus from each cell line (20 copies for HIGH cells, 20 for ON
cells and 20 for OFF cells). We also include 240 extruders and 1000 proteins.
While the number of extruders is in line with previous works [73], the number
of proteins is a parameter which has been investigated in this project. By
using 1000 proteins we get the best agreement with Capture-C and FISH data
(see Section 3.5), however we will later report some dynamics results obtained
by changing this parameter (see Section 3.6). Moreover,both extruders and
proteins can bind or unbind the polymer as described in the previous Sections.
Locus configurations from the first 700, 000τLJ are ignored as the system is not
equilibrated yet. By sampling locus configurations at a time interval equal to
2000 τLJ , we have that the last 800, 000 τLJ provide 400 configurations which
are used to compute averages of the quantities we are interested in. Knowing
that τLJ ≈ 2.07ms, we get that the approximate total duration of the analysed
simulation corresponds to 28 minutes.

3.5 Testing the model: comparison with exper-
imental data

Before analysing chromatin dynamics, we want to validate it, in other words
to ensure that this new set-up of the HiP-HoP model correctly predicts the locus
structure. In order to do this, we compare simulation results with experimental
data from Capture-C and FISH experiments provided by Nick Gilbert’s lab
(our collaborator at The University of Edinburgh). Capture-C viewpoints are
located in promoter positions and CTCF binding sites (see green hashes in
Fig. 3.9(a)), while the three FISH probes correspond to the Pax6 promoter
and the two close regulatory elements (enhancers) known as upstream and

11If the 40, 000 bead long polymer contained 10 copies from a single cell line, the three cell
lines could not be compared. For instance, let’s consider two 40, 000 bead long polymers, one
composed by 10 copies from the HIGH cell line only, and the other composed by 10 copies
from the OFF cell line only. In this case, a copy from the HIGH cell line is immersed in
a environment completely different from the environment a copy from the OFF cell line is
immersed in. This happens because the HIGH cell line contains far more TF binding sites
than the OFF cell line, leading to a larger competition for TFs within the polymer containing
the 10 copies from the HIGH cell line. To overcome this discrepancy, we include loci from
the three cell lines in each 40, 000 bead long polymer, allowing each locus to experience a
similar environment.
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downstream regulatory regions, URR and DRR respectively (see dark violet
bars in Fig. 3.9(a)). In Appendix C we report the exact position of Capture-C
and FISH viewpoints/probes.

3.5.1 Comparing Capture-C profiles
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Figure 3.10: Simulations provide good predictions of Capture-C peaks. Experimen-
tal (shaded regions) and simulated (black lines) Capture-C peaks for a set of 13 viewpoints
across the Pax6 locus and for HIGH (on the left), ON (in the center) and OFF (on the right)
cell lines.

Here we plot Capture-C peaks for a set of viewpoints close to or within the
Pax6 locus. To generate Capture-C profiles we follow the steps enumerated
below for each cell line (HIGH, ON and OFF), for each of the 20 copies of the
locus of a cell line, and for each Capture-C viewpoint:

1. we extract locus configurations at 2000 τLJ intervals;

2. in each configuration we select the viewpoint under consideration and a
second random bead within the rest of that copy of the locus. We then as-
sume that these two beads interact with probability P (x) = exp(−x2/x2

0)
where x is the 3D distance between the two beads and x0 = 3σ is a
threshold;

3. we repeat step 2 3000 times as a copy of the locus is composed by 3000
beads;

4. we repeat step 3 until the total number of interactions is at least the
same as the one observed in experiments;
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5. we rescale the simulated Capture-C profile such as the average number of
reads (or interactions) per bead is the same for simulated and experimental
Capture-C profiles.

From a qualitative perspective, we observe that simulated peaks generally
overlap experimental peaks for the HIGH, ON and OFF cell lines (see Fig. 3.10).
Therefore, these first results suggest that the HiP-HoP model gives good
predictions about the locus structure.

3.5.2 FISH histograms and length units mapping

Figure 3.11: FISH distributions. (a) Box plots showing distributions of experimental
FISH data (i.e. separations) for the probes positioned at the Pax6 promoter, downstream
and upstream regulatory regions (DRR and URR respectively). Data for the three cell lines
are plotted (HIGH cells in green, ON cells in blue and OFF cells in red). (b) Equivalent
FISH measurements obtained from HiP-HoP simulations.

We further test our model by comparing FISH data for probes positioned at
the upstream regulatory region (URR), downstream regulatory region (DRR)
and at the Pax6 promoter. From each one of the 6 simulations, we extract
configurations at 2000 τLJ intervals and, for each cell line (HIGH, ON and
OFF) and each of the 20 copies of the locus, we compute the separation (or
the 3D distance) between the two elements of each pair of probes. By merging
data from the 20 copies of the locus belonging to the same cell line, we plot
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the distributions of simulated separations for the three FISH probe pairs and
compare them to the experimental distributions got from Ref. [41]. In Fig. 3.11
we observe that simulations (panel (a)) and experiments (panel (b)) show
similar trends and, in particular, the HIGH cell line seems to be the least
compact (with larger distances between the probes), while the ON cell line
results to be the most compact.

Figure 3.12: Locus size from FISH data. Box plots showing the distribution of the
Pax6 locus size inferred from experimental (panel (a)) and simulated (panel (b)) FISH data.

Moreover, through FISH data we also measure what we call locus size and
variability. For a given copy and configuration of the locus, the locus size is
defined as S = 1

3

√
d2

1 + d2
2 + d2

3 where di is the separation between a pair of
probes12 and, from Fig. 3.12, we observe that simulations capture the right
trend. The only discrepancy between the HiP-HoP model and experiments arises
when considering the variability. In order to give the physically meaning of the
variability, we need to focus on a particular imaged cell (i.e. a locus configuration
in one of the simulated copies) and to think of the three separations d1, d2 and
d3 as a point in a three dimensional configuration space (see Fig. 3.13(a)). The
set of imaged cells provides a set of points in the conformation space and the
volume of the region covered by this cloud of points is used to estimate the
level of cell-to-cell variation of conformations within that population (namely
the variability; see Fig. 3.13(b)) The volume is computed by using the gyration
tensor whose elements are defined as

Gαβ = 1
2N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(d(i)
α − d(j)

α )(d(i)
β − d

(j)
β ) (3.16)

where N is the number of imaged cells for each cell line and d(i)
α is the separation

12The index i runs over the pairs of probes (URR,Pax6), (DRR,Pax6), (URR,DRR)
where Pax6 indicates the Pax6 promoter.
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between a pair of probes α13 in cell i. The three principal moments of the
gyration tensor are indicated as λ2

x, λ2
y and λ2

z and their square roots provide a
measure of the size of the cloud of points in the x, y and z direction respectively.
The variability is calculated as the product λ2

x·λ2
y·λ2

z and is related to the squared
volume of the cloud of points. In Fig. 3.13(c-d) we see that, accordingly to
FISH experiments, ON cells display the smallest variability, while in simulations
this is provided by OFF cells. To attempt to solve this discrepancy, we tried
to change the parameters of the model (such as the number of proteins or the
switching rate ksw). However, the parameters used in the simulations we are
analysing (i.e. 1000 proteins and ksw = 10−3τ−1

LJ ) are the ones giving the best
agreement between FISH data and simulated FISH, so we decide to keep with
them.

Figure 3.13: Locus variability. (a) Example of a point in the configuration space which
correspond to a specific locus configuration (i.e. specific values of d1, d2 and d3). (b) The
cloud of points in the configuration space shows the possible configurations that the locus
can assume. The variability of the locus is an approximation of the squared volume of the
cloud of points (in the figure the cloud is approximated by a sphere and the variability is its
squared volume). (c-d) Variability measurements inferred from experimental data (panel
(c)) and simulations (panel (d)).

Finally, FISH analysis is useful also to determine the mapping from simulated
to real length units as follows. For each one of the 6 simulation runs, we
merge FISH data from the copies of the locus belonging to the same cell

13Like in the previous footnote, the indexes α and β run on the pairs of probes (URR,Pax6),
(DRR,Pax6), (URR,DRR).
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line. For each run we then have 9 distributions representing distances for the
pairs (DRR,Pax6), (URR,Pax6), (DRR,URR) in HIGH, ON and OFF cell
lines. Simulated distances are in σ units while experimental distances are in
µm. Therefore, by overlapping simulated and experimental FISH distributions,
we can map σ to real units. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test provides a
good method to compare two distributions by using their cumulative functions.
Given two cumulative functions F (x) and F ′(x), the KS statistic is given by

K = sup
x
|F (x)− F ′(x)| (3.17)

where sup is the supremum of the set of distances |F (x) − F ′(x)|. In our
case, we compare an experimental cumulative function E(x), where x is the
3D separation between two FISH probes measured in µm, and a simulated
cumulative function S(x = s · σ), where s is the separation in simulation units
and σ is the size of a bead expressed in µm. By iteratively changing the value
of σ, we compute the value of

K =
6∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

3∑
h=1

Ki,j,h (3.18)

where the index i runs over the 6 simulation runs, j runs over the three cell lines
and h runs over the 3 pairs of FISH probes. The KS statistic associated with
the set of index (i, j, h) is given by Ki,j,h = sup

x
|Ej,h(x)−Si,j,h(x = s ·σ)| where

Ej,h(x) is the experimental FISH cumulative function related to the cell line
j and to the FISH pair h, while Si,j,h(x) is the simulated cumulative function
associated to the run i, the cell line j and the FISH pair h. We look then for
the value of σ minimising K which therefore provides the best overlapping
between experimental and simulated FISH data. By using this procedure we
get σ = 17.6nm that gives the mapping between simulation and real length
units.
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3.6 Investigating chromatin dynamics
After testing the model by using experimental data (see Sec. 3.5), in this

section we will start investigating the dynamics of chromatin depending on
its organisation. On one hand we will compare our results to experimental
observations (when possible) and on the other hand we will try to make
predictions for future and deeper investigations about this subject.

3.6.1 Chromatin movements at large lengthscale

Figure 3.14: Mean square displacement of FISH probes. (a) Sketch displaying a
typical FISH probe whose centre of mass is tracked in time. (b-c-d) Simulated MSDs versus
time for the three probes – URR, Pax6 promoter and DRR – in the three cell lines. The
MSDs and times are expressed in real units by using the mapping explained in Sec. 3.4.2. The
inset of panel (d) shows the curve (log(MSD), log(time)) whose slope can be approximated
to ∼ 0.5.

One of the most important quantity defining polymer dynamics is the mean
square displacement (MSD) defined in Sec. 3.2. Here we decide to focus on the
MSD of the centre of mass of the three FISH probes Pax6, URR and DRR
whose size is around 40 kbp or 40σ in simulation units (see Fig. 3.14(a)). It is
important to notice that none of the probes we will consider is positioned in one
of the extremities of the 40Mbp polymer since the two ends of the filament are
composed by spacer regions (grey regions in Fig. 3.9(b)) which do not include
copies of the gene locus. It is worth underlying this detail as, from polymer
physics, we know that a bead close to the polymer extremities is characterised
by a smaller number of neighbour polymer beads and hence is subject to weaker
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constraints compared to the beads in the middle of the polymer. The weaker
constraints have effects also on the dynamics of the polymer extremities, which
results to be faster. This means that we could not compare the MSD of a copy
of the locus placed at the periphery of the 40Mbp long polymer with the MSD
of a copy placed in the middle of the long polymer. In Fig. 3.14 we show the
MSD of the centre of mass of the three probes in the HIGH, ON and OFF cell
line 14. From these plots we can make some considerations:

• the MSDs of the three probes look quite similar in the three cell lines
(Fig. 3.14(b-d)). This indicates that a probe of this size experiences
similar constraints in the HIGH, ON and OFF cell line;

• some differences are visible at larger lag times t where the Pax6 promoter
probe and the DRR probe show slower MSDs in the ON cell line compared
to the MSD in the HIGH and OFF cell lines (see Fig. 3.14(c-d)). This
might be due to the fact that the ON cell line is characterised by more
protein binding sites (ATAC-seq peaks) which create chromatin loops,
namely filament entanglements, that slow the dynamics down. However,
we have to observe that at larger lag times (lag time & 400 s), also
the MSD error becomes larger as its average is obtained by using fewer
initial times t0 (see footnote 14). Therefore we can not exclude that the
differences we observe are not due to poor statistics;

• by considering the log-log plot, we can infer the slope of the MSD curve
(see Fig. 3.14(d) inset). For lag times up to 250 s, we observe a subdiffusion
exponent α ∼ 0.5 (therefore MSD ∝ t0.5) indicating the Rouse nature
of the chromatin filament (see Sec. 3.2). The plateau of the MSD at
very large lag times is due to confinement mechanisms inserted in our
model through the presence of the simulation box and periodic boundary
conditions.

3.6.2 Decreasing the probe size: chromatin mobility
As in Sec. 3.6.1 we did not observe a clear relationship between genome

mobility and locus structure, here we decide to explore chromatin dynamics at
a larger resolution. Therefore, instead of considering large FISH probes, we

14To calculate the MSD of a FISH probe we first find the centre of mass of the beads
covered by that probe in a fixed copy of the locus. This is defined as rCoM = 1

N

∑
i ri

where the sum runs over the N beads covered by the probe (typically around 40) and
ri is the position of the i − th bead. The MSD of rCoM at lag time t is computed as
MSD(t) =< [rCoM (t+ t0)− rCoM (t0)]2 > where the angle bracket indicates an average over
initial times t0. Once we fix a cell line, a MSD is obtained for each copy of the locus in each
of the 6 repeated simulations. We then calculate the average MSD over locus copies and the
standard error of this mean. These two quantities are plotted in figures. Since for each cell
line we have 20 copies of the locus, we compute 20 MSDs and the standard error corresponds
to the standard deviation divided by

√
20.
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Figure 3.15: Investigating chromatin structure and dynamics. (a) Sketch explaining
how chromatin mobility is computed. Now we focus on the motion of a single bead (1 kbp).
(b) Map of chromatin properties. Red lines refer to ATAC peaks, yellow lines indicate
H3K27ac marked regions (i.e. more open regions) and grey bars correspond to unmarked
chromatin segments. (c) Sketch illustrating chromatin density. The simulated chromatin
filament contains both low density regions and high density regions. Density associated to a
chromatin bead is estimated as the number of polymer beads and proteins in a given radius
(right panel).

focus on the MSD of a single bead, increasing the resolution from 40 kbp to
1 kbp (see Fig. 3.15(a)). We then measure what we indicate as mobility M,
which corresponds to the mean square displacement MSD(∆t) of a single bead
at fixed lag time ∆t. The plot ofM against the genomic position is what we
indicate as mobility profile 15. In our analysis we consider ∆t = 104 τLJ ≈ 20.7 s
that is small enough in order to get a good statistics (i.e. the standard error of
the mean associated with the MSD is small as we observe in Fig. 3.14(b-d))
16. To investigate how the locus structure influences chromatin dynamics, it is
useful to associate the mobility profile to the set of input data (unmarked beads,
ATAC and H3K27ac beads; see Fig. 3.15(b)) and to the local density around
a chromatin bead. Given a chromatin bead located at ri, its local density is
defined as the total number of beads (chromatin and proteins) within a sphere
of radius R∗ centred at ri (see Fig. 3.15(c)) 17. Here we consider R∗ = 3σ which
is the contact threshold used also to generate Capture-C profiles in Sec. 3.5.1.
The map of chromatin properties, the mobility profile and the local density
profile are plotted in Fig. 3.16 for the three cell lines.
Many interesting considerations can be made about chromatin dynamics.

First of all we now see substantial differences among the three cell lines. If we
focus on the region close to the Pax6 (purple shaded region), we see that the
mobility in the HIGH cell line is up to 1.5 times larger than the one in the ON
and OFF cell lines. It is evident that chromatin properties deeply influence
gene movements: chromatin segments characterised by H3K27ac marks appear

15To calculate the mobilityM at a fixed lag time t∗ for each polymer bead, we calculate
the mean square displacement MSD(t∗) and we take the mean over t0 (see footnote 14) and
over the locus copies. The error is given by the standard error of the mean.

16We also tried to consider different lag times such as t∗ = 2×103 τLJ and t∗ = 2×104 τLJ .
While the mobility profiles are shift down or up along the y-axis, their shapes do not
significantly change.

17To be more precise, for each copy of the gene locus we compute the local density profile
by averaging over configurations at 2000 τLJ intervals. Therefore, for each cell line we get 20
local density profiles and the final density profile is computed by computing their average.
The standard error is given by the error of the mean.
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Figure 3.16: Connection between chromatin structure and dynamics. The three
panels show chromatin properties, mobility and local density versus genomic position for
each cell line (HIGH cells at the top, ON cells in the middle and OFF cells at the bottom).
At the top of the panels, positions of the genes Rcn1, Pax6 and Elp4 are displayed together
with the location of the FISH probes URR, Pax6 promoter and DRR. The purple shaded
region indicates the Pax6 locus, defined as the union of the Pax6 promoter, URR and DRR,
together with the intervening DNA.

to be the most mobile, while the mobility is smaller closer to ATAC-peaks.
Therefore, a first important conclusion is that dynamics measurements, such
as MSD, seem to strongly depend on the size of the probe we use. The three
cell lines display different mobility profiles when we consider 1 kbp probes (see
Fig. 3.15), but these differences are not longer visible when we compute the
MSD of the centre of mass of a 40 kbp probe (see Fig. 3.14), indicating that
chromatin properties have effect on a relatively small length scale.
We can make further interesting observations also by looking at the local density
profiles. As expected, lower local densities are observed in acetylated regions
where chromatin is more open (i.e. without additional springs crumpling the
polymer), while local density becomes larger closer to ATAC-peaks where the
formation of chromatin loops increases the crowding. Moreover, the larger the
local density, the smaller the mobility, as the entanglements formed by loops
hamper chromatin movements. Scatter plots in Fig. 3.17 highlight the negative
correlation between mobility and local density (Pearson correlation between
−0.5 and −0.6 with p-value p < 10−10). Beads corresponding to ATAC-peaks
(red and violet dots in Fig. 3.17) show a 5.15% lower mobility on average than
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Figure 3.17: Mobility and local density are anticorrelated. The three scatter plots
show the relationship between chromatin mobility and local density distinguishing among
different bead types: violet dots to indicate beads with H3K27ac and ATAC marks, red dots
for beads with ATAC marks, yellow dots for acteylated beads and grey dots for unmarked
beads.

other beads, while H3K27ac marked beads (yellow dots in Fig. 3.17) have a
7.13% larger mobility.
A larger mobility closer to H3K27ac marked sites has already been observed in

Figure 3.18: Mobility, acetylation and extruder density. (a) Relationship between
mobility and acetylation density. The two quantities are computed by using a 20 kbp mobile
window (we consider the mean value of the mobility within that window and the fraction of
the 20 kbp region covered by H3K27ac marks). The colour map is obtained by binning the
two quantities: the darker the colour, the more 20 kbp windows belonging to the bin. The
points instead are obtained by binning only H3K27ac density values and the mean mobility
is calculated for each bin. The error bar refers to the standard error of the mean. Person’s
coefficient and p-value are reported. (b) The three panels show chromatin properties, the
position and direction of CTCF sites (black arrows) and extruder density ϕe versus genomic
position. At the top, positions of the genes Rcn1, Pax6 and Elp4 are shown. (c) Plot of
mobility versus extruder density. The colour bar and black points are obtained by binning
input data as in panel (a). The Pearson’s coefficient and p-value are indicated.

live-cell imaging experiments [103]: this result is confirmed by our simulations
which provide a positive correlation between the mobility of 20 kbp windows and
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H3K27ac marked site density (Person’s correlation r = 0.43, p-value p < 10−10;
see Fig. 3.18(a)). Finally, we investigate the role of loop extrusion by looking
at the extruder density ϕe in proximity of each chromatin bead . The latter is
computed as the fraction of time a polymer bead is in proximity of an extruder
18. In Fig. 3.18(b) we can observe that extruder density profiles display peaks
in proximity of CTCF sites (black arrows under the coloured bars). By using
this data to create a scatter plot between mobility and extruder density, we see
that extrusion does not look to have a heavy effect on chromatin dynamics as
only a weak negative correlation is observed (Pearson’s correlation r = −0.26,
p-value p < 10−10; see Fig. 3.18(c)).
From the previous analysis it might look that the dynamics of a single chro-

Figure 3.19: The surrounding environment influences mobility. Left: distributions
of the mobility values for ATAC (red line) and H3K27ac (yellow line) marked beads. ATAC
sites display a smaller mobility compared to acetylated sites as transcription factors bind them
creating chromatin loops. Right: distributions of the mobility values for every chromatin
bead (dark grey) and unmarked beads, i.e. beads which are not ATAC or acetylated sites
(light grey). These two curves overlap: unmarked beads assume all the possible values a
chromatin bead can assume, meaning that their movements are influenced by the movements
of the surrounding marked beads.

matin bead is influenced only by its own properties. However, the distribution
of the mobility for unmarked beads suggests that also the surrounding environ-
ment plays a fundamental role. Indeed, in Fig. 3.19 it is possible to see that
while ATAC beads present an average smaller mobility and H3K27ac beads an
average larger mobility (left panel), unmarked beads show a broad distribution
of mobility values similar to the distribution we get by considering every bead
of the locus (right panel). This underlines the fact that unmarked beads are
dragged by close marked beads and therefore their dynamics depends on the
environment they are immersed in.

18The procedure to compute φe is the following. We consider a polymer bead i and we
count the number of configurations in a simulation where there is an extruder spring at beads
[i− 3, ..., i+ 3] (i.e. within a distance 3σ from the bead). This number is then divided by
the total number of considered configurations. We do this procedure for the 20 copies of the
gene locus in a given cell line and finally we calculate the average. The associated error is
given by the error of the mean.
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3.6.3 A study of interaction locality

Figure 3.20: Investigating chromatin localness. (a) Sketch explaining the concept of
localness. A contact between two chromatin sites is counted as local when their genomic
distance is smaller than 100 kbp, otherwise it is counted as a distal contact. (b) Plots showing
log2(localness) versus genomic position for each cell line. Chromatin properties are shown
together with the positions of the genes Rcn1, Pax6 and Elp4. The purple shaded area
indicates a region close to the Pax6 locus, while the light gray lines represent the mobility
plotted in Fig. 3.15. (c) Plot showing the relationship between the localness and the mobility.
The colour map is obtained by putting each chromatin bead into a bin depending on its
localness and mobility: the darker the colour, the more beads belonging to that bin. Points
are obtained by considering a binning only over the mobility: the mean and the standard
error in the mean for each bin are shown. The Pearson’s coefficient and the p-value are
indicated. The correlation between the two quantities shows how a measure of localness
provides insights also about mobility as the former is directly related to the presence of
chromatin loops hindering chromatin movements.

A quantity that can be extracted from the 3C experiments is the ratio
between the amount of local and long ranged chromatin interactions at a
fixed site [42]. We will refer to this variable as localness and we investigate
it for every cell line. In this analysis we decide to consider as "local" those
interactions (i.e. contacts) between two sites whose genomic distance is not
larger than 100 kbp. On the other hand, a contact is "long ranged" when the
genomic distance between the two interacting sites is larger than 100 kbp. The
value of this threshold has been chosen in order to be slightly smaller than the
typical expected promoter-enhancer loop size, so that this kind of loops are
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counted as long-range since they are the longest chromatin loops we expect to
observe in our model. A sketch displaying the concept of localness is shown in
Fig. 3.20(a).
In Fig. 3.20(b) we plot the localness profile for the three cell lines 19. We
observe that the localness drops in correspondence of ATAC-peaks confirming
that these sites form long ranged interactions through loop formation.
To determine whether chromatin movements are related to the formation of
short/long ranged contacts, in Fig. 3.20(c) we show a scatter plot of localness
against mobility for any beads from any simulations, any gene copies and
any cell lines (we just exclude inert beads included in the spacer regions). A
weak statistically-significant positive correlation emerges (Pearson’s correlation
r = 0.11, p-value p < 10−10) which is clear for small mobilities (< 0.05µm2),
but does not continue for larger mobilities. However, beads with mobility larger
than 0.05µm2 represent fewer than 9% of beads. These results are in line with
ATAC-peaks having a smaller localness and a lower mobility.

3.6.4 Dynamics of locus conformation
From single-cell experiments [126] and Hi-C data [127], we know that

chromosome structure shows a large variability within a population. Following
these results, a key question is whether a single cell explores any possible
structures during a cell cycle or if its locus conformations are quite static.
Through our simulations we can access the locus conformations by tracking the
3D trajectories of polymer beads. As tracking the movement of 40, 000 beads is
complicated, we decide to follow only the motion of the three FISH probes used
above: the Pax6 promoter and the upstream and downstream regulatory regions
(URR and DRR respectively). From these three probes we get information
about the locus structure by monitoring their relative 3D distance. Therefore,
for each polymer configuration (taken at 2000 τLJ intervals) we compute the
distance between the URR and the Pax6 promoter (xUP ), between the URR
and the DRR (xUD) and between the Pax6 promoter and the DRR (xPD).
Similarly to what already done in Sec. 3.5.2, the three distances together can
be visualised as a vector ~X = (xUP , xUD, xPD) in a configuration space where
it also moves while we consider consecutive polymer configurations within a
single simulation (see Fig. 3.21(a)). Given a cell line (the ON cell line in the

19Here a few more details about how we calculate localness. For each polymer bead we
count the number of interactions between this site and any other site in the 40Mbp polymer.
In such a way we also include interactions between sites belonging to different locus copies
(each copy is 3Mbp long). Obviously the environment surrounding a copy is not representative
of the in vivo environment, therefore we should consider the computed localness only as a
rough indication of interactions. Two sites are interacting when their spatial 3D distance is
smaller than 3.5σ. We exclude any interactions between two sites whose genomic distance
is smaller than 5 kbp and larger than 10Mbp. These last two thresholds are generally used
in experiments for technical reasons. The interactions that are left are classified as local
when the genomic distance is smaller than 100 kbp and long ranged otherwise. We do this
procedure for each copy of the gene and by considering configurations at 4× 104 τLJ . Once
we get the localness profile for each copy of a given cell line, we compute the average and the
associated error is given by the error of the mean.
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Figure 3.21: Study of the configuration space. (a) The distances between three
chromatin probes define a vector ~X in the configuration space. This point moves during
time, while the chromatin filament changes configuration and the distances between each
pair of probes change too. (b) Plot showing the configurations adopted by the Pax6 locus
in the ON cell line. Each point corresponds to a single time point and data are taken from
all 20 simulated copies of the locus. (c) Same scatter plot as panel (b), but overlaid with a
trajectory from a single simulation (yellow line). The trajectory shows the movement of the
vector ~X in the configuration space during the simulation.

analysis below), we can plot a vector ~X in the configuration space for every
simulation, every copy of the locus and every configuration. The ensemble of
points obtained in that way is shown in Fig. 3.21(b). Interestingly, we observe
that the volume of this cloud of points is also covered by the trajectory of the
vector ~X obtained from a single simulation and a single copy of the gene (see
Fig. 3.21(c)). This result suggests that any possible configuration is explored by
a locus in the time of a simulation, i.e. 28 minutes. Therefore the exploration
time is far shorter than the typical cell cycle duration which in eukaryotics is
about 24 hours [21]. Similar results are obtained also for HIGH and OFF cell
lines (see Fig. C.1).
To investigate this topic also from a quantitatively point of view, we decide
to define a shape-change parameter S(t) that tracks the mean change in locus
configuration over a lag time t (see Fig. 3.22(a)), namely it corresponds to the
mean square displacement of ~X(t)

S(t) =< ( ~X(t+ t0)− ~X(t0))2 >, (3.19)

where t is the lag time and the angled brackets indicate an average over tra-
jectories and initial times t0 (as already described for the usual mean square
displacement in Sec. 3.6.1). In order to understand how the locus struc-
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Figure 3.22: Dynamics of locus conformation. (a) Sketch explaining the concept
of the shape change parameter which provides information about how quickly the locus
conformation changes. (b-c) Shape change parameter versus lag time for the three cell
lines (panel (b)) and the corresponding log-log plot (panel (c)). The motion results to be
subdiffusive with a subdiffusion exponent of about 0.5 (panel (c)).

ture changes over time, we plot S(t) versus time for the three cell lines (see
Fig. 3.22(b)). All the three cell lines show a subdiffusive dynamics (S(t) ∝ tα

with α < 1; see Fig. 3.22(c)), underlying the polymeric nature of our system.
Moreover, the HIGH and ON cells are characterised by α ∼ 0.5, while OFF
cells have a smaller subdiffusion exponent probably reflecting the very different
pattern of protein binding sites and CTCF sites in those cells. It is also worth
to notice that the (S(t), t) curves in Fig. 3.22(b) reach a plateau within about
100−200 s, meaning that the locus explores a finite volume of the configuration
space.

Finally, we wonder how much the parameters of our model, such as the number
of proteins Nprot and their switching rate kSw, influence the results above.
So far we have used both biologically reasonable parameters (see Sec. 3.4.2)
and parameters that can best reproduce static single cell and population level
measurements (see Sec. 3.5). However, as the experimental measurement of
these quantities remains challenging, we can assume that also other parameters
can give reasonable good static predictions, but different dynamics results.
In Fig. 3.23 we show analysis obtained from simulations using different Nprot
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Figure 3.23: The effect of the model parameters. (a) The variability of the model
corresponds to the volume occupied by the points in the configuration space. (b-c-d) Effects
of changing the switching rate ksw on the configuration space, the variability and the shape
change parameter. (e-f-g) Same plots as in panels (b-c-d), but here the new data refers to
simulations with a reduced number of proteins.

and ksw independently (namely, if we change Nprot we do not change ksw and
viceversa)20. First of all we measure how the locus variability (i.e. the volume
of the cloud of points in the configuration space, see Fig. 3.23(a)) is affected.
The variability is estimated through the radius of gyration of the cloud of

20In the case of different Nprot and ksw we use shorter simulations of duration 5× 105 τLJ .
Configurations were taken every 2000 τLJ and only the last 4× 105 τLJ were used to make
the analysis. Moreover, for these new parameters, we run only 3 simulations (instead of 6),
simulating 10 copies of each cell line (instead of 20).
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points:

varibility =
( 1
N

∑
( ~X− < ~X >)2

)3/2
, (3.20)

where the sum runs over the N points included in the cloud and the 3/2
exponent is needed in order to obtain units of volume21.
Simulations with a reduced switching rate (ksw = 2× 10−4 τ−1

LJ ≈ 0.097s−1) are
compared to the original ones (with ksw = 10−3 τ−1

LJ ≈ 0.48s−1). Fig. 3.23(b-
c) shows that the volume in the configuration space is smaller (i.e. smaller
variability), namely reducing the switching rate leads to a reduced number of
configurations being explored. Moreover, configurations where one or more
probe pair separations (i.e. xUP , xUD and xPD) is small are favoured over
extended configurations (namely the mean size of the locus is reduced). The
shape-change parameter S(t) reveals that the locus changes more slowly in the
case ksw ≈ 0.097s−1 (see Fig. 3.23(d)). These observations might be explained
by considering that a smaller switching rate results in more stable loops slowing
the dynamics down and favouring a more compact configuration.
If the number of proteins is decreased also the variability decreases, but now
we do not observe a preference for the locus to assume configurations with
smaller probe pair separation (see Fig. 3.23(e-f)). Therefore, the number of
accessible configurations is lower, but the mean locus size increases. This is due
to the lower number of proteins, hence to a lower number of loops which use to
compact chromatin. Finally, the dynamics for the cases with Nprot = 1000 or
Nprot = 100 are quite similar (see Fig. 3.23(g)).
By simulating the Pax6 locus with different parameters, we have proved that
these quantities are not trivial and their change has effects on the variability.
Even if the new values we used here (ksw = 0.097 s and Nprot = 100) do not
provide the best agreement with experiments (Capture-C and FISH), they
still give information about the biophysical mechanisms underlying the locus
dynamics.

3.6.5 Dynamics of the enhancer-promoter collisions
To further investigate the locus dynamics, here we focus on collisions between

specific promoters and enhancers and we analyse quantities such as the collision
interval and the interaction duration. We consider the Pax6 promoter and the
two enhancers URR and DRR. As several ATAC-peaks are found close to these
regions, we consider a region at each element that covers every peak. Therefore,
we work with a 13 chromatin bead region at the URR site (chr2:105,444,500-
105,457,500), a 11 bead region at the Pax6 site (chr2:105,509,500-105,520,500)
and a 11 bead region at the DRR site (chr2:105,629,500-105,640,500). All
coordinates are referred to the mm9 reference genome. We assume there is
a collision between two sites when the centres of mass of the correspondent
regions are closer than 6σ ≈ 106nm in 3D. This threshold is chosen as it is
roughly equal to the radius of gyration of one of the 11 bead regions. Once

21This definition of variability is slightly different from the one used in Sec. 3.5.2.
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Figure 3.24: Promoter-enhancer collisions. (a) Sketch displaying the concepts of
interaction duration and collision interval. (b) Bar plots showing the average collision
intervals between the Pax6 promoter and the two enhancers URR and DRR in the three cell
lines. The collision intervals are larger in the OFF cell line where there are fewer protein
binding sites. The Pax6-DRR pair displays a larger collision interval in the HIGH cell line
rather than in the ON cell line because of the presence of a big acetylated region in the
former. (c) Bar plots showing the average duration of the interaction between the Pax6
promoter and the upstream and downstream regulatory region (DRR and URR respectively)
in the three cell lines. For both pairs of probes, the duration of interaction is larger in the
ON cell line because of the presence of more binding sites.

we consider a simulation, the duration of periods when two elements are in
contact is defined as interaction duration, while the duration of periods when
the two elements are apart is defined as collision interval (see Fig. 3.24(a)). The
configurations where these quantities are computed are taken at 2000 τLJ time
intervals. In Fig. 3.24(b-c) we plot the mean collision interval and the mean
interaction duration for the three cell lines 22. Generally, in a long polymer,
the collision interval between two sites only depends on their distance along
the polymer. However, our model is more complicated and mechanisms such
as the loop extrusion or the presence of protein-mediated loops influence the
times displayed in Fig. 3.24. In particular, we observe that collision intervals
are larger for the OFF cells where there are fewer protein binding sites. The
URR-Pax6 collision interval are similar in the HIGH and ON cell lines, probably
because the pattern of binding sites and H3K27ac marks are comparable in
the promoter and enhancer region we are considering. However, the Pax6-DRR

22The averages are calculated across the 20 locus copies for each cell line.
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collision interval is larger in the HIGH cell line than in the ON cell line: this
might be due to the fact that in HIGH cells there is a large H3K27ac marked
region between the Pax6 and the URR which makes looping less likely and
which is not present in the ON cells.
Finally, if we look at the interaction duration, it is possible to notice that in
both cases this interval is longest in the Pax6 ON cells where there are more
protein binding sites within the regulatory regions than in the other cell lines.

3.7 Perturbing gene expression: locus struc-
ture and dynamics following alpha-Amanitin
treatment

Figure 3.25: Experiments on alpha-Amanitin treated cells. Comparison of exper-
imental Capture-C (panel (a)) and FISH data (panel (b)) in the standard HIGH cell line
(indicated as HIGH) and in the HIGH cell line treated with alpha-Amanitin (indicated as
aa+HIGH). In panel (a) we also show the positions of the genes Rcn1, Pax6 and Elp4,
together with the location of the corresponding FISH probes.

In this section we deepen the study of the link between gene activity and
the structure and the dynamics of a locus. Results from Capture-C and
FISH experiments on Pax6 HIGH cells treated with alpha-Amanitin - a toxic
cyclic octopeptide which inhibits RNA polymerase and transcription [128] -
show that the locus structure does not seem to be influenced by a different
gene activity. Capture-C profiles are quite similar in cells with and without
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Figure 3.26: Model without bridges. (a) Sketch of the first model where proteins
are removed and chromatin cannot longer form protein mediated loops. (b) Simulated
Capture-C results for the standard HIGH cell line (green lines; data obtained from standard
simulations of the previous Sections) and the alpha-Amanitin treated HIGH cell line simulated
by removing proteins (green histograms).

treatment (see Fig. 3.25(a)), therefore interactions are preserved. The only
difference is given by the height of the peaks that appears to be a bit larger
in alpha-Amanitin treated cells. Moreover, FISH data provides information
about the locus compaction. In this case we use three FISH probes located at
the Pax6 promoter and the promoters of two neighbouring genes, Rcn1 and
Elp4. Again, there are not significant changes in the distribution of FISH data
(see Fig. 3.25(b)). These experimental results suggest that the inhibition of
transcription does not affect the locus structure, but it can change the frequency
of the observed interactions (for instance Capture-C peaks are higher in treated
cells).
To understand the biophysics behind these observations, we try to develop a
few models that should reproduce the alpha-Amanitin action.
First of all we try to switch off the protein binding mechanism, namely proteins
can not longer bind chromatin provoking a loss of chromatin bridges (see
Fig. 3.26(a)). In details, the new simulations are performed by following several
steps:

• first we run 6 standard simulations (like in the previous Sections) for
1.5× 106 τLJ and we extract only the last configuration from each one;
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Figure 3.27: Model with fixed bridges. (a) Sketch of the second model where protein-
chromatin bonds become permanent. (b) Simulated Capture-C data for the standard HIGH
cell line (green lines) and the alpha-Amanitin treated HIGH cell line simulated by creating
permanent bridges (yellow histograms).

• we switch off every attractive interaction between proteins and chromatin
and we run these new 6 simulations for a further 1.5× 106 τLJ with loop
extrusion continuing;

• we use only the final 8× 105 τLJ to generate plots. For each cell line we
simulate 20 copies like in the previous Sections.

This approach is justified by the fact that alpha-Amanitin inhibits transcrip-
tion and our proteins represent a complex of transcription factors and RNA
polymerases. However, we observe a loss of Capture-C peaks (see Fig. 3.26(b)),
which is the opposite result to what is experimentally observed.
We then try a second set-up to reproduce alpha-Amanitin effects. In the
HiP-HoP model, proteins continuously switch back and forth between an on
and off state at rate ksw. This mechanism has the aim of modelling chemical
reactions (such as post-translational modifications) that can change the affinity
between proteins and chromatin. Alpha-Amanitin could stop these reactions
by inhibiting transcription, such that polymerases remain stuck in an initiation
state (Fig. 3.27(a)). To test this idea we again perform standard simulations
and take only the last configuration (as in the previous model). Then we run
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new simulations as follows:

• from the last configuration of standard simulations, we check which pro-
teins are bound to a chromatin bead. A protein is considered as bound
when it is within a distance 1.8σ from a chromatin bead (this threshold
corresponds to the cutoff distance in the Lennard-Jones potential 3.13);

• we create permanent bonds between chromatin and its bound proteins.
The additional bonds are modelled through the following potential

UAA(ri,j) = UWCA(ri,j) +KAA(ri,j − r0)2 (3.21)

where KAA = 20 kBT/σ2 and r0 = 1.1σ. At the same time all other
protein-chromatin attractions are switched off;

• the simulation is continued for a further 1.5× 106 τLJ with loop extrusion
continuing;

• only configurations from the final 8× 105 τLJ are used for the analysis.

With this new set-up we observe Capture-C peaks getting higher, like in ex-
periments (see Fig. 3.27(b)). Instead, FISH data show an opposite trend
depending on which model we use (Fig. 3.28(a)). Indeed, we see that the probe
separation increases when we remove proteins, while it decreases when fixed
protein-chromatin bonds are used. In simulations, also dynamics properties are
affected by the two alpha-Amanitin treatment scenarios. In the case without
protein interactions, the MSD of the Pax6 promoter probe and the mobility
look a bit larger when compared to cells without treatment. The opposite trend
is found for the case with fixed bridges (see Fig. 3.28(b-c)).
As no one of these models can correctly predicts both Capture-C and FISH
experimental data, we can assume that the alpha-Amanitin treatment in reality
results in a mixture of these two effects: loss of some bridging interactions
leading to a more decompacted locus and faster dynamics, and the stabilisa-
tion of other bridging interactions provoking an increase in Capture-C peaks,
compaction of the locus and a slower dynamics.
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Figure 3.28: Simulated FISH and chromatin dynamics. (a) Simulated FISH data
for the probes Rcn1, Pax6 and Elp4 promoters in standard cells (no treatment; dark
green boxes), cells where protein bridges have been removed (light green boxes) and cells
with permanent bridges (yellow boxes). (b) Simulated MSD of the Pax6 promoter in the
HIGH cell line without treatment, with bridges removed and with permanent bridges. (c)
Distribution of simulated mobility values in the three cases (no treatment, removed bridges
and permanent bridges).

3.8 Conclusions

In this Chapter we investigate how chromatin organisation and dynamics
influence each other. To do this we use the HiP-HoP model, originally developed
to predict locus structures and providing the best agreement between simulated
and experimental Capture-C and FISH data [41].
By analysing FISH probe MSDs (Section 3.6.1) and locus mobility (Sec-
tion 3.6.2), we observe that genome movement depends on the position and
size of probes tracked in time. Our study could help with explaining apparently
contradictory experimental observations showing that transcriptional activation
results both in a faster and slower dynamics (see Section 3.2.2). Indeed, if
we assume that transcriptional activation results in the compaction of some
regions and in the decompaction of others, we should observe a lower mobility
in more compact regions and a higher mobility in the less crowded regions.
Importantly, unlike in laboratory-based experiments, our data provide insights
into how the configuration of the locus changes in time (Section 3.6.4). We
show that a locus can explore the majority of the possible configurations within
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28 minutes. Of course this estimation depends on the mapping from simulated
to experimental time units, which, in our case is semi-quantitative as we used
experiments on yeast cells to perform this mapping (see Section 3.4.2). However,
we expect that these experiments give the typical timescales for eukaryotic cells
providing the right order of magnitudes for our simulated times. Moreover, even
if we expect that the dynamics will strongly depend on the parameters of the
model, we prove that the locus explores a large part of the configuration space
by using parameters validated by comparison with experimental Capture-C
and FISH data. Interestingly, we notice that while different parameters of the
model lead to different static properties (e.g. locus variability), they do not
necessary affect the locus mobility.
Models trying to reproduce the action of transcription inhibitors (i.e. alpha-
Amanitin) suggest both the lost (in some chromatin regions) and the enhance-
ment (in other segments) of protein-chromatin interactions (see Section 3.7).
Moreover, our simulations enable to make predictions about DNA dynamics
following alpha-Amanitin treatment.

Our simulations give insight into the factors affecting chromatin movements
and suggest that, for a locus of this size, a single cell would show the same
level of variability in time as is observed from cell-to-cell across a population.
It is worth noticing that in this model we do not include epegenetic marks
typical of inactive chromatin (such as H3K27me), therefore we can not make
comments about heterochromatin dynamics and structure as it was shown in
Hi-C experiments [101]. Therefore, it would be interesting to study dynamics
in larger chromatin segments and by also including new elements such as
inactive chromatin marks or other proteins as SAF-A which are thought to
form RNA-dependent gel constraining chromatin motion [129].



Chapter 4

Investigating the formation and
the dynamics of replication
factories

4.1 The biology of DNA replication
While in Chapter 3 we studied chromatin structure during interphase, here

we will focus only on a particular interphase regime, namely the S-phase corre-
sponding to the moment when DNA is replicated.
DNA replication starts at specific sites called replication origins [5]. The num-
ber of replication origins depends on cell complexity: bacteria and archaeal
genomes, formed by a circular chromosome, often contain a single origin [130],
while eukaryotes can have hundreds (as in yeast cells) or thousands (as in
human cells) of origins [131]. It is interesting to notice that while bacteria
replication origins are defined by specific DNA sequences, in eukaryotes their
positions seem to be mostly related to chromatin accessibility as more opened
regions allow the loading of proteins responsible to initiate the replication [132].
During late mitosis and G1 phase, a protein complex known as pre-replication
complex (pre-RC) assembles on origins which are then indicated as licensed
origins [133]. The structure of pre-RCs broadly changes depending on whether
we consider prokaryotes or eukaryotes, but in both cases their function is
to facilitate the loading of helicase1, a molecular motor using ATP to un-
wind double-stranded DNA by breaking the hydrogen bonds between the two
strands [132, 134]. Once a pre-RC is formed, it needs to be activated, which
implies the loading of DNA polymerases and the formation of the replisome,
namely the replication machine composed by DNA polymerases, helicases,
topoisomerases and other proteins, that during S-phase is responsible for the
DNA replication (see Fig. 4.1) [5, 132, 134].
DNA polymerase is the enzyme catalysing the synthesis of a new DNA molecule

1For bacteria the helicase responsible for DNA unwrapping is the enzyme DnaB, in
archaeas it corresponds to a homohexamer made up from a single MCM protein, while in
eukaryotes the helicase structure is described by a heterohexamer composed by six MCM
proteins.

65
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Figure 4.1: Initiation of DNA replication in eukaryotes. In eukaryotes replication
starts with the origin licensing during G1 phase. As first step, a protein complex called origin
recognition complex (ORC) binds replication origins and recruits the helicase (MCM2-7)
forming the pre-replication complex (pre-RC). To start replicating, the origin needs to be
activated. This leads to the formation of the pre-initiation complex (pre-IC) which contains
also DNA polymerase (Pol-ε). The loading of other final elements, such as proliferating
nuclear antigen (PCNA) and replication fork factors, results in the firing of the origin. In
the figure only the central origin fires, while the two origins on the sides are indicated as
flexible origins, meaning that they can eventually fire during the S-phase. Figure adapted
from Ref. [133].
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Figure 4.2: Biology at the replication bubble. When a replication origin fires, a
replication bubble is formed and its extremities consist in two replicating forks moving in
opposite directions. Four polymerases replicate DNA within a bubble, i.e. two for each fork.
As polymerase can only synthesise following the 5′ → 3′ direction, in each fork one polymerase
continuously synthesises by moving on the leading strand, while the other synthesises small
fragments (Okazaki fragments) while it moves on the lagging strand. In order to start
replicating, DNA polymerase needs a RNA primer (green segments in the figure). Therefore,
the Okazaki fragments are divided by a short RNA chain. Figure adapted from Ref. [131].

by sitting on a single template DNA strand and forming a complementary
strand synthesising following the 5′ → 3′ direction [96]. To start replicating,
polymerase needs to bind a primer - a pre-existing DNA or RNA fragment -
that is already bound to the template DNA strand and that will be located at
the beginning of the newly synthesised strand. In the case where the primer is
a RNA segment, the new strand is composed by RNA at the 5′ extremity and
by DNA at the 3′ end as polymerase synthesises in the 5′ → 3′ direction.
When a pre-RC is activated, four polymerases are loaded on the replication
origin and a replication bubble is formed (see Fig. 4.2). Within a bubble we
count two replisomes, each one containing two DNA polymerases [135]. The
regions of the two replisomes where helicases are dividing the two DNA strands
are known as replication forks and they move away from the initial origin as
replication proceeds [96, 5]. Fork velocity is extremely variable. In bacteria they
are usually very fast: in Escherichia coli, for instance, replication forks move at
a rate of 1 kbp/s and the 4.4Mbp genome is replicated in just 30min [132]. In
eukaryotes, instead, forks are usually 20 times slower and, for example, in yeast
cells the velocity is estimated to be 1.6 − 3 kbp/min [136]. Archeas, finally,
seem to be in between bacteria and eukaryotes with an average fork velocity of
20 kbp/min [132].
One of the main complications during the formation of new strands is given
by the fact that the two strands of a double-stranded DNA molecule are
antiparallel (one runs in the 5′ to 3′ direction, while the other runs in the 3′ to
5′ direction), but polymerase can move on a template strand only from its 3′
extremity to the 5′ extremity. This implies that the two polymerases within
a fork synthesise in different ways (see Fig. 4.2). The polymerase sitting on
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the template strand - called leading strand - whose direction from the origin to
the fork is 3′ → 5′ replicates continuously (i.e. without interruptions) as its
movement direction is parallel to the direction of the strand it is replicating.
Instead, the other polymerase sitting on the strand - called lagging strand -
with opposite direction needs to replicate discontinuously in order to move
in the 3′ → 5′ direction. The small segments formed by the discontinuous
synthesis are called Okazaki fragments and they are subsequently ligated by
DNA ligase to form single strand [5].
So far we have focused on the events happening to a double-stranded DNA
molecule during the S-phase. But what about chromatin?
In order for the helicase to divide the two strands, nucleosomes have to be
disrupted and DNA unbinds histone proteins [137]. However, at the end
of the S-phase, two new chromatin filaments are assembled. This happens
because of two mechanisms: the parental nucleosome segregation and the de
novo nucleosome assembly. The first process consists in the transfer of pre-
existing histones onto the new chromatin filaments behind the fork [137]. The
second mechanism consists in the assembly of new synthesised histones on the
two nascent chromatin segments [138]. Therefore, nucleosome structures are
preserved even during the synthesis of a new DNA strand.

4.2 Eukaryotic DNA replication origins
As already said in the section above, eukaryotic chromosomes contain several

origins. This is needed in order to quickly replicate their DNA which is much
longer than the bacterial one. For instance, the longest human chromosome
(chromosome 1), is 250Mbp long and, in the presence of a single origin, the
cell would take more than 50 days to replicate it, compared to 8h which is the
average duration of the S-phase in human cells [132].
Interestingly, origins do not activate synchronously during the S-phase. Once
the pre-RC is assembled on an origin, it has to be activated for the replication
to start: however, origins are activated at different times and they can be
divided into early, mid and late activated origins [131, 139]. Moreover, not
every licensed origin is used during a cell cycle and its efficiency, i.e. its
probability of starting replicating [140], can assume very different values [131].
For instance, in the fission yeast S. Pombe, origins have an overall efficiency
of less than 50%, but the individual efficiency varies a lot, as some origins
are used nearly in every cell cycle, while others are almost inactive [131, 141].
Generally speaking, origins can be divided into three classes: flexible, dormant
and constitutive [131, 133]. Constitutive origins, representing just a minority
part of eukaryotic origins, are the ones used in every cell cycle. Dormant origins
are not used during a normal cell cycle, but they can be activated when, for
instance, a nearby fork stopped because of a DNA damage. Flexible origins
exhibit interesting properties as they can be either active or dormant during
a cell cycle. The mechanisms through which flexible origins are activated are
still debated. The surrounding chromatin environment seems to play a crucial
role [132, 133]. Already 40 years ago a relationship between transcription and
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replication was observed as transcriptionally active genes are replicated early
in the S-phase [142]. Moreover, origins close to promoter regions are more
active[143] and, also, several histone modifications such as acetylation and
metilation of the histone H3 are associated with origin activation [133, 144].
Anyway, transcription might play a dual role: on the one hand the more open
active chromatin could help the assembling of pre-RCs, but on the other hand
this process could be hampered by a high RNA activity [133]. For this reason,
a clear knowledge about the role of transcription and chromatin structure on
origin activation is still missing.
Finally, genomically close origins are characterised by similar firing times,
namely the time when an origin starts replicating [145, 146]. The mechanism
leading to the correlation among firing times will be largely explained in the
following section.

4.3 Replication in clusters: replication facto-
ries

Replisomes are not solitary machines. Indeed, during S-phase, replication
happens in specific foci containing several origins firing simultaneously [147].
These foci, also known as replication factories or replication domains, were
first observed by Nakamura et al by inserting and tracking bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU) which localises newly synthesised DNA. These experiments revealed
that replication was not uniformly distributed within the nucleus, but instead
was localised in bright spots consisting of clusters of replisomes [148] (see
Fig. 4.3). Each cluster contains several active forks: calculations accounting

Figure 4.3: First images of replication factories. Microscopy experiments using BrdU
to localise new synthesised DNA revealed the presence of replicon clusters visible as bright
dots in this image. Figure adapted from Ref. [148].

for fork velocity, length of the genome, average distance between origins and
duration of the S-phase predicted ∼ 40 active forks in each early replication
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Figure 4.4: Replication timing profiles. The presence of replication domains is evident
also from the study of replication timings. In a replication timing profile it is possible to
distinguish between regions with similar replication times (CTRs) corresponding to genome
loci within a replication domain and regions with variable replication times (TRRs) connecting
early replicated loci to loci replicated later. Figure adapted from Ref. [149].

domain in human cells [135]. The average size of mammal replication factories
is 400− 800 kbp [149] and their positions are preserved in different cell types
and different species [150, 151]. The presence of domains is evident in the anal-
ysis of replication timing inferred from a population of cells [149]. Indeed, by
looking at a replication timing profile, it is possible to distinguish chromosome
segments, known as constant timing regions (CTRs), characterised by almost
uniform replication times (see Fig. 4.4). Even if the firing of an origin is a
stochastic event, meaning that a flexible origin does not fire in every cell cycle,
the positions of CTRs is reproducible. The extremities of a CTR are given by
chromatin segments with variable replication timing representing the transition
between early and late replication. These segments are called timing transition
regions (TTRs) (see Fig. 4.4). Interestingly, replication domain boundaries,
represented by CTRs extremities, exhibit a almost one-to-one correlation with
TAD boundaries [149, 152]. Therefore, the formation of replicon clusters could
be due to chromatin loops bringing origins closer to each other to form a single
domain [133]. Moreover, loop formation might be facilitated by cohesins as their
binding to chromatin is deeply linked to the presence of pre-RCs [153, 154].
Other interesting observations are related to the dynamics of replication factories
which will be the main topic of this chapter. Already in the late 80s, microscopy
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Figure 4.5: Replication factory dynamics. Evolution of replication factories during
S-phase in human cells (HeLa cells). It is possible to observe that in the early S-phase
many small bright spots are visible, while at the end of replication only a few big replication
factories are present. Figure adapted from Ref. [156].

experiments revealed that replication factories are not static structures, but,
during the S-phase, they increase in size and decrease in number [155, 156]
(see Fig. 4.5). If at the beginning of replication hundreds of small foci are
distributed inside the nucleus, in the late S-phase just a few and large domains
are visible, and they often assume ring and horse-shoe like structures [156, 157].
At the moment a clear explanation for the formation of replication factories
and their subsequent dynamics is still missing. Just a few experiments have
been carried out and contrasting results have emerged. Early experiments
using the marker PCNA (a component of the replicon) fused to GFP (a green
fluorescent protein) showed that mammalian replication factories are stably
anchored in the nucleus [157], maybe because they bind the nucleoskeleton (a
still-hypotetical protein network spreading inside the nucleus) which in the past
has been related to newly synthesised DNA [147]. Therefore, these experiments
suggest that replication factories do not move and their dynamics emerges from
assembling and disassembling of replication machineries within a domain in a
gradual and sequential mode [147]. However, it is important to underline that
the concept of nucleoskeleton is nowadays deeply debated. The only certain
nucleoskeleton present in animal cells corresponds to a network of proteins close
to the periphery of the nucleus, while the idea of an internal nuclear matrix
has remained controversial [158]. Finally, while former experiments showed
immobile domains, more recent works on yeast cells show that replication foci
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are mobile and they can fuse and re-segregate [159].

4.4 A polymer model to mimic DNA replica-
tion

Currently, relatively little is known about the formation and the dynamics
of replication factories. In particular, it is not clear which mechanisms are
required to form these clusters and how their size can increase in time. In this
chapter we develop a polymer model which mimics DNA replication considering
only the minimum elements required for DNA synthesis. The main goal is
to understand which physical mechanisms provoke clustering of replisomes by
introducing the fewest possible assumptions. As said above, a mechanism of
replicon assembling and disassembling has already been hypothesised from
microscopy experiments. However, we could think that replication factories can
cluster and form bigger domains also because of merging mechanisms as the
one described in Ref. [159]. It is important to underline that no assumptions
on chromatin structure will be introduced in the model.

In our model a chromatin filament is represented as a polymer characterised
by the usual potentials described in Chapter 2. In all our simulations we
will use a chromatin filament formed by 1000 beads: this number is large
enough to work with a polymer whose length is far larger than its persistence
length (see Appendix B), but small enough to satisfy computational efficiency.
The resolution used in this work is quite low as we model the polymer such
that the diameter σ of each bead corresponds to σ = 10 kbp, or alternatively
σ ∼ 100− 200nm considering that 1 kbp ∼ 10− 20nm [41]. Such a decision is
motivated by the fact that we want to insert realistic distances between two
consecutive replication origins and, in mammalian cells, inter-origin distance
ranges between 100 kbp and 150 kbp [160]. If we used a higher resolution, we
would need a very large polymer to simulate the dynamics of clusters formed by
several origins2. However, from the computational point of view, simulations
with polymers formed by several thousands of beads would require a long
running time. For this reason, we need to find a compromise between the
polymer resolution and the computational efficiency. By setting σ = 10 kbp we
need just 10 beads to represent the inter-origin segment and a polymer 1000σ
long to mimic the dynamics of 100 origins.
As described in Chapter 2, the interactions among polymer beads account both
for bonded and non-bonded potentials.
Consecutive beads are linked by an harmonic potential:

VHARM = KHARM(r −RHARM)2, (4.1)
2For instance, if we set σ = 1 kbp, the inter-origin region should contain 100− 150 beads

and the study of the clustering among a reasonable number of origins (at least 100 as
eukaryotes contain hundreds or thousands of origins) would require a polymer 10, 000σ long.
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where we set the bond length RHARM = 1.1σ and the spring constant KHARM =
200 kBT/σ2 being T = 300K the temperature of the system.
Instead, non-consecutive chromatin beads interact via a Week-Chandler-Anderson
potential:

VWCA(ri,j) = 4kBT
( σ

ri,j

)12

−
(
σ

ri,j

)6

+ 1
4

Θ(21/6σ − ri,j), (4.2)

and the polymer rigidity is given by the Kratky-Porod potential:

VBEND(φi) = KBEND (1 + cosφi) , (4.3)

with the rigidity KBEND = 0.5 kBT mapping to a persistence length Lp ∼
70− 80nm compatible with chromatin persistence length [53].
At the beginning of each simulation, the original chromatin filament is composed
by two types of beads: generic chromatin sites represented by blue beads in
Fig. 4.6(a) and replication origins depicted as red beads in the same figure.
Moreover, the polymer is placed inside a cubic simulation box of size 110σ3

with periodic boundary conditions and here it is allowed to relax.
At this point we need to introduce the elements responsible for DNA replication.
To simplify the problem, we do not model the whole replicon structure, but
we simulate only the action of DNA polymerases, assuming that pre-RCs
have already been assembled on origins and polymerases can be loaded on the
polymer. Polymerases are depicted as brown beads in Fig. 4.6. In the initial
configuration, polymerases are placed at random positions inside the simulation
box containing the relaxed polymer. A short equilibration is needed in order to
move polymerases in the case their random position corresponds to the position
of a polymer bead. This equilibration is composed by two steps:

1. for an initial time Teq,1 = 103 τLJ , polymerases interact with the poly-
mer through a soft potential VSOFT (r) = A [1 + cos(πr/rc)] where A =
100 kBT and rc = 21/6;

2. for a further time Teq,2 = 103 τLJ , polymerases and the polymer interact
through steric interactions described by the WCA potential in Eq. 4.2.

Starting from this equilibrated configuration, we initiate DNA replication by
switching on the attractive interaction between polymerases and chromatin. As
replication begins from replication origins, we insert a mild attractive potential
between polymerases and origins which is described by a truncated and shifted
Lennard-Jones potential:

VLJ/cut(ri,j) = [VLJ(ri,j)− VLJ(rc)] Θ(rc − ri,j), (4.4)

with
VLJ(r) = 4ε

[(
σ

r

)12
−
(
σ

r

)6
]
, (4.5)

3The size of the simulation box is large enough to contain the relaxed polymer without
creating self-interactions.
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Figure 4.6: Our model for DNA replication. (a) At the beginning of a simulation, the
chromatin filament is formed by non-specific beads (blue beads) and replication origins (red
beads). Polymerases are depicted as brown beads which can diffuse in the simulation box and
are weakly attracted to blue beads and mildly attracted to origins. (b) When a polymerase
binds an origin, it can create a pair of replication forks (black beads) with a given probability.
The two forks will move in opposite direction in the case at least one polymerase is closer
than 1.8σ. (c) While a fork moves, it leaves behind replicated chromatin (yellow beads) and
newly synthesised chromatin beads (green beads). Both replicated and newly synthesised
chromatin experiences a pure repulsive interaction with polymerases. The extremities of the
new chain are bonded to the two replication forks. (d) The replication process finishes when
every template bead (i.e. every bead from the original filament) has been replicated and two
independent strands are formed.

where ε = 8 kBT and rc = 1.8σ.
In addition, we assume that polymerases can be weakly attracted also to the
other non-specific polymer beads (blue beads in Fig. 4.6). This is justified by
the fact that DNA polymerase forms phosphodiester bonds with DNA [161]:
the presence of a pre-RC facilitates polymerase loading on replication origins,
but this does not exclude that these proteins can create bonds also with other
chromatin sites. To include such a weak interaction, we introduce a truncated
and shifted Lennard-Jones potential as the one in Eq. 4.4 with ε = 4 kBT and
rc = 1.8σ.
If at least one polymerase has a distance r < rc = 1.8σ from an origin, that
origin can be replicated (i.e. it can fire) with probability Prep. At this point
the replication proceeds as follows:

• a pair of new forks (black beads in Fig. 4.6) can be created either in posi-
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tion (i− 1, i) or (i, i+ 1) with equal probability, where i is the id-number
of the origin which has fired;

• if, for instance, the positions (i− 1, i) have been selected, the pair of forks
can be created only if the site (i− 1) is occupied by unreplicated DNA
(blue beads in Fig. 4.6), otherwise the origin i is not replicated at this
simulation time;

• if created, the two forks interact with polymerases through a strong
attractive potential given by Eq. 4.4 with ε = 10 kBT and rc = 1.8σ. The
strong affinity is justified by the fact that a fork is usually associated
with the presence of a polymerase;

• during the simulation, the two forks will independently move in opposite
directions (see Fig. 4.6(b)) only if at least one polymerase has a distance
r < rc = 1.8σ from them. This means that, during replication, one of
the two forks can rest if there are no close proteins, while the other keeps
replicating;

• while a fork replicates, it leaves behind replicated chromatin (yellow beads
in Fig. 4.6). Moreover, every time a replicated bead is created, a newly
synthesised chromatin bead is added to the system (green beads). This
step of the simulation is displayed in Fig. 4.6(c). While new beads are
synthesised, new bonds are created between adjacent green beads and,
also, a potential describing the rigidity of the new strand is included. The
energy contribution given by the new chromatin strand is the same as
the one already used in the original filament: Eq 4.1 for bonded beads,
Eq. 4.2 for non-bonded beads and Eq. 4.3 for the strand rigidity. Moreover,
the newly synthesised beads interact with any other non-bonded beads
(polymerases and beads from the original filament) through a repulsive
soft potential VSOFT (r) = A [1 + cos(πr/rc)] where A = 100 kBT and
rc = 21/6. We use a soft potential instead of the usual WCA potential
because the steep gradient of the Lennard-Jones potential might make a
newly synthesised bead to be strongly repelled by the pre-existing system
leading to a disruption of the new set-up. Therefore, both replicated
chromatin (yellow beads) and newly synthesised chromatin (green beads)
interact with polymerases through repulsive interactions (either WCA or
soft potentials);

• each newly synthesised chromatin segment is connected to the original
chromatin filament through two bonds joining its two extremities to the
two forks (see Fig. 4.6(c)). The bonds are described by an harmonic
potential 4.1 with RHARM = 1.1σ and KHARM = 200 kBT/σ2;
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• when two forks with opposite motion direction meet, they both become
replicated chromatin and two newly synthesised beads are added to the
system;

• once a fork gets to one of the two polymer extremities, it automatically
transforms into replicated chromatin (yellow beads) and a final newly
synthesised bead is added. This final synthesised bead is not longer
connected to the template (i.e. original) filament, as the fork disappears.
When every template bead has been replicated, the newly synthesised
strand unbinds the original strand and the replication is completed.

Simulations are run by using both the software LAMMPS to implement molec-
ular dynamics and an external C++ code called by the LAMMPS script as an
executable. The C++ code is called repeatedly within a loop until replication
is completed. Any time the C++ code is called, the system is updated and a
new input file for the LAMMPS script is created: new forks can be generated
(accordingly to a probability Prep as described above), pre-exiting forks close to
a polymerase move and new beads are added to the newly synthesised strand.
The simulation time between two consecutive calls of the C++ code, Tcall, is
directly related to the fork velocity. For instance, if we assume Tcall = 2 τLJ ,
the velocity of an active fork4 in simulation units is given by vfork = 0.5σ/τLJ
as a fork moves 1σ between two consecutive calls of the code.
It is also important to underline that, when a chromatin bead is replicated
(yellow bead), the new chromatin bead (green bead) is added to the system in
the same position as the original bead which has been replicated. This means
that during the time Tcall, i.e. before calling the C++ code again, a short
equilibration is needed in order to move apart the two beads and allowing the
new strand to adapt to the presence of a new bonded bead. Therefore, during
the time Tcall two processes happen:

• a short equilibration both to move apart newly synthesised beads from the
original replicated beads and to allow the new bond and angle (stiffness)
potentials to equilibrate;

• a running step with the potentials explained above during which the new
equilibrated system interacts with polymerases evolving their dynamics.

The mapping from simulation units to real unit is important to deter-
mine the fork velocity we are using. As already specified, we are using
σ = 10 kbp ∼ 150nm5 and we assume the temperature of the system to be the
room temperature T = 300K. To map the simulation time τLJ we use the
Brownian time τB as explained in Sec. 2.5. Therefore, τLJ = τB = 3πσ3ηsol

kBT
∼ 1 s

where we assume the nucleoplasm viscosity to be ηsol ∼ 150 cP . In our sim-
ulations we use Tcall = 3 · 103 τLJ − 5 · 103 τLJ which provides a fork velocity

4An active fork is a fork with at least a polymerase within a sphere of radius rc = 1.8σ
centred on fork itself.

5σ = 10 kbp ∼ 150nm is just an estimation as we do not have experimental data to
compare our simulations with, like instead in Chapter 3.
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vfork = σ/Tcall ∼ 0.1− 0.2 kbp/min. This velocity is not too far from the aver-
age fork velocity in eukaryotes (1.6− 3 kbp/min) and it is a good compromise
between fidelity to real values and computational efficiency6.
The time Tcall together with the replication probability Prep determines the
features of the replication dynamics. The values of Prep we will use range be-
tween 0.001 and 0.1 and, as we will see, they will generate different replication
factories dynamics.
Finally, the number of polymerases inserted in the system is Npol = 20. This
value is small enough to get a slow replication dynamics that we can track and
it is large enough to allow the formation of multiple clusters of polymerases
(corresponding to replication factories). It is also worth noticing that mild
fluctuations of Npol (for instance Npol = 10 or Npol = 50) do not substantially
change the results of our study.

4.5 Do replication forks move?

Figure 4.7: Relative movements between chromatin and polymerases. Two possible
scenarios during DNA replication. On the left we show the tracking polymerase hypotesis
where the two forks (and polymerases) move along the chromatin filament moving away from
each other. On the right the immobile polymerase hypothesis is displayed: in this case the
two forks stay close and instead the chromatin filament passes through the replisomes to be
replicated. Fig. adapted from Ref. [135].

To start analysing DNA replication by using our model, we first focus on
a question that has been unanswered for several years: which is the relative
motion between DNA polymerases and the chromatin filament?
To answer this question, two mechanisms can be hypothesised [135]. For simplic-
ity, we consider a single firing replication origin. When the replication bubble is
formed, 2 replisomes are assembled on the chromatin filament counting a total
of 4 polymerases (2 for each replisome, where one replicates the leading strand
and the other the lagging strand). A first hypothesis (tracking polymerase)
assumes that while the two forks replicate DNA they also actually move in 3D
and the distance between them gets larger during the progression of the S-phase

6A larger velocity would require a smaller Tcall meaning that new synthesised beads would
have less time to equilibrate and this could lead to the disruption of the system.
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Figure 4.8: Chromatin extrusion during replication. (a-b-c) Formation of replication
factories and progression of DNA replication in the set-up with a single origin placed at the
centre of the chromatin filament. (d) 3D distance between the two forks against time. In the
inset we plot the progression of the replication, therefore for each template chromatin bead
(y-axis) and for each time point (x-axis) we indicate the bead type through different colours:
blue for non-specific chromatin, red for the origin (visible for small times at N = 500), yellow
for replicated chromatin and black for forks (which correspond to the borders between blue
and yellow areas). From this kymograph it is possible to observe the relative movement of
the two forks along the polymer.

(see Fig. 4.7, left panel) . Another hypothesis (immobile polymerase), instead,
predicts that the two replisomes form a cluster keeping the 4 polymerases close
to each other during the whole S-phase. In this scenario the two forks stay
close while chromatin moves through them meaning that replicated chromatin
is extruded by a cluster of polymerases (see Fig. 4.7, right panel).
To explore which mechanism is predicted by our model, we work with a set-up
containing a single replication origin placed in the middle of a 1000 bead long
polymer. We will set Prep = 0.1 and Tcall = 3 · 103 τLJ . The qualitative results
we will present in this Section would hold for a quite broad range of parameters7.
When the attraction between the polymer and polymerases is switched on,
the latter will start clustering (see Fig.4.8(a)) forming structures that here we
identify as the replication factories observed through microscopy experiments.
In the next sections we will explain how the experimentally observed replication

7For instance, we would find the same results even with Tcall = 5·103 τLJ and Prep = 0.001.
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factories are not necessarily replicating. For this reason we here identify any
polymerase cluster as a replication factory.
At the beginning small clusters of polymerases form along the whole chromatin
filament and the cluster close to the origin will eventually start replicating.
We can observe that the presence of several polymerases creating multivalent
bonds with the surrounding chromatin keeps the two forks close to each other
(Fig. 4.8(b)). While replication carries on, a single big cluster containing the
20 polymerases is generated in proximity of the two forks through a bridging
induced attraction process8 [88] (Fig. 4.8(c)). An analysis of the 3D distance
between the forks shows how the value of this quantity mostly ranges between
1σ and 4σ (Fig. 4.8(d)) while replication proceeds (Fig. 4.8(d)-inset). Only a
small fluctuation is observed at the beginning of replication when the distance
reaches a value of ∼ 10σ. However, the two forks get close again soon after.
Therefore this first set-up of our model suggests two main things:

• a simple attractive interaction between chromatin and polymerases is
enough to explain the presence and the clustering of replication factories;

• a bridging induced attraction mechanism leads to the formation of a
polymerase cluster in proximity of the two forks that can not diverge.
Instead, the chromatin filament is forced to move through the forks and
while it is extruded by the molecular motors (i.e. the forks plus close
polymerases) replication proceeds generating a new synthesised filament.

From this simplified set-up we then predict chromatin extrusion provoked by
DNA replication. Importantly, we underline that, even if we observe immobile
polymerases, we do not exclude the tracking polymerase hypothesis. For
instance, tracking polymerases might arise in the case we removed attractive
interactions between polymerases and non-specific chromatin sites (blue beads).
However, we have not investigated this set-up yet.
The formation of replication factories (i.e. polymerase clusters) that we observe
in the simple previous simulation leads us to investigate what happens in
presence of multiple replication origins and to understand how factories interact.

4.6 Replication factory dynamics in presence
of multiple origins

4.6.1 Investigating replication patterns
Simulations using a single replication origin suggested that our model

predicts spontaneous formation of replication factories. In this section we will
use a set-up containing multiple origins (as eukaryotic chromosomes) and we
will investigate clustering mechanisms.
In all following simulations we use a 1000σ long chromatin filament containing
100 origins: their positions are randomised, but the distance between two

8The bridging induced attraction mechanism is explained in Sec. 3.3.1.
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Figure 4.9: DNA replication pattern. The two kymographs show the pattern of DNA
replication in the case of high and low replication probability (Prep = 0.1 in panel (a) and
Prep = 0.001 in panel (b)). In the x-axis the time in simulation units τLJ is shown, while the
y-axis provides the bead id-number in the template (original) filament. The colour palette
indicates the bead type: blue for non-specific beads, red for origins, black for forks and yellow
for replicated DNA. The fact that red lines (i.e. origin positions) do not seem equally spaced
is just due to the image resolution.

consecutive origins is fixed and equal to 10σ corresponding to 100 kbp which
is relevant for higher eukaryotes. We run simulations long enough to observe
interactions among factories and we study the replication dynamics for different
values of Prep and Tcall. In particular, here we present results for (Prep, Tcall) =
(0.1, 5 · 103 τLJ), (Prep, Tcall) = (0.01, 3 · 103 τLJ) and (Prep, Tcall) = (0.001, 3 ·
103 τLJ) which provide a general idea of different replication dynamics at
high and low replication probability. As our model describes firing events as
stochastic (meaning that the firing pattern is not reproducible in repeated
runs), we will present results related to single simulations without considering
quantities averaged among several runs. However, the results we report provide
the general behaviour that we can observe in our simulations for given values
of (Prep, Tcall).
First of all, it is interesting to observe how replication proceeds. To visualise
this, we plot kymographs similar to the one shown in the inset of Fig. 4.8(d).
The results refer to two simulations with high and low replication probability,
Prep = 0.1 (Fig. 4.9(a)) and Prep = 0.001 (Fig. 4.9(b)) respectively. The
kymographs display structures compatible with molecular motor activity: both
in Fig. 4.9(a) and (b), we observe that replication forks depart from origins
forming a characteristic v-shape and they stop replicating when they meet
another fork moving in the opposite direction9. However, the two kymographs
show evident differences. Of course, the case with higher replication probability
(Fig. 4.9(a)) requires a shorter time to replicate the whole polymer than the
case with low Prep (Fig. 4.9(b)). Beside that, the different patterns of the two

9The meeting point between two forks corresponds to the horizontal blue peaks in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.10: Correlation of replication times. In the two panels the x-axis shows the
replication time T ∗i of a origin located in position i along the template chromatin filament
(being i the id-number ranging from 1 to 1000), while the y-axis reports the replication times
T ∗N,i of the nearest origins placed in position i+ 10 and i− 10. Panel (a) refers to the case
Prep = 0.1, while panel (b) to the case Prep = 0.001.

plots are related to a different replication dynamics. Indeed, in the case of high
Prep, many origins fire and a generic fork covers quite a short distance along the
polymer before meeting another fork and disappearing. Moreover, the presence
of numerous forks creates a kind of instability in the system meaning that a
polymerase close to a fork can easily be dislodged by a nearby fork. This leads
to the presence of numerous stalling forks as, for instance, the ones represented
as black lines which disappear (i.e. are replicated) only at T ∼ 300 · 103 τLJ
in Fig. 4.9(a). Interestingly, stalling forks have already been experimentally
observed and are usually associated to DNA damages or natural impediments
to DNA replication, such as the presence of chromatin binding proteins [162].
On the other hand, the replication pattern for simulations with low Prep shows
that only a few origins fire and a fork generally covers a long length along the
polymer before meeting another fork. As there are fewer firing events, the
dynamics is less unstable, meaning that once a polymerase (or more) binds a
fork, it will bind it for a long time. This results in the almost complete lack of
stalling forks compared to the case with higher replication probability. Also, it
is interesting to notice that in this model any origin can be either activated or
not activated during a simulation run, so every origin can be defined as flexible
origin. While high Prep results in the actual firing of many origins, a lower value
implies that many origins are passively replicated by forks generated far away.
As from literature we know that replication timing profiles display CTRs where
the replication time is almost uniform, we can wonder if our model predicts
something similar. Of course, we can not generate timing profiles as we can
not average over many simulations10, but, as an example, we can investigate
the relationship between the replication times of close origins. Fig. 4.10 is
related to the two simulations of Fig. 4.9 and shows the replication time, T ∗i ,

10To average over many simulations, i.e. over a cell population, we should make our model
closer to the reality. For instance, we could introduce different firing probabilities depending
on early and late firing origins known from literature. In such a way, the firing process would
still be stochastic, but a pattern of replication probabilities would result in a well defined
replication timing profile when we average over repeated simulations. In our model, instead,
all origins are equivalent.
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of a origin placed in position i along the polymer (x-axis) and the replication
time of its two nearest origins, T ∗N, i in position i+ 10 and i− 10 (y-axis)11.
As we can see, the replication times of two close origins result to be correlated
both for the case Prep = 0.1 (correlation c = 0.56, p-value < 10−10, panel (a))
and for the case Prep = 0.001 (correlation c = 0.98, p-value < 10−10, panel
(b)). Even if here we investigated the replication times of two close origins, a
correlation would still be observed in the case we studied the replication times
of any two close polymer sites which not necessarily correspond to two next
nearest neighbour origins. As said in Sec. 4.3, similar replication times of close
sites can be due to the presence of replicon clusters which are predicted also
from our model and that now we will analyse in more depth.

4.6.2 Clustering analysis during chromatin replication
Previously we saw how microscopy experiments show that replication facto-

ries are dynamical structures and they reduce in number and increase in size
during the S-phase. Here we analyse our simulations to see if this behaviour is
predicted also by our model.
In order to study replication factories, we analyse polymerase clusters during
replication and, in particular, we track their number and size in time. The
algorithm used to perform the clustering analysis is explained in Ref. [163].
The threshold defining the maximum distance between two particles in a cluster
is set to 2σ.
For consistency, we perform a cluster analysis on the same simulations studied
in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10. In Fig. 4.11 we see the number Nc and average
size Sc of polymerase clusters with more than one particle12 and the total
number of polymerases within a cluster Np versus time. Both in the high and
low replication probability case, the number of particles in clusters quickly
saturates to the maximum possible value (in total there are Np = 20 poly-
merases). Moreover, the average number of clusters decreases and the average
size increases indicating that replication leads to the formation of fewer and
bigger clusters, i.e. replication factories. In the Prep = 0.1 case, it is also
interesting to observe that the number and size of factories suddenly drop as
soon as replication is about to finish (around the time 300 · 103 τLJ). Just a
few particles are in a cluster right before the end of replication, indicating that
only a short chromatin portion still needs to be replicated and the available
chromatin binding sites saturate with just a few bound polymerases. On the
other hand, the Prep = 0.001 case does not finish replicating and so the drop
in the three curves Nc, Sc and Np is not visible. However, it is worth noticing
how at the end of the simulation a single cluster containing all polymerases is
formed.
Both the probability values lead to qualitative agreement with experiments.
Therefore, our results show that multivalent interactions between polymerases

11We remind that in this polymer configuration two consecutive replication origins are
separated by 10 beads, i.e. their distance along the polymer backbone is 10σ.

12In our definition, a cluster is formed by at least 2 polymerases.
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Figure 4.11: Clustering analysis. Analysis of clusters of polymerases for the high and
low replication probability case (Prep = 0.1 in panel (a) and Prep = 0.001 in panel (b)
respectively). In the x-axis the time in simulation units is reported. At each time point we
display: the number of clusters containing more than 1 particle (blue curves Nc), the average
size of clusters with more than 1 particle (red curves Sc), the number of polymerases within
a cluster (green curves Pc).

and chromatin are enough to reproduce experimental observations on the dy-
namics of replication factories in eukaryotic cells. We now further analyse the
mechanisms of factory growth.

4.6.3 Replication factory growth pathways
In this section we will investigate how replication factories move and interact.

A useful tool is provided by kymographs showing the movement of the centres
of mass of clusters like the one in Fig. 4.12(a). In this kind of kymograph,
we locate the centre of mass ~Cm of each cluster at each time point and then
we find the bead of the template (i.e. original) polymer closest to ~Cm. The
id number of this bead N (ranging from 1 to 1000) is reported on the y-axis,
while the colour palette represents the size of the cluster close to the polymer
bead N at the time point reported on the x-axis. In such a way we can follow
cluster movements along the polymer and, through their movements and sizes,
we can understand how they grow.
Two growth pathways are evident in Fig. 4.12 which refers to a simulation with
Prep = 0.01:

• at time T1 ∼ 180 · 103 τLJ two factories, containing about 4 and 6 poly-
merases, merge forming a bigger cluster of about 10 particles. From
Fig. 4.12(a) and Fig. 4.12(c) it is evident how the two clusters have
been pushed by replication to diffuse in 1D along the polymer until
they finally merge. Also, the clustering analysis (Fig. 4.12(b)) shows
that at time T1 the number of clusters Nc decreases and the average
size Sc increases which is compatible with the merging event. From the
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Figure 4.12: Factory growth through 1D diffusion and protein unbinding-
rebinding. Investigation of dynamical pathways leading to cluster growth for a simulation
run with Prep = 0.1. (a) Kymograph showing the movement of clusters along the polymer.
The x-axis reports the time, the y-axis shows the template polymer bead closest to a cluster
center of mass in a given time point, while the colour palette displays the size of a given cluster.
At time T1 two clusters merge after a replication driven motion along the polymer backbone.
(b) Clustering analysis for the simulation showed in panel (a). The three quantities Nc,
Sc and Pc are the same as the ones already shown in Fig. 4.11. If observed together with
panel (a), this panel shows a process of polymerase unbinding-rebinding at time T2. (c)
Replication pattern for the same simulation analysed in panels (a) and (b). It is possible
to understand that the merging event at time T1 happens between a cluster which is not
replicating (the one that, in panel (a), moves from N ∼ 800 to N ∼ 650 for times smaller
than T1) and a cluster which is replicating (the one that, in panel (a), moves from N ∼ 500
to N ∼ 650 for times smaller than T1). Indeed, by the time T1, the polymer region defined
by 650 < N < 800 has been replicated, while the region where 500 < N < 650 has not been
replicated yet. From this kymograph it is also possible to understand that, at time T2, the
cluster located close to the centre of the polymer (see panel (a)) finishes replicating and
proteins move to the region close to N ∼ 0 that has not been replicated.

kymograph showing the replication pattern (Fig. 4.12(c)) one can also
see that the merging event at time T1 happens between a cluster which is
replicating and another cluster which is not;

• at time T2 ∼ 430 · 103 τLJ , the number of particles in a cluster Np and the
average cluster size Sc suddenly drop (see Fig. 4.12(b)) – notice that the
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two curves overlap) and just a bit later these two quantities increase again.
If we look at Fig. 4.12(a-b), we observe that at time T2 a big cluster
located between beads 500 and 600 disappears as it finishes replicating
the close chromatin fragment (Fig. 4.12(c)). Afterwards, another smaller
cluster forms between beads 1 and 50 which still need to be replicated.
These observations suggest that at time T2 polymerases in the big cluster
unbind the polymer as they are finishing replicating and a bit later few
of them bind the polymer again in a region where chromatin is still
unreplicated.

Figure 4.13: Clustering through chromatin looping. Study of polymerase clustering
mechanisms for a simulation with Prep = 0.001. The quantities we show are the same as
the ones reported in Fig. 4.12. (a) Kymograph showing the movement of cluster centres of
mass along the original chromatin filament. At time T1 two clusters, one in position ∼ 550
(red dots) and the other in position ∼ 850 (violet dots), are visible. At time T2 a single
big cluster (yellow dots) appears. Simulation snapshots reveal that the latter is formed by
the two initial smaller clusters that diffuse in 3D and eventually meet, generating also a
long range chromatin loop (see panel (d)). (b) Clustering analysis for the same simulation
analysed in panel (a). (c) Replication pattern referred to the simulation studied in panels (a)
and (b). (d) Snapshot of the system taken just after time T1. Within the dashed rectangle
it is possible to observe the long-range chromatin loop formed by the merging of two clusters
which were initially far in 3D.

Moreover, a third kind of growth mechanism for replication factories is visible in
Fig. 4.13 referring to a simulation with Prep = 0.001. At time T1 ∼ 300 ·103 τLJ ,
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we see two clusters, one in position N1 ∼ 550 containing 6 particles and the
other in position N2 ∼ 850 containing 5 particles (see Fig. 4.13(a)). The one in
position N1 ∼ 550 is initially replicating, while the other is not (Fig. 4.13(c)).
These two clusters merge at time T2 ∼ 450 · 103 τLJ forming a bigger cluster
containing 11 polymerases. At that instant, also the clustering analysis shows
that the number of clusters decreases, while the average size increases (see
Fig. 4.13(b)). However, we can not identify cluster movements along the
polymer. Instead, in this case, the formation of a bigger cluster is due to the
3D diffusion of the two clusters which eventually meet forming also a long-range
chromatin loop (see Fig. 4.13(d)).
To summarise, in the previous analysis we found that replication factories
interact and grow in size through three pathways:

• replication driven motion along the chromatin filament: two factories are
pushed by replication to move along the template chromatin filament and
they eventually meet and merge (see Fig. 4.14(a));

• polymerase unbinding-rebinding: polymerases contained in a factory
unbind a chromatin segment when they finish replicating it and they
bind again another chromatin segment which still needs to be replicated.
The binding of diffusing polymerases is facilitated if a cluster is already
bound to the unreplicated chromatin segment because of bridging induced
attraction. In such a way, a bigger factory is formed (see Fig. 4.14(b));

• chromatin loop formation: two clusters bound to two far chromatin
segments, diffuse in 3D and meet forming a bigger cluster (see Fig. 4.14(c)).
In the process also a long-range chromatin loop is created.

Figure 4.14: Pathways for factory growth. (a) Replication driven motion: a big
cluster is formed by two smaller clusters which, pushed by replication, move along the
template chromatin filament. (b) Polymerase unbinding-rebinding: a cluster (on the left)
finishes replicating. Polymerases unbind the polymer and bind it again in proximity of an
unreplicated chromatin segment. (c) Loop formation: two far clusters diffuse in 3D and
eventually meet forming a bigger factory.

While the replication driven motion and the unbinding-rebinding mechanisms
were already hypothesised or observed in previous literature (Ref. [159] and
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[157] respectively), the looping mechanism is a new prediction emerging from
our model. In our simulations we observed the formation of loops which are
2 − 3Mbp long, but we do not exclude the presence of longer loops in the
case we simulated longer chromatin filaments. Moreover, even if a quantitative
analysis of factory growth pathways is not available, we qualitatively observe
that long chromatin loops are more frequent in the low replication probability
cases. This is justified by the fact that a low Prep leads to a slower replication
dynamics, therefore polymerase clusters have more time to diffuse in 3D and
meet forming long chromatin loops.
Of course, our model does not include details about the nuclear environment
chromatin is immersed in, which could influence replication factory dynamics.
For instance, we could think that the high nuclear density, due to proteins
and highly compacted chromatin, could slow down movements of replication
factories and partially inhibit chromatin loop formation. However, it is known
that chromatin loops often arise naturally in interphase, for instance through the
interaction of promoters and enhancers. Therefore, the qualitative predictions
made by our model are in line with what is already known from literature and
shed light on the biophysical ways leading to factory growth.

4.6.4 How are replication factories defined?

Figure 4.15: Definition of active clusters. (a) In our model not all clusters are
actively replicating. At the same time point we can observe non-replicating (on the left)
and replicating (on the right) clusters. (b) Formally, we define an active cluster as a cluster
containing at least one polymerase whose distance from a replication fork is d < dt = 1.8σ.

As seen in the introduction part of this Chapter, the literature about
replication factories does not accurately define what a factory is. Microscopy
experiments have used mainly two techniques to track DNA replication:

• use of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) to localise newly synthesised DNA (as
in Ref. [148]);

• use of the marker PCNA fused to GFP to track the position of replisomes
(as in Ref. [157]).

Both these techniques have shown replication factories are dynamical structures.
However the second method, i.e. the one using the marker PCNA, is not
directly related to DNA synthesis, as it only tracks replicon components. Then,
a reasonable question is whether the bright spots visible through experiments
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Figure 4.16: Clustering analysis for active clusters Clustering analysis for only active
clusters (green and violet curves) and for the whole set of clusters (blue and red curves).
Both the high and low replication probability cases have been analysed (Prep = 0.1 on the
left and Prep = 0.001 on the right). The two simulations are the same as the ones already
analysed in Fig. 4.9,4.10,4.11. For the high probability case Prep = 0.1 the clustering for
active clusters mostly coincides with the clustering analysis considering the whole set of
clusters. Instead, in the Prep = 0.001 case more differences are visible.

are actually active (i.e. replicating) replisomes or they also correspond to
replicon elements which are not synthesising a new DNA strand.
Actually, by looking at our simulations, we see that polymerase clusters bound
to the chromatin filament do not necessary replicate (see Fig. 4.15(a)). We
have then to distinguish between active (i.e. replicating) and non-active (i.e.
non-replicating) factories, where a factory is defined as active if at least one
of its polymerases is close to a replication fork. In particular, an appropriate
criterion is to require that the distance d between the polymerase and the fork
has to be smaller than dt = 1.8σ which is the maximum interaction length
of the Lennard-Jones potential used in simulations (see Fig. 4.15(b)). At this
point, it is interesting to study the dynamics of active factories and to see if
they also cluster during the S-phase.
In Fig. 4.16 we compare the total number of clusters Nc and the total average
cluster size Sc to the number of active clusters Active Nc and the average
size of active clusters Active Sc13. The same two simulations analysed in
Fig. 4.9,4.10,4.11 are used: one with high and the other with low replication
probability (Prep = 0.1 and Prep = 0.001 respectively). In the high Prep case
(see Fig. 4.16(a)), the total clustering and the active clustering mainly coincide
as almost every cluster is active. Instead, in the low Prep case there are
more evident differences (Fig. 4.16(b)). First of all, we can observe that both
Active Nc and Active Sc are characterised by larger fluctuations. However, this

13The total number of clusters Nc and the total average cluster size Sc are the same as
the ones shown in Fig. 4.11. These quantities consider both replicating and non-replicating
clusters.
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effect is simply due to the definition of active cluster we use. Indeed, thermal
fluctuations can slightly displace a polymerase from a close fork. If the distance
between the fork and every polymerase in a cluster becomes larger than dt,
the cluster is no longer classified as active until one of its polymerases gets
closer to the fork again. Moreover, we observe that while the average size of
active clusters (violet line in Fig. 4.16(b)) increases with time, the number of
active clusters (green line in Fig. 4.16(b)) is likely to be constant14. These
observations imply that active clusters can increase their size even by merging
with an inactive cluster.
As a rigorous definition of replication factory is still lacking, these simulations
provide new ideas about the S-phase dynamics rising some new questions about
the activity of factories which are observed through microscopy.

4.7 Conclusions
In this Chapter we investigated the dynamics of replication factories. The

comprehension of these structures is still obscure and to date relatively little
is known from experiments. While early microscopy techniques revealed the
presence of clusters of replisomes (named replication factories) which also seem
to be highly dynamic throughout the S-phase [148, 156], more recent papers
mainly focused on the timing of replication and discovered the presence of
constant timing regions which are justified by the formation of clusters of
replisomes [149].
In this framework, we developed a simple polymer model to mimic the for-
mation of replication factories that we identified as clusters of polymerases
(Sec. 4.4). The formation of clusters arises simply from the attractive interaction
between polymerases and the chromatin filament and from a mechanism of
bridging induced attraction [88]. Interestingly, our model predicts what is also
experimentally observed: replication factories are numerous and small at the
beginning of the S-phase, while they become fewer and larger while replication
proceeds. Replication patterns (Fig. 4.9) and kymographs showing the positions
of cluster centres of mass (Figs. 4.12,4.13) show how replication influences the
movements of clusters. In particular, we find three pathways leading to the
formation of bigger factories during the S-phase: a replication driven motion
along the template chromatin filament, a polymerase unbinding-rebinding mech-
anism and a 3D diffusion resulting in the formation of a long-range chromatin
loop (Sec. 4.6.3). While the first and the second mechanisms were already
hypothesised or observed in previous literature [157, 159], the last one is a new
prediction provided by our model.
Moreover, our model raises questions about the activity of replication factories
observed through microscopy techniques. If on the one hand the use of BrdU

14The fact that Active Nc is constant in the low Prep case is not necessary in contrast
with experiments showing a decrease in the number of clusters. Indeed, if we used a longer
chromatin segment and more polymerases, we could observe the formation of more numerous
active clusters and a normal clustering mechanisms would decrease Active Nc while replication
proceeds.
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localises newly synthesised DNA sites, on the other hand the use of the marker
PCNA fused to GFP would allow to detect replication factory elements which
are not yet replicating. Our simulations reveal the presence of non-replicating
clusters which can fuse with replicating clusters leading to the formation of
larger domains as observed during the S-phase. The activity of replication
factories seems then to be a central topic which still needs to be investigated.
In conclusion, this simple polymer model allows to explain the formation and
the dynamics of replication factories. It is worth mentioning that the main
parameter Prep is a global parameter: therefore this model can replicate results
and make predictions without requiring the use of different efficiencies (i.e.
firing probabilities) for different origins, as instead is required by statistical
models aiming to reproduce replication profiles [136].
In the future it would be interesting to merge this approach with other models
which are able to predict chromatin structure, (like the HiP-HoP model ex-
plained in Chapter 3), as replication timing seems to be linked to 3D chromatin
structure. In particular, it would be useful to study which epigenetic marks
influence replication profiles and how replication factory dynamics changes
depending on the transcriptional activity of a locus.



Chapter 5

Bridging-induced compaction of
mitotic chromosomes

5.1 Biological background

5.1.1 Mitosis: a five stage process

In the previous Chapters we investigated chromatin structure during in-
terphase. Here the attention will be moved to mitosis during which most
transcription is shut down and the cell divides. Starting from a diploid cell,
mitosis produces two identical cells containing two copies of each chromosome
without changing the genetic information [5]. Germ cells instead reproduce
through a similar process, called meiosis, where four haploid cells, with half
the number of chromosomes, are created from a single diploid cell. In this
case, parts of two homologous chromosomes are exchanged during crossing-over
events before cell division leading to a change in the genetic information [5].
In this Chapter we will focus on mitosis representing the way the vast majority
of cells duplicate and, in particular, we will analyse the structure of mitotic
chromosomes. However, before going into detail, it is useful to recap the phases
of mitosis.
During interphase chromosomes are not distinguishable, even though they

are organised in distinct territories [164, 165]. Once G2 phase ends, the cell
is ready to start mitosis (Fig. 5.1(a)). At this stage each chromosome has
already been replicated and the two copies, i.e. the sister chromatids, are linked
together by the centromere [166]. The condensation of chromatin initiates
prophase (Fig. 5.1(b)) during which chromosomes become shorter and thicker
adopting the shape we are used to see from microscopy experiments since
the 19th century [166] (see Fig. 5.2). At the same time two organelles called
centrosomes migrate to the opposite poles of the cell and form the mitotic
spindle, a microtubule-based structure whose extremities are attached to the
two centrosomes. At the end of the prophase the nuclear envelope starts dis-
solving and it will disappear during prometaphase when the mitotic spindle is
completely formed and its fibres attach chromosome centromeres (Fig. 5.1(c)).
The link between centromeres and spindle fibres is stabilised by the assem-
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Figure 5.1: Mitosis stages. When exiting from interphase stage G2, the cell enters mitosis
divided in five main stages: prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase.
Finally the physical cell division happens and the two daughter cells enter the interphase
stage G1. More details about mitosis stages are given in the text. Figure adapted from
Ref. [5].

Figure 5.2: Sister chromatids. Image of mitotic sister chromatids obtained through
electron microscopy. It is possible to see the two chromatids compacted and linked by the
centromere. Figure adapted from Ref. [167]

.
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bly of a protein structure, the kinetochore. Chromosomes keep condensating
throughout metaphase [168] while they align along the equatorial axis of the cell
(Fig. 5.1(d)). At this point anaphase begins and the two sister chromatids move
to the opposite poles of the cell creating two sets of chromosomes (Fig. 5.1(e)).
At the end of the mitosis, namely during telophase, nuclear envelopes form
around each set and chromosomes start decompacting (Fig. 5.1(f)). Finally,
during cytokinesis cellular cytoplasm divides and two new daughter cells enter
the G2 stage (Fig. 5.1(g)).

5.1.2 History of mitotic chromosome models
Chromosomes condensation was first observed more than 140 years ago [169].

Early observations were based on light microscopy and they led to first mod-
els trying to describe the internal chromosomes organisation. A first model
proposed in 1911 described mitotic chromosomes as a sequence of bead-like
granules (chromomeres) arranged on a string (spireme) [170]. In such a way
denser regions seen in mitotic or meiotic chromosomes were explained through
the presence of chromomeres. Moreover, observations of helical chromosomes
by Baranetzky [171] suggested another model depicting chromatids as objects
formed by fibers or spiremes which coil to form spirals or helices [172]. The
latter kind of models gained approval once the DNA structure was discovered in
1953 as the constraints introduced by a double helix might provoke formation
of supercoils and helices [169].
However, it is just with the development of electron microscopy that mitotic
chromosomes were investigated more deeply in the second half of the 20th
century [173]. In the late 1970’s, electron microscopy experiments were used to
investigate the structure of chromosomes immersed into a low-salt buffer [174].
In these conditions, chromosomes become swollen, their internal architecture
is more visible and they seem to be composed by loops diverging radially
from a scaffold (see Fig. 5.3). Therefore, loops-on-a-scaffold models appeared

Figure 5.3: Cross section of a swollen chromosome. When immersed into a low-salt
buffer, chromosomes become swollen and their internal architecture looks to be composed by
loops radially diverging from a scaffold. Figure from Ref. [174].
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to agree with experimental results and were proposed and studied in several
works [167, 175]. A few years later, in 1978, observations through high-voltage
electron microscopes inspired the formulation of hierarchical models: the 30nm
chromatin fibre is supposed to fold into a 100nm fibre which further compacts
into a 250nm fibre that finally coils forming the final mitotic chromosome
structure [176]. This assumption was later supported by other experiments
combining high-voltage electron microscopy and axial tomography [177]. Fi-
nally, recent micromanipulation experiments [178, 179] and electron microscopy
combined with small-angle X-ray scattering experiments [180] suggested the
formulation of network models and fractal models. The former, i.e. network
models, assume that chromosomes contain a scaffold composed by nonhis-
tone proteins which are not connected as the DNA itself links the scaffold
together [178]. Therefore, mitotic chromosomes appear as composed by a
chromatin network or gel. Instead the latter, namely fractal models, depict
mitotic chromosomes as a fractal organisation of a chromatin fibre [180].

5.1.3 Key elements for mitotic condensation

Nowadays it is known that two key elements for mitotic condensation
are topoisomerases and structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) pro-
teins [173]. However, the importance of their role has become clear just in the
last 30 years.
Until 1990 it was believed that mitotic chromosomes used to compact because
of the phosphorylation of the linker histone H1 [181]. Nonetheless, in the
late 1970’s, Laemmli’s experiments investigated histone-depleted chromosomes
through electron microscopes. Metaphase chromosomes deprived of histone
proteins looked to be composed by a central axial structure, which now is known
as the chromosome scaffold, surrounded by a DNA halo. The scaffold had
the same characteristic shape of mitotic chromosomes suggesting that, during
mitosis, chromosomes are held together by non-histone proteins. A few years
later two main non-histone proteins were found to compose the scaffold and they
were called Sc1 and Sc2 [182]. Fluorescence microscopy [183, 184] identified
Sc1 as topoisomerase II (Topo II), a protein that can relax DNA supercoils
by binding two ds-DNA molecules, generating a temporary double-stranded
break in one molecule and passing the other molecule through the break [185].
These proteins localise in the mitotic scaffold [183, 186] and Topo II-depleted
chromosomes display defects during mitotic condensation highlighting their
fundamental role [187, 188, 189, 190]. Moreover, it has been experimentally
showed that Topo II depletion also leads to issues during anaphase as sister
chromatids can no longer separate [191].
The other structural protein observed by Laemmli was Sc2. At the beginning of
the 1990’s, Sc2 proteins appeared to be structurally related to the family of pro-
teins called structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) proteins, that were
already known to be required for chromosome segregation in Saccharomyces
cerevisia [192]. Sc2 is now known as SMC2, a component of a protein complex
called condensin discovered in 1997 by Hirano et al [193]. The authors observed
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that when condensins were removed from Xenopus eggs, compact chromosomes
converted into an interphase-like chromatin sphere. Instead, when condensin
complexes were added to previously depleted chromosomes, chromosome con-
densation restarted. These observations implied that condensins are a key
element for mitotic condensation.
From more recent literature we know that in mitotic chromosomes it is possible
to distinguish between two types of condensins [194, 195], respectively called
condensin I, the one discovered by the Hirano lab in 1997, and condensin II
first described by the same lab ten years later [196]. Both are pentameric
complexes whose core is composed by two SMC proteins (i.e. SMC2 and SMC4)
and whose structure can be divided in 3 main domains: the head, the long
coiled-coil region and the hinge (see Fig. 5.4) [197, 196].

Figure 5.4: Condensin structure. Sketch of the structure of condensin I and II. Both
the complexes can be divided into 3 domains: the head, the coiled-coil region and the hinge.
Both are composed by two SMC units (SMC2 and SMC4) and auxiliary subunits (CAP-H,
D2 and G for condensin I, CAP-H2, D3 and G2 for condensin II). Figure from Ref. [196]

In the head auxiliary subunits form an ATPase1 which binds and hydrolyses
two ATP molecules, while the hinge facilitates the formation of a SMC2-SMC4
dimer.
Experiments where condensins I and II were removed separately showed their
different functions [198, 199]. Condensin II is a nuclear protein already present
during prophase and whose depletion significantly delays prophase condensa-
tion. Condensin I is a cytoplasmic protein and can be localised in mitotic
chromosomes just when the nuclear envelope breaks down, therefore it does
not affect prophase chromosomes.
Both condensins I and II display an axial localisation in a complementary man-
ner [194]. Moreover, micromanipulation experiments shed light on condensins
distribution along the scaffold [200]. In these experiments the two extremities
of an human (HeLa) metaphase chromosome were kept by two micropipettes:
the force pipette and the stiff pipette (see Fig. 5.5(A)). The stiff pipette was

1An ATPase is a group of enzymes that catalyse the hydrolysis of a phosphate bond to
transform a ATP molecule into a ADP molecule.
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moved at constant velocity, while the force pipette was used to calculate the
force applied on the chromosome while it was stretched. Immunofluorescence
techniques and antibody labelling of SMC2 allowed to study the total condensin
distribution in the stretched chromosome, as the SMC2 protein is common
to both condensin I and II. These experiments revealed that condensins are
distributed along the entire length of unstretched chromosomes and they display
a discontinuous pattern along stretched chromosomes (Fig. 5.5(B)), suggesting
that in mitotic chromosomes condensins are organised around localized centers.
In Ref. [200] mitotic chromosomes also appeared to be elastic objects that show
a linear and reversible elastic response when stretched up to two times their
original length by 300 pN forces comparable to the ones exerted in vivo by the
mitotic spindle. However, elastic properties had already been broadly studied
also in other works [201, 202] showing that chromosomes come back to their
original length even after being stretched up to 5 times.

Figure 5.5: Mitotic chromosome elasticity. (a) Set-up for micromanipulation experi-
ments studying mitotic chromosome elasticity. The chromosome is stretched between two
pipettes: a mobile pipette (the stiff pipette) and a fixed one (the force pipette). An additional
pipette, the spray pipette, is used to introduce reagents into the system. (b) Condensin
distribution in an unstretched wild type chromosome (a-b) and in the same stretched (c-d)
chromosome. (a-c) and (b-d) are obtained with different imaging techniques. The stretched
chromosome reveals a discontinuous condensin pattern. Figure adapted from Ref. [200].
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5.1.4 A model for mitotic chromosomes formation
As explained above, many mitotic chromosome models have been proposed,

but it is just in the last decade that experiments and simulations have shed
light on their internal structure. As we know from Chapter 3, interphase
chromosomes are decondensed and organised in A and B compartments at the
megabase level [60], and in topologically associating domains (TADs) at the
sub-megabase level [64, 203]. Hi-C techniques (see Appendix A) show that
these structures disappear during metaphase [204, 205]. Moreover, metaphase
maps do not seem to depend on the cell type and on the genetic locus [204]: in
Fig. 5.6(a) we can observe that interphase Hi-C contacts reveal the presence of
chromatin domains which change among the three cell lines analysed, while
Fig. 5.6(b) shows how metaphase contacts are localised close to the diagonal,
independently on the cell line.

Figure 5.6: Interphase and metaphase Hi-C maps. Hi-C maps for a region of the
chromosome 14 in three different cells (HeLaS3, HFF1 and K562) during interphase (panel (a))
and mitosis (panel (b)). Interphase HeLaS3 map refers to G1 phase, while HFF1 and K562
interphase maps are obtained from a population of nonsynchronous interphase cells. While
interphase chromosomes display TADs which change among the three cell lines, metaphase
maps do not seem to depend on the cell type and contacts are localised close to the diagonal.
Figure adapted from Ref. [204].

From Hi-C maps it is also possible to extract the contact probability P (s)
as a function of the genomic distance s. It was observed that a generic mi-
totic chromosome displays P (s) ∼ s−0.5 when 100 kb ≤ s ≤ 10Mb and P (s)
suddenly drops for s > 10Mb [204] (see Fig. 5.7(A-B)). This suggests that
chromosome loci genomically closer than 10Mb are frequently in contact, while
loci separated by more than 10Mb are rarely interacting. Different chromo-
some organisation models have been investigated through Langevin dynamics
simulations in order to explain the observed contact probability exponent [204].
Mitotic chromosomes were modelled by imposing the known linear organi-
sation [206] - consecutive chromatin regions separated by more than 10Mb
occupy consecutive longitudinal positions -, the cylindrical geometry and the
experimental chromatin packing density. The authors found that models better
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Figure 5.7: Contact probability and polymer models. (A) Contact probability P (s)
as a function of the genomic distance s. P (s) is shown for interphase cells (curves HFF1-NS,
K562-NS, HeLaS3-G1) and for mitotic cells (curves HFF1-M, K562-M, HeLaS3-M). The
arrows indicate the fold-change between interphase and mitosis. (B) P (s) for different mitotic
chromosomes in HeLaS3 cells. For s . 10Mbp the contact probability scales as ∼ s−0.5. (C)
Polymer models representing a mitotic chromosome as a sequence of consecutive loops either
attached to a central scaffold (left) or without a scaffold structure (middle). On the right
P (s) from these models is compared to experimental data. (D) Mitotic chromosomes are
modelled by a sequence of nonconsecutive loops attracted to a scaffold (left) or free (middle).
These models fail to reproduce metaphase P (s). Figure adapted from Ref. [204].

reproducing Hi-C observations were the ones where chromosomes were com-
posed by consecutive loops, 80 ÷ 120 kb in length, either emanating from a
central scaffold or scaffold-free. On the contrary, models with nonconsecuitve
loops do not give right predictions (see Fig. 5.7(C-D)).
A more recent work revealed additional interesting features of mitotic chromo-
somes [205]. Chicken DT-40 cells were analysed by microscopy and chromosome
conformation capture techniques at different time points during mitotic entry.
As in [204], Hi-C interaction maps show that interphase compartments and
TADs disappear during prophase. However, after 15 minutes since the end of
the G2 phase, new contacts appear in Hi-C maps, generating a second diagonal
(see Fig. 5.8) which expands to larger genomic distances during prometaphase.
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Figure 5.8: A second diagonal emerges from prometaphase Hi-C maps. Microscopy
images (top row) and Hi-C maps for DT40 cells at different time points since the end of G2
phase. After ∼ 15mins it is possible to notice the formation of a second diagonal in the
Hi-C maps. NEBD indicates the moment of nuclear envelope breakdown. Figure adapted
from Ref. [205].

Figure 5.9: Helical model for prometaphase chromosomes. (A) Sketch of the model
depicting a mitotic chromosome as a sequence of nested loops attached to an helical scaffold.
(B) Contact probability from experimental data and from simulations using the helical model
at two different times (t = 30min and t = 60min) after the exit from the G2 phase. The
outer and inner average loop size, the length of an helix turn and the helix pitch are reported.
Figure adapted from Ref. [205].

Again, simulations using coarse-grained polymer models help with understand-
ing the internal organisation of chromosomes. It was shown that the model
better reproducing P (s) curves is the one where prometaphase cylinders are
composed by nested loops attached to a scaffold following an helical path (see
Fig. 5.9). Experiments performed on condensin I and condensin II depleted
chromosomes pointed out the different role played by the two condensin types:
specifically, the absence of condensin II seems to prevent the formation of the
helical scaffold, while condesin I appears to be essential for the formation of
short inner loops, but it is not required for the formation of outer bigger loops.
While the loops on a scaffold model seems to be the one better reproducing
the internal structure of mitotic chromosomes, it is not clear yet how sister
chromatids compact and segregate starting from intertwined interphase chro-
matin filaments. Nasmyth suggested that condensins might fold chromosomes
during mitosis by binding chromatin to two close sites and then sliding to
extrude a loop [207]. This hypothesis has been supported by recent simulations
where condensins are depicted as a pair of monomers which bind chromatin
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and extrude a loop by moving to opposite directions [208]. Moreover, the
presence of topoisomerases II, simulated as a finite energy barrier for overlaps
between distinct chromatin fibres, appeared to be essential in order to disen-
tangle chromatid sisters [208]. Even if these simulations show that an active
extrusion process can compact random coiled interphase chromosomes into
mitotic-like chromosomes (see Fig. 5.10), they also assume that condensins
act as molecular motors which actively extrude a loop. The motor activity
performed by condensins was proved a bit later by Terakawa et al through
single-molecule imaging [209], and condensin loop extrusion has only been
observed in vitro until now [210].
In conclusion, the loop extrusion model seems to explain how sister chromatids
can compact and disentangle from interphase to prophase. However, this model
presents two limitations. First, loop extrusion has not been directly observed
in vivo. Second, simulations based on this mechanism describe just the mitotic
folding during prophase when condensins II play the major role, but they do
not capture the further condensation happening during prometaphase and
metaphase[208]. Therefore, mitotic compaction is a research area which is not
completely understood yet and still needs deep investigation [211].

Figure 5.10: Mitotic chromosome compaction following loop extrusion. Different
stages of mitotic chromosome compaction due to loop extrusion processes. On the top
chromosomes rainbow colours indicate the position of monomers showing that the final com-
pacted structure respects a linear organisation. On the bottom chromosomes are transparent
and condensins, which performed loop extrusion, are shown in red. Figure adapted from
Ref. [208].

5.2 Our simulation set-up
In this Chapter we will propose an approach to describe the self-assemble

of mitotic chromosomes during prometaphase and metaphase. The idea is to
start from a prophase chromosome depicted as a bottlebrush polymer which is
composed by a sequence of loops. The presence of these prophase loops might
be due to the action of topological condensins which form chromatin loops
through loop extrusion activity. However, here we directly insert loops without
modelling the action of this type of condensins.
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As from Ref. [204] it is known that models representing mitotic chromosomes
as a sequence of consecutive loops without the presence of a central scaffold
can capture the experimental contact frequency P (s), we decide to start from a
relaxed bottlebrush polymer, formed by side loops instead of side chains, which
does not present a structured scaffold where loops start from. A sketch of the
model is shown in Fig. 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Sketch of the model. Mitotic chromosomes are depicted as bottlebrush
polymers composed by consecutive loops (on the left). Each loop is formed by a spring
connecting the first bead of a loop with the next loop root (red beads). Bridging condensins
are modelled as diffusing beads (green beads) which weakly bind non-specific polymer beads
(blue beads) and strongly bind loop roots. At equilibrium, condensins accumulate on the
backbone (on the right)

Adjacent polymer beads are connected through an harmonic potential

VHARM = KHARM(r −R0)2, (5.1)

with equilibrium distance R0 = 1.1σ and spring stiffness KHARM = 100 kBT
σ2 .

The rigidity of the chromatin filament is simulated through a Kratky-Porod
potential with the form

VBEND(φi) = KBEND (1 + cosφi) (5.2)

where the constant KBEND sets the persistence length of the polymer. We
assume that the bead size σ corresponds to the diameter of a single chromatin
filament which is typically 20nm ∼ 2 kbp. This resolution is in line with the
one used in the HiP-HoP model in Chapter 3 where we studied the folding of
a single chromatin filament during interphase. We then set KBEND = 3 kBT
which maps to a persistence length Lp ≈ 60nm that is compatible with the one
of chromatin. We then need to create loops through the action of additional
springs (black springs in Fig. 5.11) which connect the first bead of a loop to
the next loop root (red beads in Fig. 5.11) . These are modelled again through
an harmonic potential

Vbackbone = Kbackbone(r −R1)2, (5.3)

with Kbackbone = 100 kBT
σ2 and R1 = 1.8σ. The loop length will be a variable of

the model and it will range between Lloop = 40σ and Lloop = 60σ.
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Finally, we need to account for non-bonded potentials. Instead of using the
WCA potential like in the previous Chapters, we now employ a soft potential
which allows us to mimic the action of topoisomerases II. This is described by

VSOFT (r) = A
[
1 + cos

(
πr

rc

)]
, (5.4)

with cutoff distance rc = 21/6 σ and the parameter A which can assume values
1, 10 or 100 kBT and that defines the strength of the soft potential. In the case
A = kBT , the repulsion energy between two non-adjacent beads is comparable
to the energy due to thermal fluctuations, meaning that two beads can easily
cross each other mimicking the action of topoisomerase II which is known to
cut two DNA strands allowing them to pass through each other. Instead, if
A = 100 kBT , the soft potential is strong enough to prevent crossings between
two chromatin segments. Through the value of the parameter A, we can
then model in a simple way the presence of topoisomerases II which we know
being essential for mitotic chromosome formation. In particular, the smaller
A, the more topoisomerases II there are as chromatin beads need to overcome
a smaller energetic barrier to cross each others. We note that this method to
reproduce topoisomerases activity has already been used in other works such
as Ref. [204, 212].
Finally we introduce the action of a second type of condensins. As said at
the beginning of this Section, we think of chromatin loops as generated by
topological condensins which can perform loop extrusion and that we do not
directly model. However, from recent literature it is known that SMC complexes
(as condensins) can multivalentely bind chromatin in a non-topological way
forming chromatin bridges [213, 214]. Therefore in this model we mimic the
action of this second type of condensins, i.e. bridging condensins, that are
represented as diffusing green beads in Fig. 5.11 and which interact with the
polymer via a cut Lennard-Jones potential

VLJ(r) = 4ε
[(
σ

r

)12
−
(
σ

r

)6
]

Θ(rc − r) (5.5)

where rc = 1.8σ and ε = 3 kBT between proteins (i.e. condensins) and generic
polymer beads (blue beads in Fig. 5.11) and ε = 8 kBT between proteins and
loop roots. As the attraction of condensins with loop roots is larger than the
one with generic polymer beads, proteins preferably bind loop roots at the
equilibrium configuration (see Fig. 5.11, right panel) and, as we will see, they
result in the compaction of the chromosome . Condensins interact with each
other through a cut Lennard-Jones potential 5.5 with ε = kBT and rc = 2 1

6 σ.
All our simulations contain a number of bridging condensins Ncond = 500,
comparable to the number of loop roots which exert a large attraction on
proteins. Moreover, the polymer together with bridging condensins is located
inside a cubic simulation box of size 200σ and periodic boundary conditions
are used.
The system dynamics is described by the Langevin equation (see Sec. 2.3) and
simulations are run through the LAMMPS software by using an integration
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time dt = 0.01 τLJ with τLJ = σ
√
m/kBT .

The mapping to real units is done by considering σ ≈ 20nm, T = 300K
and, by setting ηsol = 150 cP which is reasonable for nucleoplasm, we get
τLJ = τB ≈ 3ms (see Sec. 2.5 for details about mapping from simulation to
real units).
Once again, we want to point out the assumptions we are doing in this model.
We consider to start from prophase chromosomes which are formed by con-
secutive loops that we can think to be created by condensins II during the
first phase of mitotic condensation. Through the formation of bridges, we
are then simulating the condensation stage happening after prophase when
condensins I associate with chromatin. In such a way, we are investigating an-
other mechanism, different from loop extrusion, which can result in mitotic-like
chromosomes. This is motivated by the fact that loop extrusion performed
by condensins has not been observed in vivo yet, and so chromosomes might
compact also in other ways still unknown. However, we want to stress that
we are not excluding a molecular activity of condensins I, as experiments in
vitro have shown condensins are molecular motors using ATP. We are then
assuming there are two kind of condensins. The first type topolgically binds
DNA extruding loops, while the second type forms bridges with chromatin
and does not require molecular motor activity to work. We are not necessary
assuming the first type to correspond to condensin II and the second type to
condesin I, even if the bridging mechanism could become more relevant at the
start of prometaphase when condensin I enters into play and the concentration
of condensins becomes more relevant.

5.3 Chromosome compaction through condensin-
mediated bridging

In our model there are two variables: the loop length Lloop and the strength
of the soft potential A which mimics the topoisomerase action. To start inves-
tigating mitotic chromosome compaction we decide to develop a first simple
set-up where every loop within a chromosome has the same length. In particu-
lar we will use Lloop = 40, 50, 60σ and A = 1, 10, 100 kBT giving 9 possible
combinations. Considering σ ≈ 20nm, we have that the simulated loop lengths
range between Lloop ≈ 80 kbp and Lloop ≈ 120 kbp in agreement with the ones
inferred from Hi-C maps in Ref. [204].

The bottlebrush polymer is generated by using a random walk configuration
and it is later allowed to relax together with diffusive beads representing bridg-
ing condensins. We refer to this initial polymer configuration as bottlebrush
polymer (BBP) configuration and a snapshot of it together with diffusive bridg-
ing proteins is shown in Fig. 5.12(a). The simulation time t = 0 corresponds to
the late prophase - early prometaphase and it is the moment when the attractive
interactions between the polymer and bridging condensins is switched on.
For each couple of (Lloop, A) we run 10 simulations starting from different BBP
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Bottlebrush polymer with fixed loop size. Two snapshots of the set-
up with fixed loop size are shown. Simulations start from a relaxed bottlebrush polymer
and diffusing particles (green beads) representing bridging condensins (see panel (a)). By
switching on the attraction between the polymer and condensins, the polymer gets shorter
and stiffer (panel (b)). We refer to this configuration as self-assembled cylinder (SAC). In
the inset of panel (b) it is possible to observe that condensins form clusters on the polymer’s
backbone.

configurations. The total simulation time T = 3 × 105 τLJ is long enough to
allow the system to reach the equilibrium which is monitored through the value
of the gyration radius (see below).
While condensins interact with the polymer, the starting BBP gets stiffer
and shorter and the final structure is a self-assembled cylindrical chromosome
reminiscent of mitotic chromosomes during metaphase (see Fig. 5.12(b)). From
now on we will refer to this structure as self-assembled cylinder (SAC).
The SAC configuration presents an interesting characteristic. As the bridging
condensins are more attracted to loop roots than to generic polymer beads,
the backbone of the final SAC configuration is composed by loop roots and
condensins attached to it. However, condensins do not appear to be uniformly
distributed along the polymer backbone (see inset Fig. 5.12(b)) and this is
in line with what experimentally observed in micromanipulation experiments
of Ref. [200]. Therefore, in our model condensins form clusters whose size
and number depend on the parameters (Lloop, A). In Fig. 5.13, we perform a
cluster analysis for these proteins. We observe that during the bridging-driven
compaction of a prophase chromosome, the average cluster size < Sc > increases
in time provoking a decrease in the average number of cluster < Nc >. The
final values of < Sc > and < Nc > depend on the loop length and on the
strength of the soft potential: < Nc > increases with the loop length (blue,
purple and grey lines in Fig. 5.13, bottom panel) and, for a fixed value of
Lloop, it is larger for larger values of A (blue, red and green lines in Fig. 5.13,
bottom panel). We suggest that the formation of condensin clusters might be
compared to the Rayleigh instability theory. This theory explains how tiny
perturbations can destabilise a fluid system in order to create a new system with
the same volume, but smaller surface [215]. An example of Rayleigh instability
is provided by the break of a cylindrical liquid jet (for instance a water jet
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Figure 5.13: Condensin cluster analysis during mitotic compaction. Plots of the
average cluster size < Sc > (top panel) and of the average number of clusters < Nc >
(bottom panel) during the compaction from a BBP configuration to a SAC configuration for
chromosomes with fixed loop size and different values of (Lloop, A). For smaller values of
the soft potential A, fewer and bigger clusters are formed. The average is computed over 10
simulations for each curve.

from a tap) to form small droplets. As in our simulations condensins do not
form a contiguous cylindrical scaffold, but they divide into smaller droplets, it
is reasonable to suggest that this is provoked by an instability in the surface
tension of a cylindrical condensate. Obviously these last results hold for the
parameters used in our model and we expect that a larger number of condensins
leads to larger and fewer clusters. When Ncond is large enough, there will be a
single cluster with cylindrical shape covering the polymer backbone.
To characterize the transition from the BBP to the SAC configuration we

measure the gyration radius Rg (see Appendix B) and the acylindricity Ac of
the polymer for each couple (Lloop, A). To define the acylindricity we first need
to approximate the chromosome shape by using an ellipsoid (see Fig. 5.14(a)).
We call λ1, λ2, λ3 the three main axes of the ellipsoid such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3.
In the case λ1 = λ2 = λ3, the ellipsoid is a sphere (see Fig. 5.14(b)), while
if λ1 > λ2 = λ3, the ellipsoid approximates a cylinder. The acylindricity is a
measure of the deviation from the cylindrical shape, namely it is calculated
as Ac = λ2 − λ3. Smaller Ac values correspond to chromosomes whose shape
better approximates a cylinder.
Fig. 5.15(a) shows that Rg gets smaller while condensins bind the polymer and
the BBP self-assembles and, at the end, it reaches a plateau indicating the
system has reached the equilibrium state. A decrease in the gyration radius
indicates a progressive compaction during mitosis as experimentally observed.
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Figure 5.14: Approximating a polymer through an ellipsoid. A generic polymer can
be approximate through an ellipsoid whose axes have length λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 (panel (a)). In
the case λ1 = λ2 = λ3 the ellipsoid corresponds to a sphere (panel (b)).
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Figure 5.15: Gyration radius and acylindricity for fixed loop size chromosomes.
Gyration radius Rg (panel (a)) and acylindricity Ac (panel (b)) versus time during mitotic
compaction of BBP configurations characterised by different values of (Lloop, A). The colour
legend is displayed in panel (b). The trajectories are obtained by averaging over 10 simulations.
Inset panels show the final equilibrated < Rg > and < Ac > values, where the averages
have been obtained by considering only polymer configurations for t ≥ 250000 τLJ in each
simulation.
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Once the system equilibrates, we can measure the final average < Rg > (see
inset of Fig. 5.15(a)).The < Rg > value is smaller for smaller Lloop and, for
fixed Lloop, the value A = 1 kBT provides the smallest gyration radius value.
These results indicate that larger loops and stronger repulsion lead to larger
excluded volume effects preventing mitotic chromosome to further compact and
underlining the fundamental role played by topoisomerases II during mitosis.
Similar conclusions can be made about acylindricity. In Fig. 5.15(b) we show
Ac versus time for several (Lloop, A) values. Again, Ac decreases while the
chromosome compacts and the best cylindrical shapes are provided by smaller
Lloop and, most importantly, by smaller A (see inset of Fig. 5.15(b)).
Finally, to investigate the structural changes between BBP and SAC con-
figurations, we compute the average tangent-tangent correlation along the
backbone formed by loop roots. Given two vectors ~t1 and ~t2 representing two
tangent unit vectors to a polymer, their correlation function is computed as
~t1 · ~t2 = t1t2cosθ where θ is the angle formed by the two unit vectors. In our
case we are interested in studying the backbone’s structure and the tangent
unit vectors are given by the vectors connecting two beads of the backbone
(see Fig. 5.16-left panel). Moreover, it is important to notice that condensin
bridges cause local crumpling in the polymer backbone, namely regions where
the concentration of loop roots is larger. Therefore, to smooth out the effect of
local crumpling, we also coarse grain the backbone and compute correlations
between unit vectors joining every other fifth or tenth points (see Fig. 5.16-right
panel). The tangent-tangent correlation is then averaged over several BBP and
SAC configurations for fixed (Lloop, A) values. In Fig. 5.16 (central panel) there
is an example of the tangent-tangent correlation for (Lloop, A) = (40 σ, 10 kBT ).
First of all we observe that the correlation becomes larger and positive for SAC
configurations, meaning that condensins make the backbone stiffer. Second,
we notice that, for BBP configurations, the correlation is non-monotonic and
positive (like for a worm-like chain2) at small distances, but for intermediate
distances along the backbone it becomes negative. Periodic uniform oscillations
in the tangent-tangent correlation indicate the presence of an helical struc-
ture [216], then the oscillatory decay observed for BBP structures in Fig. 5.16
is suggestive of a weakly helical nature of the polymer backbone. These results
highlight the fact that simple excluded volume effects provide a small chirality
to a bottle-brush polymer. However, this chirality is then lost when the BBP
self-assambles. From Hi-C experiments [205] it seems that prometaphase scaf-
folds are characterised by an helical path: therefore our observations might
suggest that, during prometaphase, the spontaneous weak chirality of BBP
structures is harnessed to form narrow condensin II helices, but the elements
provoking such an helix are missing in our model.

2For a worm-like chain the tangent-tangent correlation is expressed as < t(s1) · t(s2) >=
e
− |s1−s2|

Lp where s1 and s2 are two points along the polymer and Lp is the persistence length.
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Figure 5.16: Average tangent-tangent correlation in BBP and SAC configurations.
(a) Sketch showing how to calculate the tangent-tangent correlation for the polymer backbone
in the 1-loop configuration. Each red bead composing the backbone corresponds to the root
of a chromatin loop. The correlation is calculated between tangent vectors joining adjacent
backbone beads. The distance along the backbone between the two vectors is computed in
steps of 1σ where σ is the diameter of a bead. In the top panel, the correlation is computed
between the vectors i→ i+ 1 and i+ 1→ i+ 2 whose distance along the backbone is equal
to 1σ. In the bottom panel, the correlation is computed between the vector i→ i+ 1 and
i+ 3→ i+ 4 whose distance along the backbone is equal to 3σ. (b) Sketch showing how to
calculate the tangent-tangent correlation in the 5-loops configuration. In this case we perform
a coarse graining procedure on the backbone and the correlation is computed by considering
vectors joining every other fifth bead. The distance along the backbone between the two
vectors is now computed in steps of 5σ. The top panel shows two tangent vectors that are
5σ far along the backbone: one is the vector i→ i+ 5 and the other is i+ 5→ i+ 10. The
bottom panel shows two vectors 10σ far along the backbone: i→ i+ 5 and i+ 10→ i+ 15.
(c) Plot of the tangent-tangent correlation for BBP and SAC configurations in the set-up
(Lloop, A) = (40σ, 10 kBT ). The x-axis reports the distance along the backbone in σ units.
The blue curve (1 loop) reports the tangent-tangent correlation by considering each backbone
bead, while the other three curves are obtained by a coarse graining procedure, namely by
considering one bead in 5 or one bead in 10 (curves 5 and 10 loops). The plot is obtained
through an average over 10 simulations. The insets show snapshots of a BBP (left) and SAC
(right) backbone configuration.

5.4 Compaction of bottlebrush polymers with
variable loop size

In the previous section 5.3 we studied the self-assembled compaction of
mitotic chromosomes formed by loops with fixed size. However, there is not
experimental evidence that the length of mitotic chromosome loops is tightly
regulated and so the set-up studied above is the easiest one, but not the
most realistic one. Therefore, we decide to study the compaction of BBP
configurations whose loops are generated according to a Poisson distribution
with an average loop length Lloop = 40, 50 and 60σ. This kind of distribution
has already been used for modelling mitotic chromosomes in Ref [205] and it
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Figure 5.17: Poisson distribution. Plot of the Poisson distribution for three different
expected values k = 40, 50 and 60. The three curves are slightly asymmetric.

has the form
P (x; k) = kxe−k

x! (5.6)

where k is the expected value which corresponds to Lloop in our case. A sketch
of the Poisson distribution with expected value k = 40, 50 and 60 is shown in
Fig. 5.17.
As in the fixed loop length case, we start from an equilibrated bottlebrush
polymer and at t = 0 we switch on the interactions between the chromosome
and the Ncond = 500 condensins. We run simulations for a time T = 3× 105 τLJ
during which the system reaches the equilibrium state.
Again, given that Lloop = 40, 50, 60σ and A = 1, 10, 100 kBT , we have 9
possible combinations and for each one we run 10 simulations starting from a
different BBP configuration.
As in Sec.5.3, condensins form bridges with loop roots and this results in a
shorter and stiffer chromosome (see Fig. 5.18(a)). In the final SAC configuration
condensins are not uniformly distributed along the scaffold, but form separated
clusters (see inset of Fig. 5.18(a)).
An important function studied in the biology of mitosis is the contact probability
P (s) where s is the genomic distance along the chromosome (see Sec. 5.1.4).
In the set-up with fixed loop size we did not calculate P (s) because the
presence of a fixed loop size would have produced artificial periodicities in
the plot of P (s). Instead, in this new set-up, a variable loop length smooths
out periodicities and allows us to investigate the contact probability. In
Fig. 5.18(b) it is possible to observe the log-log plot of P (s) for the cases
(Lloop, A) = (40σ, 1 kBT ) and (Lloop, A) = (40σ, 10 kBT ). For intermediate
distances 10 kbp . s . 800 kbp we can fit the two curves with a line whose
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Figure 5.18: Contact probability for variable loop size configurations. (a) SAC
configuration for a bottlebrush polymer with A = 10 kBT and loop size distributed accordingly
to a Poisson distribution with expected value Lloop = 40σ. In the inset condensins interact
with the polymer backbone forming separated clusters. (b) Log-log plot of the contact
probability P (s) versus genomic distance s for different values of (Lloop, A). At intermediate
distances the contact probability scales as P (s) ∝ s−0.5. The two curves are obtained by
averaging over 10 simulations.

slope is ∼ −0.5, meaning that at those genomic distances P (s) ∝ s−0.5. In
Hi-C experiments it has been observed that P (s) ∝ s−0.5 for experimental
intermediate distances 100 kbp < s < 10Mbp. Therefore our model captures
the right exponents describing mitotic chromosomes, even if in our simulations
this power law holds for genomic distances smaller than the experimental ones.
However, it is important to point out that our simulated chromosomes are
shorter than real chromosomes (we simulate ∼ 30Mbp, while the size of the
shortest chromosome, HSA21, is ∼ 48Mbp), and so it is difficult making a
quantitative mapping between the model and experiments.
Again, we characterise the condensin-mediated compaction through the

gyration radius Rg and acylindricity Ac (see Fig. 5.19). The smallest soft
potential A = 1 kBT provides the smallest equilibrium values < Rg > and
< Ac > (see insets of Fig. 5.19(a)-(b)), namely the repulsion interactions plays
the major role on the compaction and on the shape of mitotic cylinder. Instead
the average loop size Lloop has a smaller importance and, as in Section 5.3,
a larger loop size results in a larger gyration radius and acylindricity. By
comparing the insets of Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.19, it can be noticed that this new
set-up with random loop size does not have evident effects on the equilibrium
gyration radius value < Rg >, but instead it leads to a significantly smaller
equilibrium acylindricity < Ac >. Therefore, BBP configurations with random
loop lengths fold into SAC configurations which better resemble a cylindrical
shape.
To understand why Poisson-distributed loops yield to a larger chromosome
compaction, we can use a polymer physics calculation as in Ref. [217, 218].
Indeed, two bristles in a bottlebrush polymer experience a repulsive force whose
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Figure 5.19: Gyration radius and acylindricity for random loop size chromosomes.
Plots of the gyration radius Rg (panel (a)) and of the acylindricity Ac (panel (b)) versus
time t for chromosomes with different average loop sizes Lloop and soft potential values A.
The curves in the two panels are obtained by averaging over 10 simulations. The two insets
in panel (a) and (b) show the equilibrated average gyration radius < Rg > and acylindricity
< Ac > respectively. These equilibrated values are obtained by averaging over polymer
configurations taken at a time t ≥ 250000 τLJ .

magnitude per unit of axial length is given by

Fa ∝
T

λ

(
Na

πλ

) 1
2

(5.7)

where T is the temperature of the system, λ is the distance along the axis
between two consecutive bristles, a is the monomer size and N is the number of
monomers per bristle. In the fixed loop size configuration N = Lloop is constant,
while in the random loop size set-up N follows a Poisson distribution which is
asymmetric. Therefore, the number of loop pairs with average number of beads
N̄ < Lloop is larger than the number of pairs with N̄ > Lloop and so, for fixed
λ, the total repulsive force should be weaker in the variable loop configuration
than in the fixed loop size one. This will result in a larger compaction of the
mitotic chromosome.

5.5 Investigating the elasticity of self-assembled
mitotic chromosomes

In Sec. 5.1.3 we talked about micromanipulation experiments that study
the elasticity of mitotic chromosomes revealing that these objects can come
back to their original length after being stretched up to 5 times. In this Section
we are going to stretch our simulated chromosomes to see if our model can
reproduce the observed elastic properties. In order to do that, we simulate an
extension-retraction cycle through two steps as follow:

1. by starting from an equilibrated self-assembled cylinder (Fig. 5.20(b)),
obtained at the end of simulations discussed in the previous sections, we
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apply constant and opposite pulling forces ±F to the two extremities of
the chromosome for a time Tpull = 105 τLJ (see Fig. 5.20(c));

2. After a time Tpull we switch the forces off. The bonds between consecutive
beads, which were stretched by the pulling force, can then relax and the
chromosome reaches again an equilibrium configuration (see Fig 5.20(d)).

In particular, we focus on a SAC configuration with (Lloop, A) = (40σ, 10 kBT )
and with fixed loop length. The applied forces F are such that 10 kBT

σ
≤ F ≤

45 kBT
σ

which in real units correspond to 1 pN ≤ F ≤ 5 pN . Then, for each
of these forces, we monitor the end-to-end distance R (namely the distance
between the two chromosome ends) during a whole extension-retraction cy-
cle (see Fig. 5.20(a)). It is possible to notice that for the largest forces the
cylinder is stretched up to 5 times in length and generally R returns to within
30% its original value at the end of the cycle. This increase in size after an
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Figure 5.20: Elasticity of mitotic chromosome.(a) Chromosome end-to-end distance
R versus time t for chromosomes stretched by using different pulling forces ranging between
10 kBT/σ and 45 kBT/σ. The curves refer to a single trajectory for fixed loop size chromosome
characterised by (Lloop, A) = (40σ, 10 kBT ). (b-d) Snapshots taken during an extension-
retraction cycle. Starting from an equilibrated SAC configuration (panel (b)), we apply equal
and opposite forces during the stretching phase (panel (c)) and later we switch them off
allowing the polymer to relax again (panel (d)). The three snapshots refer to a cycle with
F = 20 kBT

σ .

extension-retraction cycle can be explained by considering the small differences
between the chromosome configurations at the beginning and the end of each
cycle. In fact, the initial configuration of a cycle is obtained from a BBP
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Figure 5.21: Clustering analysis during an extension-retraction cycle. The con-
densin cluster size (blue curve) and the number of clusters (red curve) are plotted for single
extension-retraction cycles involving pulling forces equal to 10, 30, 35 and 45 kBT/σ. For
t < 105 τLJ self-assembled cylinders are subjected to the pulling force, while for t > 105 τLJ
they can relax. During the extension step, clusters decrease in size and increase in number
only if the pulling force is large enough (F ≥ 30kBT

σ ).

configuration which has a weak, but observable, helicity (see Fig. 5.16) that
is not completely destroyed in the SAC configuration once condensins bind
the polymer backbone3. Therefore, at the beginning of an extension-retraction
cycle, the chromosome has a weak helicity that gets lost during the extension
step 1 as the external pulling force favours the formation of a straight back-
bone. However, in the retraction step 2 condensins, which stay attached to the
polymer during the whole cycle, provide a bending rigidity to the chromosome
backbone which can no longer writhe in 3D resulting in a larger R.
A condensin cluster analysis (see Fig. 5.21) shows that in the extension stage
clusters decrease in size and increase in number only if the pulling force is large
enough (F ≥ 30 kBT

σ
), indicating that the lost of helicity is not directly related

to the reduction of the protein cluster size.
We notice that our simulation set-up is different from the one used in microma-
nipulation experiments. While we apply opposite and constant forces to the
two chromosome extremities, in experiments an extremity is kept fixed and
the other is moved at constant velocity. The constant force ensemble (used
in simulations) and the constant velocity ensemble (used in experiments) are
equivalent only in the thermodynamic limit [219]. However, here we want to
study only the end-to-end distance during an extension-retraction cycle and we
expect similar results in the two ensembles. Instead the two ensembles might

3The helicity of the final SAC configuration is not visible in the tangent-tangent correlation
plot (Fig. 5.16). However, it is possible to observe that the self-assembled chromosome is not
straight, but writhes a bit in 3D (see Fig. 5.20)(b)).
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be different if we wanted to study the presence of hysteresis during the cycle.
Finally, an interesting detail concerns the range of forces we are using. Indeed,
in our simulations, mitotic chromosomes are pulled up to 5 times in length by
using a few pN . These forces are far smaller than the ones used in experiments
where mitotic chromosomes can be reversibly stretched by forces up to 20nN
before protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions are broken [179]. The
discrepancy between experiments and the study here presented is due to the
fact that here we are pulling a single chromatin fibre, while in experiments
thousands of fibres are pulled together. The forces we use are then weak enough
to not remove histones from DNA, but strong enough to stretch a chromatin
fibre.

5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a study about mitotic chromosome compaction.

In our model we consider two types of condensins which interact with chromatin.
The first one topologically binds DNA forming loops, presumably through a
loop extrusion process. We do not model the action of this condensin, but
instead we directly depict chromatin as a bottlebrush polymer composed by
consecutive loops. Therefore we assume that our simulations refer to the late
prophase or early prometaphase. The second type of condensin binds DNA
multivalently and forms bridges between two far chromatin segments. We depict
them as diffusing beads which interact with the polymer through attractive
potentials. Our choice of using two condensin types is justified by recent works
showing that SMC complexes and condensins can bind DNA either topologically
or not topologically [213, 214].
We find that bridging condensins make the bottlebrush polymer stiffer and
shorter, providing a final mitotic chromosome shape which resembles the one ex-
perimentally observed during metaphase. Condensins look to be non-uniformly
distributed along the polymer backbone as they form clusters. From previous
papers we know that diffusive beads attracted to a polymer tend to form spher-
ical clusters by bridging induced attraction mechanisms described in Ref. [88].
In this case we find again a similar process, but the clusters shape is influenced
by excluded volume effects between polymer loops which provide a cylindrical
arrangement to the chromatin filament.
An interesting result is that the presence of topoisomerases, modelled by making
polymer beads to interact through a soft potential, is a very important factor
for the formation of cylindrical mitotic chromosomes. Moreover, configurations
where loop lengths follow a Poisson distribution provide a final prometaphase
chromosome whose shape is more cylindrical than the shape given by fixed loop
sizes. The set-up with variable loop sizes also allows us to study the contact
probability P (s) that at intermediate distances we find to scale as P (s) ∼ s−0.5

as observed in Hi-C experiments.
In this model we are suggesting that part of mitotic chromosome condensation
might happen without ATP activity. While an advantage of our work is its
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simplicity, we are aware that we are neglecting important biological phenomena.
For example, in experiments it has been observed how metaphase chromosomes
show an helical scaffold. Even if our starting bottlebrush configurations display
a weak helicity, this is later destroyed when condensins bind the polymer back-
bone. However, we suggest that the initial helicity might be the seed for the
formation of metaphase helices that our simple simulations can not reproduce.
It would be interesting in the future to investigate if a weak helicity is already
present in prophase chromosomes and, in this case, which biological elements
strengthen it up to form the experimental Hi-C maps suggesting the presence
of helical scaffold.
Finally, in our work we depict loop extruding and bridging condensins as two
different species. However it is more realistic to think that any SMC protein
can switch between the two roles at different times. The switch between the two
roles might depend, for instance, on the stage of mitotis or on the condensin
density. Even if we expect that a model where any condensin can change role
at different time points of the simulation would provide general similar results,
there might be different details in the emerging outcome, which are worth
investigating.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis we investigated some aspects of the 3D organisation and
dynamics of chromatin during the cell cycle. Polymer physics (see Appendix B)
and molecular dynamics techniques (see Chapter 2) were used to simulate chro-
mosomes during interphase and mitosis. In particular, different polymer models
were needed in order to take into account the structural changes chromatin
goes through during the several phases of the cell cycle.

First of all we investigated genome dynamics during interphase. At this stage
transcription takes place, therefore interactions between chromatin and protein
complexes (such as transcription factors) play a determinant role in regulating
gene expression [5]. Recent experimental techniques, such as 3C based meth-
ods (see Appendix A), revealed the presence of long-ranged chromatin loops
which can form either because of promoter-enhancer interactions or because
of the activity of molecular motors like cohesins [57]. However, if on one
hand many discoveries have been recently made about genome organisation,
on the other hand just a little is known about chromatin dynamics inside
the nucleus. In particular, it is still not clear whether transcriptional activ-
ity increases or decreases chromatin mobility as contradictory experimental
results are observed [101, 105]. To shed light on this controversial topic, in
Chapter 3 we simulated chromatin motion by employing the HiP-HoP model
which in previous research provided a good agreement with Capture-C and
FISH experimental data by merging polymer physics, epigenetic data and loop
extrusion mechanisms generated by CTCF-cohesin interplay [41]. In our case,
the HiP-HoP model was used to investigate the dynamics of the Pax6 locus,
fundamental for eyes and brain development, in three mouse cell lines where
the gene is highly expressed, expressed or not expressed at all. From our
simulations we observed that different chromatin-dependent dynamics are not
visible when we study the mean squared displacement of a large probe with size
∼ 40 kbp, while differences can be noted when the probe diameter is reduced
to 1 kbp. In this latter case, the mobility, or in other words the mean squared
displacement at fixed lag time, appears to drop close to transcription factor
binding sites as they increase chromatin density inhibiting its own movement.
Mobility also looks to be deeply influenced by the presence of more opened
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H3K27ac labelled regions where chromatin results to be less compact and it
can then move faster. Moreover, we saw that the population of configurations
visited by the locus in different simulations is also covered by the locus during a
single simulations that, in real time units, is about 28 minutes long. Therefore,
even if our mapping from simulation to real time units is just qualitative, we
expect a locus to assume all its possible configurations during the duration of
a cell cycle. Finally, we investigated the effects of a transcription inhibitor, like
alpha-Amanitin, on chromatin structures. We tried to reproduce Capture-C
and FISH experimental results by using two different set-ups of the HiP-HoP
model: the first one where we completely switch off the interaction between
protein complexes and chromatin, and the second one where we create fixed
bonds between the two of them. As both these model configurations capture
some experimental results, but at the same time fail in correctly predicting
other observations, we suggested that alpha-Amanitin effects might described
by a combination of the two set-ups.

We then turned to the study of a particular stage of interphase, namely the
S-phase corresponding to the moment when DNA is replicated. From previous
literature we knew that microscopy experiments revealed that replicons are not
solitary machines, but they form clusters, known as replication factories, whose
size increases and number decreases while replication proceeds [135]. An expla-
nation of such a phonomenon is still missing and it is unclear which biophysical
laws are behind these observations. In Chapter 4 we developed a new polymer
model which mimics chromatin replication with the aim of studying replication
factories dynamics. In this model a new chromatin filament is synthesised
from an original/template strand by the action of diffusing proteins depicting
DNA polymerases. A simple attractive interaction between chromatin and
polymerases leads to the formation of polymerases clusters (through a bridg-
ing induced attraction mechanism [88]) which here we identify as replication
factories. We then found three growth mechanisms employed by factories: a
replication driven motion along the chromatin filament where two clusters are
pushed by replication to merge; a polymerase unbinding-rebinding mechanism
where new polymerases bind a cluster after they unbind a chromatin region
just replicated; a chromatin loop formation mechanism where two clusters meet
in 3D forming a chromatin loop. While the first two mechanisms have already
been hypothesised in previous literature, the third one is a new prediction
from our model [157, 159]. Moreover, our simulations open some questions
about the definition of replication factories. Indeed, experiments revealing
the presence of replication factories do not necessarily track the movements
of replicons (or part of a replicon) which are actually replicating [157]. From
our simulations it emerges that factories (namely polymerase clusters) can
grow in size also because of clustering between a replicating (active) factory
and a non-replicating (non-active) factory. The definition of factory and, in
particular, of the factory activity becomes then crucial, suggesting new topics
to investigate through experiments.
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Finally, we studied chromatin organisation during mitosis, when the cell pre-
pares for division. During this stage chromosomes assume the characteristic
X-shape that we are used to seeing from microscopy. It is now believed that the
internal organisation of mitotic chromosomes consists in the sequence of con-
secutive loops which can either be or not be attached to a central scaffold [204].
The process making chromatin to pass from the bulky interphase structure to
the cylindrical mitotic structure is still unclear and the most accepted hypothe-
sis is that the formation of mitotic loops is driven by loop extrusion activity
performed by condensins [208]. In Chapter 5 we developed an alternative
model that can partially explain the compaction of mitotic chromatin without
requiring the presence of ATP driven molecules. In this model we start from
a bottle brushed polymer composed by consecutive loops corresponding to a
prophase chromosome. This initial compaction, that we did not simulate, can
be due to loop extrusion performed by topological condensins. However, as it
is known that SMC complexes (like condensins) act both in a topological and
non-topological way [214], we simulated the action of bridging condensins which
multivalently bind the chromatin filament and have a strong attraction with
loop roots. The formation of bridges by this last condensin type gives a further
condensation (which we can think as the experimentally observed condensation
during prometaphase and metaphase) and the chromosome self-assembles into
a cylindrical structure reminiscent of the one revealed by microscopy. Inter-
estingly, our mitotic chromosomes appear to respect the typical power low
describing the contact probability between far genomic sites [204]. Moreover,
they also look to be elastic objects which can come back to their original length
after being stretched up to 5 times as observed in real mitotic chromosomes [217].

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 investigated some interesting biophysical topics and
provided inputs for possible future research. For instance, in the HiP-HoP
model we did not take into account the presence of the nuclear protein SAF-A
which is believed to form a gel that can influence the structure and the dynamics
of the genome [129]. Also, in this model we did not include inactive chromatin:
if on one hand we do not expect inactive chromatin to substantially change the
results we obtained for the dynamics of active chromatin, on the other hand the
inclusion of H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 marks might be useful to investigate
the different mobility between actively transcribed and repressed regions.
The model we developed for the study of replication factories can be the
starting point for several works. First of all, a natural evolution consists in
inserting information about chromatin structure into this model. For example,
if we modelled the chromatin filament by using epigenetic marks to locate
transcriptionally active and inactive regions, we could also try to reproduce
the experimental positions of CTRs and TRRs [149] and we could investigate
how transcription modifies the dynamics of replication factories and their
growth mechanisms. Also, a relatively new biological research field concerns
the study of polymer braids. Indeed, it is known that during replication the
template double-stranded DNA and the newly replicated DNA molecule can
intertwine forming a braid structure which, because of the presence of several
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replicons, is subject to a pulling force and a torque [220]. Moreover, at a critical
torque value, the braid goes through a phase transition where the initially
straight braided structure starts writhing in 3D forming plectonemes [221]. Our
replication model provides a good initial set-up to investigate the formation of
braids during replication and, in particular, to test the previous results about
plectonemes dynamics which were obtained with a simpler polymer model [38].
Finally, the model to explain mitotic compaction could be used to better
understand the origin of fragile sites. Fragile sites are defects in chromatin
folding that lead to an abnormal structure of mitotic chromosomes whose
cylindrical shape is now characterised by a kink or a gap [222]. Recent studies
suggest that these defects might be due to a partial lack of condensin loaded
on the chromosome during mitosis [223]. Therefore our model for mitotic
chromosomes could be used to replicate observed fragile sites and to test the
hypothesis of a faulty condensin loading.



Appendix A

Experimental techniques to
investigate chromatin structure

In Chapter 3 we use results from 3C experiments to test the HiP-HoP model.
Nowadays these techniques are largely employed to investigate chromatin struc-
ture and, for instance, have allowed to discover the presence of loops generated
by cohesins and promoter-enhancer interactions [57]. In this Appendix we will
give details about these experimental methods.

A.1 From 3C to Hi-C technologies
The first chromosome conformation capture (3C) technique was developed

20 years ago [225] sparkling the knowledge about chromatin conformation and
long-ranged interactions in cell populations [224]. Now 3C methods exist in
several variants, but they all start with a similar set-up (see Fig. A.1, long top
panel). As the aim is studying chromatin contacts between genomically far
chromatin loci1, the first step is the fixation of chromatin structure through
formaldeydhe. Formaldeydhe forms cross-links (i.e. covalent bonds) between
chromatin loci which are interacting, namely that are spatially close to each
other [226]. Thereafter, during the digestion step, a restriction enzyme is used
to cut the fixed chromatin and the length of the cut segments will determine the
resolution of the experiments [224]. Often the restriction enzymesHindIII[225]
or BglII [227] are used: these ones recognise a 6 bp DNA sequence providing 1
million of fragments in the human genome [228]. The next step corresponds
to the ligation: during this process different chromatin segments are joint
together through specific enzymes, i.e. DNA ligase [229]. To prevent ligation
events between fragments which are not linked by a cross-link, DNA fragments
are ligated under diluted conditions: in such a way only ligation between
cross-linked fragments is favoured [224]. Cross-links are then reversed and two
genomically far sites which initially were in contact are now ligated to each other
along the final 1D filament (see Fig. A.1, top panel on the right). Therefore, the
3D chromatin structure can be reconstructed from the 1D filaments obtained

1A contact between two genomically far loci might be due to the presence of a chromatin
bridge mediated by a protein, such as a transcription factor [57].
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Figure A.1: 3C methods. Schematic illustration of 3C and ChiP based methods to study
chromatin long-range interactions. Figure from Ref. [224].

through the steps explained previously.
At this point the procedure depends on the chosen method:

• 3C (see Fig. A.1 - 3C panel): the number of copies of the 1D filament
is amplified through PCR techniques by using known primers2 [224].
By amplifying the number of copies, it is possible to identify the two
ligated chromatin sites and to infer the contact frequency between non-
neighbouring sites. The original 3C method studies the interaction only
between two sites (one-vs-one strategy);

• chromosome conformation capture-on-chip (4C, see Fig A.1 - 4C panel) :
2Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is an experimental technique through which it is possible

to amplify the number of copies of a specific DNA sequence by using DNA replication in
absence of a living organism [230]. The two main ingredients used in this process are DNA
polymerases and DNA primers, short DNA fragments complementary to the beginning
extremity of the segment to replicate and which are needed to initiate DNA replication. The
PCR procedure consists in the repetition of 20 − 30 cycles, each one divided into 3 steps.
In the first step the two strands of a double-stranded DNA are separated by using high
temperatures. After that the temperature is lowered, so primers can bind a single strand.
Finally polymerase replicates DNA starting from the primers bound to the DNA strand. A
DNA segment is therefore amplified by using multiple replications.
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this technique combines 3C methods with the use of microarrays in order
to study contacts between a genomic site (viewpoint) with any other sites
(one-vs-all strategy) [224, 231]. Starting from the reverse cross-linking, a
new round of digestion and ligation is executed to get circular chromatin
fragments. By using primers specific for the viewpoint, reverse PCR
amplifies all sequences in contact with the viewpoint which can later be
analysed by microarrays3;

• chromosome conformation capture carbon copy (5C, see Fig. A.1 - 5C
panel): a 3C ligated fragment is hybridized to a pool of primers [233].
Pairs of primers corresponding to interacting fragments are placed side by
side and can be ligated and amplified by PCR methods. The frequency
of contacts can then be inferred from microarray set-ups. 5C methods
allow to detect interactions between groups of chromatin sites and it is
said to use a many-vs-many strategy [224];

• high-throughput sequencing (Hi-C, see Fig. A.1 - Hi-C panel): before the
3C ligation the restriction ends (the two fragments which then will be
ligated together) are marked through biotin-labelled nucleotides [224, 234].
After ligation and reverse cross-linking, the biotin tag is at the centre of
the junction. Only the ligated fragments labelled with biotin are selected.
This purification is performed by a biotin pull-down method executed
by streptavidin beads. The samples are then read and the reads are
mapped back to the genome. In such a way it is possible to create a
matrix with the contact frequencies for any pairs of site. Hi-C methods
use the all-vs-all strategy [224].

A.2 ChiP based technologies
The last two technologies presented in Fig. A.1 (ChiP-loop and ChIA-PET)

are based chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChiP) methods which are used to
investigate interactions between proteins and DNA [235]. In these experiments
formaldehyde is used to cross-link DNA with bound proteins and this complex
is later sheared to obtain small DNA fragments. Specific antibodies binding to
the proteins associated with DNA perform immunoprecipitation that releases
DNA from proteins. The obtained DNA is then analysed through various
methods and, for instance, it is possible to study the genomic sequences usually
associated with specific proteins like CTCFs complexes [236].
The ChiP-loop technique detects chromatin-chromatin interactions by combin-
ing 3C and ChiP methods and it uses a one-vs-one strategy [224, 237]. The
steps are the following ones [238] (see Fig. A.1 - ChiP-loop panel):

3In DNA microarray analysis several DNA probes are placed on a solid surface and are
used to generate a complementary DNA (cDNA) through hybridisation. cDNA is labelled
though fluorophores which can be detected. The fluorescence intensity provides the amount
of cDNA and, therefore, also the amount of the initial DNA probes [232].
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• chromatin-protein complexes contacts are cross-linked through formalde-
hyde and then chromatin is digested (i.e. cut into segments containing
the cross-link);

• the digested fragments are immunoprecipitated by using antibodies against
the proteins forming the cross-links;

• the DNA fragment ends are ligated while the fragment is still bound to
the antibody;

• cross-links are reversed and the linear fragments obtained from immuno-
precipitation are analysed through PCR methods.

Finally, we describe the ChIA-PET technique which consists in a genome-wide
version (i.e. all-vs-all strategy) of ChIP-loop methods [224] (see Fig. A.1 -
ChIA-PET panel). After the cross-linking , digestion and immunoprecipitation
by using specific antibodies, the ends of each chromatin fragment are linked
to biotinylated oligonucleotide4 half linkers (or adapters) which are then lig-
ated together [239]. Through a reverse cross-linking the chromatin fragments
are released from the proteins and after digestion the resulting filaments are
composed by chromatin-linker-chromatin which are analysed through PCR
methods.
The main advantages of ChiP based techniques is the reduction of the typical
3C experiment noise and the fact that they allow to study chromatin-chromatin
interactions due to a specific binding factor such as a transcription factor [240].
On the other hand, 3C methods detect chromatin-chromatin contacts in-
dependently from the associated bound factor and are not limited by this
constriction [224].
Therefore both 3C and ChiP methods present some advantages and disadvan-
tages, but both has given a deeper insight on the genome structure.

4A oligonucleotide is a short DNA sequence [5].



Appendix B

A quick introduction to polymer
physics

The models employed through this thesis relay on polymer physics. A
polymer can be visualised as a chain composed by several units called monomers.
In our simulations, in particular, a polymer is simply represented as a sequence
of bonded beads. The simplest model to investigate polymer physics is given
by the ideal chain, whose monomers are considered as non-interacting and it is
then described by a random walk. Excluded volume effects are not considered
in a ideal chain and therefore two monomers can occupy even the same spatial
position. Even if this simple model provides a good start to study polymer
physics, real polymers are characterised by interacting monomers and therefore
more complicated calculations are needed to investigate their properties.
In this appendix we will first give a brief introduction about polymer physics
starting from the ideal chain and finishing with comments on real polymers.

B.1 The freely jointed chain

The simplest way to depict a polymer is provided by the freely jointed chain
representing the polymer as an ideal chain where its monomers generate a 3
dimensional random walk [98].
One of the main parameters used to describe a chain is the end-to-end distance
R, namely the 3D distance between its two extremities. As an ideal chain
is described by a random walk, the average end-to-end distance is given by
< R >= 0. However, the same conclusion does not hold for the value of < R2 >
which results to be:
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< R2 > =< ~R · ~R > (B.1)

=
〈(

N∑
i=1

~ri

)
·

 N∑
j=1

~rj

〉 (B.2)

=
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

< ~ri~rj > (B.3)

= l2
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

< cosθij > (B.4)

where l is the length of the bond between two consecutive monomers, the
sums run over the N monomers and θij is the angle between the vectors ~ri
and ~rj, each one connecting two adjacent monomers. As there are not angle
correlations we have < cosθij >= 0 for i 6= j and the only contributions come
from < cosθii >= 1. Therefore the final result is < R2 >= Nl2.
Another quantity largely used in polymer physics is the radius of gyration
whose square is defined as R2

g = 1
N2
∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1(~ri− ~rj)2. It can be demonstrated

that for an ideal chain < Rg >=< R > /
√

6.
Usually the dependency of the end-to-end distance on the number of monomers
is described by the Flory exponent ν through the equation R ∼ N ν . In an
ideal chain the Flory exponent results to be ν = 1/2. However, as we will see,
this exponent assumes different values in real chains where excluded volume
interactions are taken into account.

B.2 Freely rotating chain

Figure B.1: Freely rotating chain. Sketch of the freely rotating chain model. Figure
from Ref. [98].

In this model a correlation between two consecutive bonds is introduced:
every bond angle is fixed at a value θ and the bond vector ~ri+1 can rotate
around the direction of the previous bond vector ~ri [98] (see Fig. B.1). Then
< ~ri · ~ri+1 >= l2 < cosθi,i+1 >= l2cosθ. If we consider two far bond vectors
and iterate the previous equation, we get ~ri · ~rj = l2(cosθ)|i−j|. The end-to-end
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distance results to be:

< R2 > =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

< ~ri · ~rj > (B.5)

= nl2 + l2
N∑
i=1

i−1∑
j=1

(cosθ)i−j +
N∑

j=i+1
(cosθ)j−1

 (B.6)

= nl2 + l2
N∑
i=1

[
i−1∑
k=1

(cosθ)k +
N−1∑
k=1

(cosθ)k
]

(B.7)

where the term nl2 comes from the double sum in the case i = j and in the last
equation we substitute k = i− j in the first sum over j and k = j − i in the
second one. The term (cosθ)|i−j| is related to the correlation between two bond
vectors and it defines the persistence number Sp through the following equation

(cosθ)|i−j| = e|i−j|ln(cosθ) = e
− |i−j|

Sp (B.8)

and from here we get
Sp = − 1

ln(cosθ) (B.9)

The persistence length is then given by lp = lSp and it defines the length at
which two monomers become decorrelated.

B.3 Worm-like chain
As real polymers (like DNA and chromatin) usually are characterised by a

stiffness, a bit more complicated model is needed in order to include correlations
due to rigidity. In this case the worm-like chain model is used to describe
semi-flexible chains [98]. In particular, we start from the freely rotating chain
model and consider the limit cosθ → 0. By converting the sums to integrals
we get

< R2 > = l2
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(cosθ)|i−j| (B.10)

= l2
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

e
− |i−j|l

lp (B.11)

=
∫ RMAX

0
du
∫ RMAX

0
dve

− |v−u|
lp (B.12)

where we change variables (u = il and v = jl) and RMAX is the maximum
extension of the polymer.
By solving the integral we get the final end-to-end formula

< R2 >= 2lpRMAX + 2l2p
[
e
−RMAX

lp − 1
]

(B.13)
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It is particular interesting to consider the limit of small and large persistence
length. In the case of small persistence length, lp << RMAX , we can coarse
grain the polymer so that the new larger bond length is b (called also Kuhn
length) and two consecutive segments of the polymer result to be freely jointed
with each other. In such a way, the new coarse grained polymer is described
by a freely jointed chain whose maximum extension is RMAX = Nb and it
is possible to show that b = 2lp. Therefore, in the limit of small lp we get
< R2 >= 2lpRMAX = Nb2 as in the case of an ideal chain. Instead, in the
case of large persistence length, lp >> RMAX , we get < R2 >∼ R2

MAX and the
polymer behaves as a stiff stick.
In this framework it is important to mention also the Kratky-Porod model
which is the discrete version of the worm-like chain model [241] and is used to
model the persistence length of chromatin in coarse-grained MD simulations
(see Chapter 2). In the Kratky-Porod model the bending energy of the system
is given by

H = −ε
N−1∑
i=1

~ri+1 · ~ri (B.14)

which, for each angle between adjacent segments, provides an energetic cost εl2.
The persistence length is linked to the energy ε by the relationship lp = εl

kBT
.

B.4 Real chains
When we want to describe the physics of real polymers we need to account

for excluded volume interactions. A polymer whose monomers interact via steric
potentials is known as self-avoiding walk and the simplest model is provided
by the Flory theory [98]. The free energy of the system has an entropic
contribution Fent, due to entropy loss, and a energetic contribution Fint, due to
steric interactions among monomers. By assuming that the probability of finding
an end-to-end distance R for a chain of N monomers is given by a Gaussian
distribution (P (R,N) ∼ e−R

2/N), we get an entropic free energy contribution
Fent = B(T )R2

N
where B(T ) is a term depending on the temperature of the

system.
The energetic contribution instead is calculated by considering the energy
necessary to prevent an overlap between two monomers. Therefore, it depends
on the repulsion energy between two monomers ε (which is a function of the
temperature) and on the monomer density c = N/Rd where d is the dimension
of the system. As εc2 provides the repulsion energy per volume unit, the total
energetic contribution is given by Fint(R, T ) = εc2Rd = εN2/Rd = A(T )N2/Rd

where A(T ) is a function of the temperature.
Merging the two contributions, the free energy of the polymer results to be

F (R, T ) = A(T )N
2

Rd
+B(T )R

2

N
(B.15)

Minimising the energy with respect to R leads to

R ∼ N
3

2+d (B.16)
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and the Flory exponent is given by νFlory = 3
2+d .

The predictions given by the Flory theory are extremely accurate. In two
dimensions, indeed, we get νFlory = 0.75 which corresponds to the exact
exponent calculated by Nienhuis in 1982 [242]. In three dimensions instead
the Flory exponent is νFlory = 0.6, extremely close to the best estimate based
on theory and experiments ν = 0.588 [243]. Interestingly, at d = 4 we obtain
νFlory = 1/2 and the polymer becomes an ideal chain. The dimension d = 4 is
also known as the upper critical dimension and in this case the volume of the
system is so large that correlations between polymer’s segments become less
important.
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Appendix C

HiP-HoP model: additional
material

C.1 Capture-C and FISH viewpoint/probe po-
sitions

Viewpoint name Genomic position
Pax6_P1 chr2:105515339-105515903
Pax6_P0 chr2:105508737-105509119
Pax6_Palpha chr2:105521487-105522094
CTCFp11 chr2:105511309-105512303
7CE12_CTCF chr2:105527664-105528138
Elp4_pro chr2:105744078-105745820
CTCF5 chr2:105639621-105640392
CTCF6 chr2:105456258-105457375
CTCF4 chr2:105748530-105748848
CTCF7 chr2:105363080-105364092
CTCF10B chr2:105173505-105175699
Rcn1_pro chr2:105238728-105239162
e200_Enh chr2:105284625-105285412

Table C.1: Genomic position of Capture-C viewpoints used in experiments and simulations.
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Group Name Genomic position

1
URR chr2:105430492-105469674
Pax6 chr2:105508853-105550057
DRR chr2:105612707-105655961

2
Rcn1 chr2:105218785-105254871
Pax6 chr2:105508853-105550057
Elp4 chr2:105726249-105764673

Table C.2: Genomic positions of FISH probes used in experiments and simulations. Probe
set 1 is used for standard Pax6 loci. Probe set 2 is used for alpha amanitin treated cells.

C.2 Additional figures
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Figure C.1: The Pax6 locus explores the configuration space. Scatter plots showing
configurations adopted by the Pax6 locus in HIGH, ON and OFF cells. The axes of the
configuration space correspond to the 3D distance between the probes positioned at the
Pax6 promoter, downstream and upstream regulatory regions, DRR and URR respectively
(like in Fig. 3.21). Each grey point corresponds to a configuration fixed in time, while yellow
lines show the ensamble of configurations adopted by the locus during a single trajectory. In
the three cells, the locus explores the whole volume (occupied by grey points) during a single
simulation whose duration is about 28 minutes.
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